First Generation

1. Cristofaro LoDico was born about 1670 in Malpasso - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. *Origins of the name LODICO from the Petralia’s of the Madonie Region of Sicily*

   The surname is widespread in the two Petralia's since ancient times. In Petralia Sottana, in the "civil registry" of the seventeenth century, it is found in the "Laudico" version.

   Three possible etymologies are hypothesized:

   1) could be a patronymic and derived from the Nordic name Ludwig, Lodovico;

   2) It could derive from the Latin "laudes dico", in affinity with the word "laudicenus", with the sense of a complimented and interested person.

   However, none of these interpretations explains why the two Lodico and Laudico versions coexisted even in the same historical periods, nor why the Lodico surname is found almost exclusively in Sicily, with a high concentration in the Madonie, and not in other areas invaded by the Normans, or subject to the Roman Empire.

   3) To these questions instead answers one last hypothesis: the surname derives from "Laodikeia" (in Greek: Λαοδίκεια) or "Laodicea", a name used by the Hellenistic dynasty of the Seleucids and was therefore imported locally from Hellenistic or Arab settlers, to indicate their city of origin.

   After the death of Alexander, the Great, on most of his domains in 323 BC his general Seleucus I took over, which gave life to the Seleucid empire, including Syria, Persia and Asia Minor, and which also extended to the Sicilian Greek colonies.

   Seleucus I, in memory of his mother Laodice, founded five cities named Laodikèia. They were also created in Greece.

   The most populous still exists in Syria and retains the name of al-Lâdhiqiyya.

   A proof of this last interpretation is found in some examples of the surname "Laudica", found in inscriptions of ancient Rome, and which scholars agree to be of Hellenistic origin.

   Centuries later, a fraction of Petralia Soprana, Santa Caterina LoDico, took its name from the LoDico families who had created it.

   The story of the LoDico ancestry begins in Malpasso and is tied to one of the most ancient roads in Sicily. By the end of the 17th century there was still one road that went from the coastal town of Catania, inland through the Madonie mountains to the north coastal town of Palermo. This roadway was one of the very first roads in Sicily and was used by the first of the island's inhabitants: the Sicans, Sicels, and Elymans. In its earliest times the towns of Centuripe and Agyrium brought an exchange of goods arriving by sea with ceramics and obsidian brought out
This road was later improved by the Romans and it passed through Blufi in a region called Malpasso [bad pass]. This was a dangerous stretch of road known for its steep ravines and high bluffs where criminals and others would attack and rob the travelers. The priests, pilgrims, and merchants complained to the Sicilian nobility and asked for protection.

The Marchese Pottino who owned many large estates of land and farms around Rusuttano and Blufi, including the ancestral Castello Irosa, entered into an agreement with three Sicilian campiere families: the LaTonas, the di Geracis, and the LoDicos.

In return for protecting the travelers on the road, the LoDico family was given the land known as Malpasso.

Cristofaro LoDico and Giovanna UNKNOWN were married about 1706 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giovanna UNKNOWN was born about 1675 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Cristofaro LoDico and Giovanna UNKNOWN had the following children:

+2  
  
  i.  Calogero LoDico, born abt 1707, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vincenza di Geraci, abt 1727, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+3  
  
  ii.  Illuminato LoDico, born abt 1725, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppa Librizzi, abt 1755, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Second Generation

2.  Calogero LoDico (Cristofaro-1) was born about 1700. He was born about 1707 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vincenza di Geraci were married about 1727 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vincenza di Geraci was born about 1709 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vincenza di Geraci had the following children:

+4  
  
  i.  Domenico LoDico, born abt 1728, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Barbara Salano, abt 1748, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+5  
  
  ii.  Augustino LoDico, born abt 1729, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonina Giovecchio, abt 1753, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+6  
  
  iii.  Calogero LoDico, born abt 1730, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Santa LaTona, 6 Nov 1769, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

+7  
  
  iv.  Giuseppe LoDico, born abt 1732, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosaria
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

3. Illuminato LoDico (Cristofaro-1) was born about 1725 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Illuminato LoDico and Giuseppa Librizzi were married about 1755 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Librizzi was born about 1735 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Illuminato LoDico and Giuseppa Librizzi had the following child:

+11 i. Vittorio LoDico, born abt 1758, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Alesineo, 4 Feb 1783, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Third Generation

4. Domenico LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1728 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Barbara Salano were married about 1748 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Barbara Salano was born about 1729 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Barbara Salano had the following children:

+12 i. Francesca LoDico, born abt 1749, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Angelo Li Puma, abt 1778, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 14 Nov 1827, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+13 ii. Alberto LoDico, born abt 1770, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Anna Carmela Gulino, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 22 Oct 1844, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+14 iii. Antonino LoDico, born abt 1775, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Petra Gulino, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

15 iv. Petra Calogera Santa LoDico was born on 2 Nov 1783.
5. Augustino LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1729 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Augustino LoDico and Antonina Giovecchio were married about 1753 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonina Giovecchio was born about 1733 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Augustino LoDico and Antonina Giovecchio had the following children:

+16 i. Gaetano LoDico, born abt 1750, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Agata Giunta Madonic, 8 Nov 1781, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+17 ii. Santa LoDico, born abt 1754, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vincenzo Pasquale, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 18 Aug 1824, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+18 iii. Pietro LoDico, born abt 1755, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Salvatora Cerami, 21 Feb 1775, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

6. Calogero LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1730 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Santa La Tona were married on 6 Nov 1769 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santa La Tona, daughter of Giuseppe La Tona and Vincenza Rosalia UNKNOWN, was born about 1732 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Santa La Tona had the following children:

+19 i. Giuseppa LoDico, born abt 1753, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Gaetano Giambra, abt 1782, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+20 ii. Caterina LoDico, born abt 1758, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonino Tabbone, 8 Oct 1776, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 2 Apr 1827, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+21 iii. Vincenzo LoDico, born abt 1761, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonina di Forte, abt 1785, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 1 Apr 1803, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+22 iv. Leonardo LoDico, born abt 1762, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Felicia Maniscalco Papa, abt 1814, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Vullo, 27 Aug 1792, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 22 Oct 1831, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+23 v. Diego LoDico, born abt 1766, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Cosmia Prima Baglio, 16 Jan 1779, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Carmela Bellavia, 27 Feb 1808, Marianopoli, Sicily; died abt 1823, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+24 vi. Calogero LoDico, born abt 1769, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Vincenza di Forte, 4 Jun 1786, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

7. Giuseppe LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1732 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Giuseppe LoDico and Rosaria UNKNOWN were married about 1765 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosaria UNKNOWN was born about 1735 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Rosaria UNKNOWN had the following children:

+25   i. Lucia LoDico, born abt 1764, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelo Tabbone, abt 1784, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 1 Feb 1828, Marianopoli, Sicily.
+26   ii. Concetta LoDico, born abt 1777, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro Auria, 25 Feb 1802, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 5 Mar 1847, Marianopoli, Sicily.

8. Calogero LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1737 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Francesca LaPlaca were married about 1757 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesca LaPlaca was born about 1740 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Francesca LaPlaca had the following children:

+27   i. Agata LoDico, born abt 1760, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonio Ferrara, abt 1786, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 26 Jan 1824, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+28   ii. Santa LoDico, born abt 1770, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+29   iii. Maddalena LoDico, born abt 1771, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Raimondo LaPlaca, abt 1798, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Michele LiPira, abt 1786, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 13 May 1846, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+31   v. Giuseppe LoDico was born about 1784 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Apr 1834 at the age of 50 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Lodico was a priest. He was one of the first priests in the town of Marianopoli.

FOR MORE INFORMATION:
http://www.marianopoli.com/culto.htm

+33   vii. Vita LoDico was born on 2 Jan 1798.
9. Mauro LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1745 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Petralia Soprana church records show a double wedding for brothers Mauro and Antonio LoDico, sons of Calogero LoDico and Vincenza di Geraci. The two sons married two sisters: Maria Guarnuto and Calogera Giuseppa Guarnuto. The wedding announcements were recorded on October 2, 3, and 4, 1765.

Mauro LoDico and Maria Guarnuto were married about Oct 1765 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Guarnuto, daughter of Pietro Guarnuto and Doma Unknown, was born about 1748 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Mauro LoDico and Maria Guarnuto had the following children:

- +34
  i. Francesco Paolo LoDico, born abt 1768, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Arcangela Vaccarella, abt 1799, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 5 Jan 1841, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

- +35

- +36
  iii. Maria Antonio LoDico, born abt 1785, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vittorio d' Allesi, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

- +37
  iv. Mauro LoDico, born abt 1785, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Domenica Ippolito Giunta, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 23 Sep 1846, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

10. Antonino LoDico (Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1746 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1746.

Antonino LoDico and Calogera Giuseppa Guarnuto were married about Oct 1765 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogera Giuseppa Guarnuto, daughter of Pietro Guarnuto and Doma Unknown, was born about 1749 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

11. Vittorio LoDico (Illuminato-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1758 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and Maria Alesineo were married on 4 Feb 1783 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Alesineo, daughter of Giuseppe Alesineo and Anna Unknown, was born about 1764 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico
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Vittorio LoDico and Maria Alesineo had the following children:

38  i.  Paolo Illuminato LoDico was born on 15 Jan 1787 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
39  ii. Illuminatia LoDico was born on 9 Jul 1789 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+40  iii. Calogera Giuseppa LoDico, born 4 Jan 1801, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Leonardo Albanese, abt 1820, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 8 Dec 1844, Pianello, Sicily.

Fourth Generation

12. Francesca LoDico (Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1749 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 14 Nov 1827 at the age of 78 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesca LoDico and Angelo Li Puma were married about 1778 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Angelo Li Puma was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Angelo Li Puma and Francesca LoDico had the following child:

+41  i.  Gandolfo Li Puma, born abt 1779, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 6 Jun 1839, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

13. Alberto LoDico (Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1770 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 22 Oct 1844 at the age of 74 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Anna Carmela Gulino were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Anna Carmela Gulino was born about 1775 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Anna Carmela Gulino had the following children:

+42  i.  Domenico LoDico, born 3 Jan 1801, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Petra Sabatino, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.
+44  iii.  Pietro LoDico, born abt 1806, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Vittoria Gennaro, 5 Sep 1835, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 1 Dec 1877, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+45  iv.  Giuseppe Calogero LoDico, born abt 1810, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married
14. Antonino LoDico (Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1775 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino LoDico and Petra Gulino were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Petra Gulino was born about 1778 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino LoDico and Petra Gulino had the following children:

+47  i. Barbara Maria LoDico, born 1 Jul 1798, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 18 Mar 1864, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+48  ii. Maria Petra LoDico, born abt 1805, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Damiano Vaccarella, 29 Apr 1826, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 5 Nov 1881, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+49  iii. Maria Vita LoDico, born abt 1808, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Michele Albanese, abt 1820, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 10 Mar 1874, Pianello, Sicily.
+50  iv. Andrea LoDico, born abt 1812, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Angela Di Gangi, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

16. Gaetano LoDico (Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1750 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano LoDico and Agata Giunta Madonie were married on 8 Nov 1781 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Agata Giunta Madonie, daughter of Giuseppe Madonie and Domenica Giunta, was born about 1750 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born about 1755 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was also known as Agata Giunta Madonie. Agata died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Agata died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano LoDico and Agata Giunta Madonie had the following children:

+51  i. Alberto LoDico, born 8 Sep 1779, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Francesca Paola di Bruno, 11 Jul 1829, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

ii. Petra Paola Vittoria LoDico was born on 1 Feb 1783 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+iii. Calogero Giuseppe LoDico, born 4 Oct 1784, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 29 Nov 1832, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+v. Giovanna LoDico, born abt 1791, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonino Calderaro, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+vi. Pietro LoDico, born abt 1793, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 10 Jan 1859, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+viii. Lucia LoDico, born abt 1798, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe LaPlaca, abt 1819, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 15 Jun 1863, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

17. Santa LoDico (Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1754 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 18 Aug 1824 at the age of 70 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Santa LoDico and Vincenzo Pasquale were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vincenzo Pasquale was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vincenzo Pasquale and Santa LoDico had the following child:

+i. Pietro Pasquale, born 1781, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Maddalena Capprianni, 18 Jul 1840, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

18. Pietro LoDico (Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1755 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Salvatora Cerami were married on 21 Feb 1775 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Salvatora Cerami, daughter of Stefano Cerami and Sebastiana LaPlaca, was born about 1758 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Salvatora Cerami had the following children:

+i. Giuseppe Alberto LoDico, born 1 Dec 1783, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonia Maria Sabatino, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Filippa di Gangi, abt 1844, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 14 Sep 1868, Blufi -Petralia
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Soprania, Sicily.

ii. Anna LoDico was born on 10 Nov 1787 in Blufi - Petralia Soprania, Sicily.

19. Giuseppa LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1753 in Blufi - Petralia Soprania, Sicily.

Giuseppa LoDico and Gaetano Giambrba were married about 1782 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gaetano Giambrba was born about 1750 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Gaetano Giambrba and Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

62 i. Giuseppa Giambra was born on 11 Dec 1783 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
63 ii. Giusepppe Giambra was born on 26 Mar 1788 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
64 iii. Salvatore Giuseppe Giambra was born on 25 Apr 1789 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+65 iv. Rosa Giambra, born abt 1794, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 6 Jan 1848, Marianopoli, Sicily.
66 v. Angela Santa Giambra was born on 9 Dec 1794 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1797 at the age of 3 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
67 vi. Leonardo Giambra was born on 28 May 1796 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
68 vii. Angela Giambra was born on 12 May 1797 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
69 viii. Angelo Giambra was born about 1798 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 3 Jan 1828 at the age of 30 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

20. Caterina LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1758 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 2 Apr 1827 at the age of 69 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Caterina LoDico and Antonino Tabbone were married on 8 Oct 1776 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Antonino Tabbone, son of Vincenzo Tabbone and Domenica UNKNOWN, died in 1848 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Antonino Tabbone and Caterina LoDico had the following children:

70 i. Anna Michela Tabbone was born on 18 Nov 1777 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+71 ii. Maria Tabbone, born abt 1778, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonino Fasciano, 5 Oct 1796, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 5 Dec 1852, Marianopoli, Sicily.
72 iii. Ursula Anna Tabbone was born on 1 Aug 1781 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
73 iv. Salvatore Tabbone was born on 6 Feb 1784 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+74 v. Giovanni Calogero Tabbone, born 18 Nov 1786, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 1855, Marianopoli, Sicily.
+75 vi. Michela Liboria Tabbone, born 28 Sep 1789, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Alberto
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

(Liberto) Munella, 26 Oct 1807, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesco Lumia; died 31 Mar 1848, Marianopoli, Sicily.

vii. Vincenzo Tabbone, born abt 1795, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Gandolfa Saguto, 10 Nov 1820, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 12 Mar 1855, Marianopoli, Sicily.

viii. Clemente Tabbone, born 25 Feb 1798, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Gaetana Andaloro, 21 Mar 1835, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 29 Apr 1859, Marianopoli, Sicily.

21. Vincenzo LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1761 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 1 Apr 1803 at the age of 42 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. The earliest mention of Vincenzo LoDico comes from the birth record of his granddaughter, Calogera LoDico, born on 12/4/1821 in Marianopoli, Sicily. The year, 1821 is the oldest recorded date for birth records in Marianopoli.

Vincenzo LoDico and Antonina di Forte were married about 1785 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Antonina di Forte, daughter of Giovanni di Forte and Arcangela UNKNOWN, was born about 1774 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo LoDico and Antonina di Forte had the following children:

78 i. Calogero Giuseppe Pietro LoDico was born on 14 Nov 1787 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+79 ii. Giuseppa Rosalia LoDico, born 23 Mar 1789, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Gaetano Papa, 11 Nov 1834, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

80 iii. Grazia Michela Ignazia LoDico was born on 7 Jul 1791 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+81 iv. Arcangela LoDico, born abt 1793, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Biagio Ferraro, abt 1810, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 25 Jan 1856, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+82 v. Giuseppa Maria LoDico, born abt 1793, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogero Marranco, abt 1806, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Gaetano Papa, 4 Nov 1834, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 23 Mar 1863, Marianopoli, Sicily.

83 vi. Maria Angelica LoDico was born on 16 Jan 1794 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1799 at the age of 5 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+84 vii. Crocifissa LoDico, born abt 1796, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Leonardo Baglio, 20 Nov 1819, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 18 Oct 1851, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+85 viii. Calogero Vincenzo LoDico, born 1 Feb 1797, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Vincenza Alessi, 3 May 1818, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 27 Dec 1826, Marianopoli, Sicily.

86 ix. Maria Angelica LoDico was born on 29 Dec 1799 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

87 x. Prospera Crocifina LoDico was born on 5 Dec 1802 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

22. Leonardo LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1762 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 22 Oct 1831 at the age of 69 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in
Marianopoli, Sicily. The earliest mention of Leonardo LoDico comes from the birth record of his granddaughter, Gerenica LoDico, born on 5/19/1823 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Felicia Maniscalco Papa were married about 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Felicia Maniscalco Papa, daughter of Salvatore Maniscalco Papa and Michela Rizzo, was born about 1782 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 15 Sep 1818 at the age of 36.

Leonardo LoDico and Felicia Maniscalco Papa had the following children:

+88  
  i. Benedetto LoDico, born 8 Feb 1815, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesca Vullo, 30 Apr 1843, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 18 Nov 1857, Marianopoli, Sicily.

89  
  ii. Maria Rosa LoDico was born on 22 Oct 1816 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 30 Nov 1857 at the age of 41 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Vullo were married on 27 Aug 1792 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Maria Vullo, daughter of Luciano Vullo and Paola UNKNOWN, was born about 1764 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 16 Oct 1811 at the age of 47 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Vullo had the following children:

+90  
  i. Calogero LoDico, born 5 Dec 1784, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogera Gruttadauria, 28 Feb 1813, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Luigia Tirrito, 29 Nov 1843, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 11 Mar 1849, Marianopoli, Sicily.

91  
  ii. Santa LoDico was born on 15 Oct 1796 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

92  
  iii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 12 Sep 1798 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 9 Sep 1861 at the age of 62 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

93  
  iv. Leonardo LoDico was born about 1808 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

23. Diego LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1766 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died about 1823 at the age of 57 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Diego LoDico and Cosmia Prima Baglio were married on 16 Jan 1779 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Cosmia Prima Baglio, daughter of Tommasso Baglio and Paola UNKNOWN, was born about 1766 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1808 at the age of 42 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Diego LoDico and Cosmia Prima Baglio had the following children:

+94  
  i. Tommaso Calogero LoDico, born 3 Jun 1786, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Carmela Bellavia, abt 1818, Marianopoli, Sicily.
ii. Michela Anna Maria LoDico, born 5 Dec 1788, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Epifanio Noto, 8 Jun 1806, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Salvatore Schifano, 23 Jan 1815, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 11 Jul 1826, Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Giuseppa Maria LoDico, born 28 Feb 1791, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giovanni Spagnolo, 11 May 1823, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 26 May 1837, Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Angelo Salvatore LoDico, born 7 Sep 1793, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosa Alessi, 21 Jun 1831, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

v. Salvatore LoDico, born abt 1795, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogera Fiorello, abt 1825, Marianopoli, Sicily.

vi. Theresa LoDico was born about 1801 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 22 Aug 1810 at the age of 9 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Diego LoDico and Carmela Bellavia were married on 27 Feb 1808 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Carmela Bellavia, daughter of Giuseppe Bellavia and Francesca Schillaci, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

24. Calogero LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1769 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vincenza di Forte were married on 4 Jun 1786 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenza di Forte, daughter of Giovanni di Forte and Arcangela UNKNOWN, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vincenza di Forte had the following child:

i. Giuseppa LoDico was born in 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 20 Dec 1824 at the age of 10 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

25. Lucia LoDico (Giuseppe-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1764 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 1 Feb 1828 at the age of 64 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Lucia LoDico and Angelo Tabbone were married about 1784 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelo Tabbone, son of Vincenzo Tabbone and Domenica UNKNOWN, was born about 1764 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was born about 1764.

Angelo Tabbone and Lucia LoDico had the following children:

i. Salvatore Tabbone, born 3 Sep 1785, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Teresa Giambra, 22 Oct 1807, Marianopoli, Sicily.
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102 ii. Rosa Tabbone was born on 11 Jun 1788 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+103 iii. Pasquala Tabbone, born abt 1790, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Bernardo Jacuzzo, 22 Oct 1824, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 23 Apr 1830, Marianopoli, Sicily.
104 iv. Concetta Tabbone was born on 24 Apr 1791 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
105 v. Arcangela Tabbone was born on 28 Aug 1794 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
106 vi. Domenico Tabbone was born on 10 Jun 1798 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

26. Concetta LoDico (Giuseppe-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1777 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Mar 1847 at the age of 70 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Concetta's death was witnessed by Vincenzo Ferraro, age 27.

Concetta LoDico and Pietro Auria were married on 25 Feb 1802 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Pietro Auria, son of Michele Auria and Rosa UNKNOWN, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pietro Auria and Concetta LoDico had the following children:

107 i. Michela Maria Auria was born on 27 Feb 1803 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
108 ii. Rosa Maria Auria was born on 14 Dec 1805 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+109 iii. Eugenio Auria, born abt 1808, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Anna Maria Falzone, 30 Nov 1832, Marianopoli, Sicily.
110 iv. Grazia Auria was born on 7 Apr 1808 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
111 v. Salvatore Auria was born on 11 Jan 1812.

27. Agata LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1760 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 26 Jan 1824 at the age of 64 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Agata LoDico and Antonio Ferrara were married about 1786 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonio Ferrara was born in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonio Ferrara and Agata LoDico had the following children:

+112 i. Petra Ferrara, born 1787, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Andrea Scotto, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 18 Nov 1838, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

28. Santa LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1770 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Calogero Capprianni was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero Capprianni and Santa LoDico had the following child:

+114   i.  Maria Maddalena Capprianni, born 1818, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro Pasquale, 18 Jul 1840, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

29. Maddalena LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1771 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 13 May 1846 at the age of 75 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maddalena LoDico and Raimondo LaPlaca were married about 1798 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Raimondo LaPlaca was born about 1779 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Raimondo LaPlaca and Maddalena LoDico had the following children:

+115   i.  Maria Carmela LaPlaca, born abt 1799, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe Catreraro, 7 Oct 1827, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+116   ii. Carmela LaPlaca, born abt 1814, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 8 Apr 1839, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LaPlaca was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maddalena LoDico and Michele LiPira were married about 1786 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Michele LiPira was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Michele LiPira and Maddalena LoDico had the following children:

117   i.  Calogero LiPira was born about 1787 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 22 Oct 1857 at the age of 70 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
118   ii. Giuseppe LiPira was born about 1788 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Feb 1858 at the age of 70 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

30. Alberto Raimundo LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Aug 1782 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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Gandolfa Vilardo was born in 1792 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Raimundo LoDico and Gandolfa Vilardo had the following child:

i. Giuseppe Apollonio LoDico was born on 24 Dec 1823 in Pianello, Sicily.

32. Vittoria Libona LoDico (Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jul 1788 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 23 Apr 1835 at the age of 46 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittoria Libona LoDico and Mariano di Giosa were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Mariano di Giosa was born about 1787 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Mariano di Giosa and Vittoria Libona LoDico had the following children:

i. Giuseppa di Giosa, born 1816, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 10 Nov 1892, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Giuseppe di Giosa, born 1818, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppa Macaluso, 25 Sep 1836, Pianello, Sicily; married Domenica LaPlaca, 3 Feb 1844, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Pianello, Sicily.

iii. Vito di Giosa was born on 8 Apr 1821 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

34. Francesco Paolo LoDico (Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1768 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 5 Jan 1841 at the age of 73 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Arcangela Vaccarella were married about 1799 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Arcangela Vaccarella was born about 1770 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Arcangela Vaccarella had the following children:

i. Maria Antonia LoDico, born abt 1800, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Calogero Carapezza, 2 Jul 1823, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Malpasso - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Maria Giuseppa LoDico, born abt 1801, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonio Giunta, 27 Nov 1820, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Anna Maria LoDico, born abt 1803, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married
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Gandolfo di Geraci, 5 Feb 1828, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 14 Nov 1859, Bompietro, Sicily.

+126 iv. Ignazio LoDico, born abt Nov 1804, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Albanese, 23 Jan 1830, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 22 Aug 1844, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+127 v. Carmelo LoDico, born abt 1808, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Nantista, 18 Jul 1845, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 7 Feb 1850, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+129 vii. Rosaria Maria LoDico, born 10 Oct 1810, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe Antonio Giacomia, 29 Apr 1834, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 30 Apr 1856, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


131 ix. Giuseppa LoDico was born about 1824 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Sep 1824 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

35. Vincenza LoDico (Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1782 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 13 Oct 1832 at the age of 50 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vincenza LoDico and Calogero di Geraci were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero di Geraci was born about 1780 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero di Geraci and Vincenza LoDico had the following child:

132 i. Leonarda di Geraci was born in 1809 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 May 1881 at the age of 72 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

36. Maria Antonia LoDico (Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1785 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Vittorio d' Allesi were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittorio d' Allesi was born in 1778 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio d' Allesi and Maria Antonia LoDico had the following children:
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133 i. Maria Carmela d' Allesi, born 1811, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Giuseppe Macaluso, 4 Sep 1829, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 3 Sep 1876, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

134 ii. Pietro d' Allesi was born on 6 Jun 1820 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in 1824 at the age of 4 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

135 iii. Sebastiano d' Allesi was born on 23 Jan 1824 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 23 Jul 1825 at the age of 1 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.


37. Mauro LoDico (Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1785 in Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 23 Sep 1846 at the age of 61 in Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Mauro was a 'fabbricia' [blacksmith] and a 'manovale' [construction or manual laborer].

Mauro LoDico and Domenica Ippolito Giunta were married in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Domenica Ippolito Giunta was born about 1787 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Mauro LoDico and Domenica Ippolito Giunta had the following children:

138 i. Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico, born abt 1810, Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Damiano Puleo, 26 Jan 1833, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 1 Aug 1867, Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

139 ii. Giuseppe Mario LoDico, born abt 1811, Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Rosaria Ferrara, 20 Jul 1840, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 2 Jun 1870, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

140 iii. Mariano LoDico, born abt 1817, Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Rosa Raboni, 17 Apr 1841, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 22 Feb 1894, Blu - Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

40. Calogera Giuseppa LoDico (Vittorio-3, Illuminato-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jan 1801 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 8 Dec 1844 at the age of 43 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Calogera Giuseppa LoDico and Leonardo Albanese were married about 1820 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Leonardo Albanese, son of , was born in 1793 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in
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Leonardo Albanese and Calogera Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

141 i. Maria Grazia Albanese was born on 9 Aug 1821 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 12 Nov 1833 at the age of 12 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

142 ii. Giuseppe Albanese was born on 23 Dec 1823 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 30 Dec 1871 at the age of 48 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

143 iii. Biagia Albanese, born 3 Feb 1826, Pianello, Sicily; married Vittorio Agnello, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Pietro LaPlaca, 6 Nov 1847, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 25 Jun 1899, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.


145 v. Luciano Albanese was born on 19 Nov 1834 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 9 Jan 1856 at the age of 21 in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Fifth Generation

41. Gandolfo Li Puma (Francesca LoDico-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1779 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 6 Jun 1839 at the age of 60 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Maria Gennaro was born in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

42. Domenico LoDico (Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Jan 1801 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was born about 1802 in Blufi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. Domenico was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Maria Petra Sabatino were married in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Maria Petra Sabatino, daughter of Calogero Sabatino and Anna Paola Gennuso, was born in 1807 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was born in 1808 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Maria Petra Sabatino had the following children:

146 i. Alberto LoDico, born 28 Oct 1829, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Francesca Paola Gennaro, 3 Nov 1853, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died 12 Aug 1867, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

147 ii. Leonardo LoDico, born 19 Nov 1831, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Maria Rosa Rossi, 21 Nov 1858, Bompietro, Sicily; died 28 Jul 1896, Bompietro, Sicily.
iii. Maria LoDico, born 24 Apr 1834, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Damiano di Prima, 25 Nov 1856, Bompietro, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.

iv. Calogero LoDico was born on 21 Oct 1836 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 4 Jan 1837 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

v. Paolo LoDico, born 26 Jan 1838, Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Spitate, 26 Feb 1862, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vi. Maria Innocenza LoDico was born about 1840 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 14 Aug 1843 at the age of 3 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vii. Francesca LoDico was born on 28 Dec 1840 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

viii. Santo LoDico, born 1842, Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Alberta di Prima, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.

ix. Alberto LoDico, born 25 Sep 1843, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Vita di Geraci, 10 Feb 1889, Bompietro, Sicily; married Alberta Li Puma, 1870, Bompietro, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.


xi. Damiana LoDico, born 16 Nov 1852, Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Natale Macaluso, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Pianello, Sicily.

xii. Damiano LoDico was born about Jan 1853 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 14 Oct 1853 at the age of 0 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

43. Alberta Leonarda LoDico (Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1804 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 13 Jul 1863 at the age of 59 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Alberta Leonarda LoDico and Nicolo Richiusa were married on 19 Jul 1835 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Nicolo Richiusa, son of Pietro Richiusa and Antonina Spedale, was born about 1810 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Nicolo Richiusa and Alberta Leonarda LoDico had the following children:

i. Rafania Richiusa was born on 3 Oct 1836 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Vittoria Richiusa was born on 25 Feb 1839 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Giuseppe Richiusa was born on 17 Sep 1844 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iv. Maria Anna Richiusa was born on 6 Feb 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 4 Feb 1852 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

44. Pietro LoDico (Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1806 in Blufi -
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Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 1 Dec 1877 at the age of 71 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro LoDico lived in the villa di Salaci.

Pietro LoDico and Maria Vittoria Gennaro were married on 5 Sep 1835 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Vittoria Gennaro, daughter of Antonino Gennaro and Domenica Gulino, was born in 1809 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Maria Vittoria Gennaro had the following children:


163 ii. Raimonda LoDico was born about 1841 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 17 Jul 1841 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+164 iii. Leonardo LoDico, born abt 1842, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Antonia Valenti, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 16 Apr 1888, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


45. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico (Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1810 in Bluif -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 19 Feb 1890 at the age of 80 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe LoDico lived in the quartiere dell Richera of Petralia Soprana in 1847-1849.

Giuseppe Calogero LoDico and Lucia Sabatino were married on 18 Jan 1847 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Lucia Sabatino, daughter of Alberto Sabatino and Vittoria Gennaro, was born in 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Calogero LoDico and Lucia Sabatino had the following children:

+168 i. Vittorio Leonardo LoDico, born 4 Jan 1849, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Santa Macaluso, abt 1868, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giovanna Calderaro, abt 1875, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

169 ii. Anna LoDico was born on 9 Jan 1851 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

170 iii. Maria Leonarda LoDico was born on 9 Jan 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 23 Nov 1856 at the age of 3 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in
47. Barbara Maria LoDico (Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Jul 1798 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 18 Mar 1864 at the age of 65 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano LaPlaca died before 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

48. Maria Petra LoDico (Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1805 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born about 1805. She died on 5 Nov 1881 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Petra LoDico resided at Villa Vaccarella #28

Maria Petra LoDico and Damiano Vaccarella were married on 29 Apr 1826 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. This is the first and oldest marriage record available in Petralia Soprana. Damiano Vaccarella, son of Francesco Paolo Vaccarella and Marianna Fili, was born about 1804 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano Vaccarella and Maria Petra LoDico had the following children:

177 i. Marianna Vaccarella was born on 22 Apr 1828 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+178 ii. Maria Santa Vaccarella, born 1 Nov 1831, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe Macaluso, 7 Oct 1848, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Leonardo Richiusa, 3 Jul 1864, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 20 Apr 1908, Petralia Soprana,
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iii. Francesco Paolo Vaccarella was born on 22 Oct 1834 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in 1843 at the age of 9 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iv. Vittorio Leonardo Vaccarella was born on 28 May 1837 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

v. Francesco Paolo Vaccarella was born on 23 Feb 1844 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 23 Oct 1845 at the age of 1 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vi. Pietro Emilio Vaccarella was born on 24 Feb 1850 in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 5 Jul 1850 at the age of 0 in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

49. Maria Vita LoDico (Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1808 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 10 Mar 1874 at the age of 66 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Maria Vita LoDico and Michele Albanese were married about 1820 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Michele Albanese, son of , was born about 1798 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1798. He died in Pianello, Sicily. Michele was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Michele Albanese and Maria Vita LoDico had the following children:

183 i. Giuseppe Albanese was born on 7 May 1821 in Pianello, Sicily.


185 iii. Angela Albanese was born on 28 Dec 1832 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 10 Jan 1833 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

186 iv. Leonardo Albanese was born on 5 May 1834 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 3 Apr 1846 at the age of 11 in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

187 v. Maria Carmela Albanese was born on 21 Mar 1838 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 26 Apr 1838 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

188 vi. Salvatora Albanese was born in 1841 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 8 Sep 1841 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

189 vii. Pietro Albanese was born on 13 Oct 1843 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 4 Nov 1844 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

50. Andrea LoDico (Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1812 in
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Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Andrea LoDico and Angela Di Gangi were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Angela Di Gangi was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Andrea LoDico and Angela Di Gangi had the following children:

+190 i. Antonino LoDico, born abt 1854, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Venusa Abbate, abt 1876, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


51. Alberto LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1779. He was born on 8 Sep 1779 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Alberto was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Francesca Paola di Bruno were married on 11 Jul 1829 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesca Paola di Bruno, daughter of Pietro di Bruno and Stefana Minneri, was born about 1797 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Francesca Paola di Bruno had the following children:


193 ii. Sabatina LoDico was born on 6 Apr 1833 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 21 Jul 1834 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+194 iii. Lucia LoDico, born 17 May 1835, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Domenico Cerami, 30 Apr 1853, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 7 Nov 1902, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

195 iv. Stefana LoDico was born on 8 Jan 1839 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 Apr 1839 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

53. Calogero Giuseppe LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Oct 1784 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1785. He died on 29 Nov 1832 at the age of 48 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Petra di Geraci was born about 1791 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Calogero Giuseppe LoDico and Petra di Geraci had the following children:

+196 i. Rosaria LoDico, born abt 1811, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe LaPlaca, 17 Feb 1831, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 15 Nov 1886, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+197 ii. Pasqua LoDico was born about 1818 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 9 Mar 1886 at the age of 68 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+198 iii. Verena LoDico was born on 9 Jan 1823 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 29 Oct 1824 at the age of 1 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+201 vi. Mariano LoDico was born on 13 Aug 1830 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 10 Mar 1876 at the age of 45 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+202 vii. Calogera LoDico was born on 14 Jul 1833 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 14 Oct 1834 at the age of 1 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

54. Maria Antonia LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Aug 1787 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Giuseppe Calderaro were married about 1820 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Calderaro was born about 1780 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Calderaro and Maria Antonia LoDico had the following children:

+203 i. Vittorio Calderaro, born 30 Dec 1820, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married E. Palma Callari, 7 Sep 1846, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+204 ii. Raimondo Calderaro was born on 20 Aug 1822 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 24 Nov 1823 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+205 iii. Stefano Calderaro, born 9 Feb 1830, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria di Puma, 14 Jan 1855, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Rosaria Ciraolo, 6 Oct 1852, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 4 Apr 1893, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

55. Giovanna LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1791 in
Giovanna LoDico and Antonino Calderaro were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonino Calderaro was born about 1789 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonino was a 'pecoraio' [shepherd].

Antonino Calderaro and Giovanna LoDico had the following child:

+206 i. Giuseppa Calderaro, born 9 Sep 1821, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Santo Lupica, 5 Sep 1847, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Leonardo Velardi, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 26 Oct 1903, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

56. Pietro LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1793 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1793 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 10 Jan 1859 at the age of 66 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Carmela Librizzi was born about 1795 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Carmela Librizzi had the following children:

+207 i. Angela Lucia LoDico, born abt 1816, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Carmelo Vittorio LaPlaca, 1 Feb 1837, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 1 Sep 1894, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+208 ii. Gaetano Rosario LoDico, born abt 1817, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Francesca Paola Cifala, 3 Jul 1842, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 2 Feb 1902, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+209 iii. Salvatore LoDico, born abt 1817, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 19 Sep 1846, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+211 v. Agata LoDico, born 29 May 1820, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vittorio Cerami, 24 Apr 1841, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 6 Apr 1900, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+212 vi. Michele LoDico, born 29 Sep 1822, San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Giuseppa Santo, abt 1860, Bompietro, Sicily; married Domenica Macaluso, 16 Sep 1849, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 15 Oct 1877, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+213 vii. Vittorio LoDico, born 6 Feb 1825, San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Vittoria Esposita, 1869, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Anna di Prima, 25 Nov 1855, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 18 Nov 1901, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+214 viii. Rosina LoDico, born 27 Mar 1827, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro Sulfo, 18 Sep 1847, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 6 Mar 1907, Petralia Soprana,
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Sicily.

ix. Verena LoDico was born on 21 Jan 1831 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Dec 1832 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+216 x. Leonardo LoDico, born 16 Dec 1834, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Velardi, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


57. Caterina Alberta LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Nov 1789. She was born about 1796 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born about 1796. Caterina died on 27 Dec 1850 at the age of 54 in Pianello, Sicily. She was also known as Caterina Alberta LoDico. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Francesco LaPlaca was born about 1796 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Francesco LaPlaca and Caterina Alberta LoDico had the following children:

218 i. Giuseppe LaPlaca was born in 1813 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 24 Mar 1842 at the age of 29 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+219 ii. Vittoria Maria LaPlaca, born abt 1817, Pianello, Sicily; married Giovanni LaPlaca, 30 Mar 1845, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 31 May 1857, Spedale - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+220 iii. Damiano LaPlaca, born 19 Sep 1821, Pianello, Sicily; married Anna Cerami, 22 Feb 1846, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

221 iv. Rosario LaPlaca was born on 13 Jul 1825 in Pianello, Sicily.

+222 v. Maria LaPlaca, born 9 Sep 1828, Pianello, Sicily; married Leonardo Spedale, 19 Sep 1850, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 13 Dec 1896, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

223 vi. Petra LaPlaca was born on 27 Jun 1831 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 14 Feb 1833 at the age of 1 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

58. Lucia LoDico (Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1798 in Bluòi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born about 1798 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Jun 1863 at the age of 65 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Lucia was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Lucia LoDico and Giuseppe LaPlaca were married about 1819 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LaPlaca was born about 1786 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LaPlaca and Lucia LoDico had the following children:
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+224  i.  Maria Anna LaPlaca, born abt 1820, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Carmelo Albanese, 2 Mar 1840, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 15 Dec 1899, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+225  ii.  Salvatore LaPlaca was born on 6 Feb 1823 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 18 Feb 1823 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+226  iii.  Salvatore LaPlaca, born 30 Apr 1831, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Albanese, 14 Nov 1857, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+227  iv.  Calogero LaPlaca, born 11 Feb 1835, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Francesca Scalone, 3 Apr 1864, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

59. Pietro Pasquale (Santa LoDico-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1781 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Pasquale and Maria Maddalena Capprianni were married on 18 Jul 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Maddalena Capprianni, daughter of Calogero Capprianni and Santa LoDico, was born in 1818 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

60. Giuseppe Alberto LoDico (Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Dec 1783 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1796. He died on 14 Sep 1868 at the age of 84 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe was an 'orciolaio' [potter] and a 'gardiniere' [gardener].

Giuseppe Alberto LoDico and Antonia Maria Sabatino were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonia Maria Sabatino was born about 1799 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1844 at the age of 45 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. By 1844 Giuseppe and Maria Antonia resided in the villa di Lucia.

Giuseppe Alberto LoDico and Antonia Maria Sabatino had the following children:

+228  i.  Pietro LoDico, born abt 1819, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vittoria Sabatino, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 10 Jun 1871, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

229  ii.  Michelangelo LoDico was born on 25 Feb 1821 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 5 May 1892 at the age of 71 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

230  iii.  Appolanio LoDico was born on 8 May 1824 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 6 Jan 1827 at the age of 2 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

231  iv.  Francesca Paola LoDico, born 7 May 1827, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Emmanule Messineo, 29 Jun 1850, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 10 Jul
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1903, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


233 vi. Maria Capoda LoDico was born on 17 May 1834 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


235 viii. Mariano LoDico was born about 1843 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Mar 1850 at the age of 7 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+236 ix. Maria Antonia LoDico, born 14 Jun 1844, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Antonino Li Puma, 6 Dec 1866, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Alberto LoDico and Filippa di Gangi were married about 1844 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Filippa di Gangi was born about 1815 in Malpasso - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Alberto LoDico and Filippa di Gangi had the following child:

237 i. Damiana LoDico was born on 22 Oct 1845 in Malpasso - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

65. Rosa Giambra (Giuseppa LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1794 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 6 Jan 1848 at the age of 54 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Alessi was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

71. Maria Tabbone (Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1778 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Dec 1852 at the age of 74 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Maria Tabbone and Antonino Fasciano were married on 5 Oct 1796 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Antonino Fasciano, son of Ignazio Fasciano and Giuseppa Annetta UNKNOWN, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

74. Giovanni Calogero Tabbone (Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was
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born on 18 Nov 1786 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in 1855 at the age of 69 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Elizabetta Cammarata was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

75. Michela Liboria Tabbone (Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Sep 1789 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 31 Mar 1848 at the age of 58 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Death certificate appears to read 1843 but was in 1848 records and verified by Ange Coniglio 2/5/2016 She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michela Liboria Tabbone and Alberto (Liberto) Munella were married on 26 Oct 1807 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Alberto (Liberto) Munella died before 28 Jan 1847 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Alberto was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Alberto (Liberto) Munella and Michela Liboria Tabbone had the following children:

+238  i. Lucia Maria Munella, born 22 Feb 1817, Marianopoli, Sicily; married UNKNOWN; died bef 12 Jan 1870, Marianopoli, Sicily.
+239  ii. Benedetto Munella, born 2 Oct 1824, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Vincenza Calogera Alessi, 23 Jan 1847, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 1904, Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michela Liboria Tabbone and Francesco Lumia were married. Francesco Lumia died before 26 Oct 1807 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

76. Vincenzo Tabbone (Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1795 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 12 Mar 1855 at the age of 60 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Tabbone and Gandolfa Saguto were married on 10 Nov 1820 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gandolfa Saguto, daughter of Benedetto Saguto and Maria Mistretta, was born about 1800 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

77. Clemente Tabbone (Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Feb 1798 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 29 Apr 1859 at the age of 61 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He
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was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Clemente Tabbone and Gaetana Andaloro were married on 21 Mar 1835 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gaetana Andaloro, daughter of Augustino Andaloro and Rosa Lino, was born in 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

79. Giuseppa Rosalia LoDico (Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Mar 1789 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Rosalia LoDico and Gaetano Papa were married on 11 Nov 1834 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gaetano Papa, son of Leonardo Papa and Maria Vullo, was born in 1793 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

81. Arcangela LoDico (Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1793 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 25 Jan 1856 at the age of 63 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Arcangela LoDico and Biaggio Ferraro were married about 1810 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Biaggio Ferraro was born about 1783. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Biaggio Ferraro and Arcangela LoDico had the following children:

240  i.  Michele Pasquale Ferraro was born on 29 Apr 1811 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+241  ii.  Vincenzo Ferraro, born 17 Oct 1814, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 13 Feb 1858, Marianopoli, Sicily.
+242  iii.  Antonino Ferraro, born abt 1816, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogera La Vecchio, 24 Apr 1842, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.
243  iv.  Emmanuela Ferraro was born about 1820 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 12 Jul 1823 at the age of 3 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
244  v.  Salvatore Ferraro was born on 1 Sep 1823 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+245  vi.  Giuseppe Ferraro, born 4 Oct 1826, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogera Schifano, 28 Apr 1849, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.
246  vii.  Giovanni Ferraro was born on 17 Nov 1829 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 21 Aug 1851 at the age of 21 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
247  viii.  Michele Ferraro was born on 28 Jul 1833 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
82. Giuseppa Maria LoDico (Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1793 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 23 Mar 1863 at the age of 70 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Maria LoDico and Calogero Marranco were married about 1806 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogero Marranco, son of Luigi Marranco and Domenica Sperenza, was born in 1786 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 24 Aug 1825 at the age of 39 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Marranco and Giuseppa Maria LoDico had the following children:

- [i. Vincenza Marranco, born 12 Apr 1807, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogero Baldi, 19 Apr 1828, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonino Cancelosi, 1 Jul 1851, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesco Cammarata; died 5 May 1877, Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [ii. Vincenzo Marranco was born on 16 May 1809 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died before 1817 at the age of 8 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [iii. Rosa Maria Marranco, born 11 Jan 1812, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Vincenzo Andaloro, 6 Oct 1833, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [iv. Petra Marranco was born on 13 Jun 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [v. Vincenzo Marranco, born 8 Aug 1817, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Providenza Campanella, 3 Oct 1841, Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [vi. Calogera Marranco was born on 29 Jul 1820 in Marianopoli, Sicily.]
- [vii. Maria Marranco was born on 1 Jul 1824 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 28 Apr 1828 at the age of 3 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.]

Giuseppa Maria LoDico and Gaetano Papa were married on 4 Nov 1834 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gaetano Papa, son of Leonardo Papa and Maria Vullo, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

84. Crocifissa LoDico (Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1796 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 18 Oct 1851 at the age of 55 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Crocifissa LoDico and Leonardo Baglio were married on 20 Nov 1819 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Leonardo Baglio, son of Calogero Baglio and Carmela Tabone, was born in 1795. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo Baglio and Crocifissa LoDico had the following children:
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i. Carmela Baglio, born 19 Nov 1822, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Vincenzo Valenti, 24 Sep 1841, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

ii. Antonino Baglio was born on 7 Mar 1826 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 6 Mar 1834 at the age of 7 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Rosa Baglio was born on 22 Feb 1830 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Giovanna Baglio, born 7 Mar 1833, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Santo Giglio, 26 May 1857, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

v. Antonino Baglio, born 4 Mar 1836, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Spagnolo, 19 Jul 1857, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

vi. Vincenzo Baglio, born 13 Sep 1840, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Lucia Valenti, abt 1867; died 30 Jan 1894, Marianopoli, Sicily.

vii. Francesco Paolo Baglio was born on 9 Oct 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. New York, Passenger Lists, 1820-1957
Immigration & Emigration Arrival 10 Apr 1890 - New York, New York
Birth 1842, Departure Naples, Italy, Destination United States of America, Name F Paolo Baglio, Origin Italy

Italy, Select Births and Baptisms, 1806-1900
Birth, Marriage & Death
Children Maria Concetta Baglio
Name Francesco Paolo Baglio
Spouse Rosaria Triolo

85. Calogero Vincenzo LoDico (Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Feb 1797 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 27 Dec 1826 at the age of 29 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Vincenzo LoDico and Vincenza Alessi were married on 3 May 1818 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenza Alessi was born in 1790 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 20 Jan 1858 at the age of 68 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Vincenzo LoDico and Vincenza Alessi had the following children:

i. Vincenzo LoDico was born in 1820 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 4 Jan 1821 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. The record of Vincenzo LoDico's death is the first death certificate, on microfilm, for the town of Marianopoli. Vincenzo died on January 4, 1821. His father Calogero was 23 years old and a 'contadino' [peasant]. His mother was Vincenza Alessi.

ii. Calogera LoDico, born 4 Dec 1821, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Raimondo Maniscalco Papa, 10 Nov 1838, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 16 Jan 1858, Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Giuseppa LoDico was born on 5 Nov 1824 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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88. Benedetto LoDico (Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Feb 1815 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 18 Nov 1857 at the age of 42 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Benedetto LoDico and Francesca Vullo were married on 30 Apr 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Francesca Vullo, daughter of Paolo Vullo and Margareta Agro, was born in 1825 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 9 Mar 1892 at the age of 67 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Benedetto LoDico and Francesca Vullo had the following children:
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i. Felicia LoDico, born 28 Mar 1846, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogero Ferraro, 15 May 1864, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 20 Mar 1894, Marianopoli, Sicily.
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iii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 4 Feb 1850 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 17 Mar 1850 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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iv. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 27 Jan 1851 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 16 Apr 1857 at the age of 6 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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v. Maria Santa LoDico was born on 15 Apr 1854 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 23 Apr 1854 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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vi. Paolo LoDico, born 30 Sep 1856, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Castrogiovanni, 15 Feb 1880, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Concetta Cordoro, 21 Jan 1914, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Spagnolo, 7 May 1921, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

90. Calogero LoDico (Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Dec 1784 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 11 Mar 1849 at the age of 64 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Calogera Gruttadauria were married on 28 Feb 1813 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogera Gruttadauria, daughter of Santo Gruttadauria and Felicia Papa, was born about 1795 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Calogera Gruttadauria had the following children:
i. Leonardo LoDico, born 16 Oct 1814, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Rosa Maria Alessi, 25 Nov 1842, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 7 Apr 1882, Marianopolis, Sicily.

ii. Maria Cristina LoDico, born 27 Apr 1819; married Michele Noto, 11 Feb 1836, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 18 Aug 1875, Marianopolis, Sicily.

iii. Felicia LoDico, born 7 Apr 1820, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Michele Agliata, 21 Nov 1840, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 10 Jun 1886, Marianopolis, Sicily.

iv. Lugia LoDico was born about 1821 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She died on 28 Sep 1827 at the age of 6 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily.

v. Gerencia LoDico was born on 19 May 1823 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She died on 16 Feb 1846 at the age of 22 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily. Gerencia LoDico, a girl of 18, died, at the home of her brother Leonardo LoDico, on Feb. 16th, 1846.

vi. Alosia LoDico was born on 4 Apr 1827 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She died on 6 Sep 1827 at the age of 0 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily.

vii. Giuseppe LoDico, born 28 Jan 1829, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Angela Vincenza Ferraro, 11 Oct 1862, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Aloysia Tirrito, 2 Dec 1843, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 12 Dec 1875, Marianopolis, Sicily.

viii. Vincenzo LoDico was born on 27 Mar 1831 in Marianopolis, Sicily. He died on 14 Jul 1845 at the age of 14 in Marianopolis, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily.

ix. Rachela LoDico, born 1 Feb 1834, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Vincenzo Valenti, 13 Nov 1852, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 14 Sep 1894, Marianopolis, Sicily.

x. Santo LoDico, born 7 Mar 1837, Marianopolis, Sicily; married Angela Agro, 20 Aug 1860, Marianopolis, Sicily; died 23 Jul 1867, Marianopolis, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Luigia Tirrito were married on 29 Nov 1843 in Marianopolis, Sicily. Luigia Tirrito, daughter of Epifanio Tirrito and Leonarda Alauondra, was born in 1788 in Serra di Falco, Sicily. She died in Marianopolis, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily.

94. Tommaso Calogero LoDico (Diego-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Jun 1786 in Marianopolis, Sicily.

Tommaso Calogero LoDico and Carmela Bellavia were married about 1818 in Marianopolis, Sicily. Carmela Bellavia was born in Marianopolis, Sicily.

Tommaso Calogero LoDico and Carmela Bellavia had the following child:

i. Calogera Concetta Maria LoDico was born on 15 Sep 1819 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She died on 24 Aug 1826 at the age of 6 in Marianopolis, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopolis, Sicily.
95. Michela Anna Maria LoDico (Diego-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Dec 1788 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 11 Jul 1826 at the age of 37 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michela Anna Maria LoDico and Epifanio Noto were married on 8 Jun 1806 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Epifanio Noto, son of Giuseppe Noto and Anna Mule, was born about 1786 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died before 1815 at the age of 29 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Epifanio Noto and Michela Anna Maria LoDico had the following child:

283  i. Tommaso Noto was born on 24 Sep 1811 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michela Anna Maria LoDico and Salvatore Schifano were married on 23 Jan 1815 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Salvatore Schifano, son of Cataldo Schifano and Santa Marci, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

96. Giuseppa Maria LoDico (Diego-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Feb 1791 in Blufr -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 26 May 1837 at the age of 46 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Maria LoDico and Giovanni Spagnolo were married on 11 May 1823 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giovanni Spagnolo, son of Leonardo Spagnolo and Michela Lombardo, was born about 1780 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giovanni Spagnolo and Giuseppa Maria LoDico had the following children:

284  i. Calogero Spagnolo was born on 8 Nov 1823 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
285  ii. Serafina Spagnolo was born on 24 Feb 1827 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
286  iii. Giuseppa Spagnolo was born on 1 Sep 1828 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 7 Oct 1828 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

97. Angelo Salvatore LoDico (Diego-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Sep 1793 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Angelo Salvatore LoDico and Rosa Alessi were married on 21 Jun 1831 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosa Alessi, daughter of Cataldo Alessi and Antonia Gattaso, was born about 1783 in San
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Cataldo, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

98. Salvatore LoDico (Diego-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1795 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore LoDico and Calogera Fiorello were married about 1825 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogera Fiorello, daughter of Benedetto Fiorello, was born about 1805 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore LoDico and Calogera Fiorello had the following child:

287 i. Giovanni LoDico was born on 30 Nov 1851 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

101. Salvatore Tabbone (Lucia LoDico-4, Giuseppe-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Sep 1785 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Tabbone and Teresa Giambra were married on 22 Oct 1807 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Teresa Giambra, daughter of Ignazio Giambra and Gaetana UNKNOWN, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

103. Pasquala Tabbone (Lucia LoDico-4, Giuseppe-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1790 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 23 Apr 1830 at the age of 40 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pasquala Tabbone and Bernardo Jacuzzo were married on 22 Oct 1824 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Bernardo Jacuzzo, son of Stefano Jacuzzo and Filippa Giambra, was born about 1780 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

109. Eugenio Auria (Concetta LoDico-4, Giuseppe-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1808 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Eugenio Auria and Anna Maria Falzone were married on 30 Nov 1832 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Anna Maria Falzone, daughter of Francesco Falzone and Giovanna Sorce, was born about 1813 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
112. Petra Ferrara (Agata LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1787 in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 18 Nov 1838 at the age of 51 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Petra Ferrara and Andrea Scotto were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Andrea Scotto was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

113. Rosaria Ferrara (Agata LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1793 in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosaria Ferrara and Giuseppe Vizzini were married on 29 Jun 1828 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Vizzini, son of Stefano Vizzini and Gaetana di Polla, was born in 1794 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

114. Maria Maddalena Capprianni (Santa LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1818 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Maddalena Capprianni and Pietro Pasquale were married on 18 Jul 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Pasquale, son of Vincenzo Pasquale and Santa LoDico, was born in 1781 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

115. Maria Carmela LaPlaca (Maddalena LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1799 in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Carmela LaPlaca and Giuseppe Catreraro were married on 7 Oct 1827 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. witness: Giuseppe Lodico 32, ortolano Giuseppe Catreraro, son of Gaetano Catreraro and Serafina Guarnuto, was born about 1795 in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

116. Carmela LaPlaca (Maddalena LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born
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about 1814 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 Apr 1839 at the age of 25 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonio Catreraro, son of Gaetano Catreraro and Serafina Guarnuto, was born about 1796 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

120. Giuseppa di Giosa (Vittoria Libona LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1816 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 10 Nov 1892 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico Callari was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

121. Giuseppe di Giosa (Vittoria Libona LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1818 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1818 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Pianello, Sicily. Giuseppe was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Giuseppe di Giosa and Giuseppa Macaluso were married on 25 Sep 1836 in Pianello, Sicily. Giuseppa Macaluso, daughter of Gandolfo Macaluso and Petra Brucato, was born in 1815 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Giuseppe di Giosa and Domenica LaPlaca were married on 3 Feb 1844 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Domenica LaPlaca, daughter of Gaetano LaPlaca and Maria Messineo, was born in 1825 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

123. Maria Antonia LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1800 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Calogero Carapezza were married on 2 Jul 1823 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero Carapezza, son of Antonio Carapezza and Angela Giunta, was born about 1797 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily. He died in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
124. Maria Giuseppa LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1801 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Maria Giuseppa LoDico and Antonio Giunta were married on 27 Nov 1820 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Antonio Giunta, son of Calogero Giunta and Francesca Macaluso, was born about 1797 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Antonio Giunta and Maria Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

+288 i. Calogero Giunta, born 18 Jul 1822, Blufi -Petralia Sopranza, Sicily; married Erolania Calderaro, 18 Jan 1846, Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

289 ii. Concetta Maria Giunta was born on 13 Sep 1825 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

125. Anna Maria LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1803 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died on 14 Nov 1859 at the age of 56 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Anna Maria LoDico and Gandolfo di Geraci were married on 5 Feb 1828 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Anna Maria Lodico, age 25 married Gandolfo Geraci, age 34 a 'ferraro' [blacksmith]. Gandolfo's father Stefano was deceased. His mother Serafina Ippolito was 56. Anna Maria Lodico's father, Francesco Paolo Lodico was 51 years old, a farmer. Her mother Arcangela Vaccarella was 48 years old. Francesco and Arcangela resided in the quartiere of Petralia Sopranza known as Malpasso.

This was a double wedding with her sister Vittoria Maria Lodico and Giuseppe Abbate. Gandolfo di Geraci, son of Stefano di Geraci and Serafina Ippolito, was born about 1794 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 16 Dec 1844 at the age of 50 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Gandolfo di Geraci and Anna Maria LoDico had the following children:

290 i. Giuseppe Stefano di Geraci was born on 24 Mar 1829 in Bompietro, Sicily.


292 iii. Francesco Paolo di Geraci was born on 3 Sep 1833 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died before 1841 at the age of 8 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

293 iv. Serafina di Geraci was born on 14 Jul 1836 in Bompietro, Sicily.

294 v. Damiano di Geraci was born on 22 Apr 1838 in Bompietro, Sicily.

295 vi. Francesco Paolo di Geraci was born on 9 Feb 1841 in Bompietro, Sicily.
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126. Ignazio LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about Nov 1804 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born in 1806. He died on 22 Aug 1844 at the age of 39 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Ignazio was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Birth records for Francesco Paolo & Luciano indicate Ignazio LoDico was a Barbieri (barber), living in the part of Petralia Soprana known as Blufi.

Ignazio LoDico and Maria Albanese were married on 23 Jan 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Ignazio Lodico, age 24 a bachelor and 'barbiere' [barber] married Maria Albanese, age 19 on January 23, 1830. Ignazio resided in the quartiere of Petralia Soprana known as Malpasso. Ignazio's father was Maestro Francesco Paolo Lodico, age 51 and a farmer. Ignazio's mother was Arcangela Vaccarella, age 50.

Maria Albanese's father, Agostino Albanese was 49 and a farmer. Her mother Rosaria Gennaro was deceased. Luciano Gennaro [most likely Maria's grandfather, age 66, a farmer living in Blufi, a quartiere of Petralia Soprana, and Pietro Puleo, age 49, a farm hand were witnesses. Maria Albanese, daughter of Agostino Albanese and Rosaria Gennaro, was born about 1810 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Ignazio LoDico and Maria Albanese had the following children:

+297   i. Maria Santa LoDico, born 2 Nov 1830, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Gaetano LiPira, 23 Aug 1846, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 7 Jun 1907, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+298   ii. Francesco Paolo LoDico, born 14 Dec 1832, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Salvatora Miserendino, 18 Jul 1858, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Giuseppa Saguto, Jan 1868, Bompietro, Sicily; died 2 Jan 1907, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+299   iii. Luciano LoDico, born 12 Oct 1835, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Lucia Bellavia, 4 Jun 1869, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 24 Nov 1899, Marianopoli, Sicily.

300   iv. Vincenzo LoDico was born on 26 Jan 1839 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 11 Dec 1841 at the age of 2 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

301   v. Vincenza LoDico was born on 26 Jan 1842 in Bompietro, Sicily. She died on 27 Oct 1848 at the age of 6 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

127. Carmelo LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1808 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 7 Feb 1850 at the age of 42 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

41
Carmelo LoDico and Maria Nantista were married on 18 Jul 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Nantista, daughter of Pietro Nantista and Santa Lio, was born in 1811 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Carmelo LoDico and Maria Nantista had the following children:

+302 i. Francesco Paolo LoDico, born 21 Mar 1846, Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Petra Rosaria Genduso, 1868, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 28 Apr 1890, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

128. Vittoria Maria LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 May 1808 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 28 Nov 1846 at the age of 38 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittoria Maria LoDico and Giuseppe Abbate were married on 5 Feb 1828 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria Maria Lodico, age 18 married Giuseppe Abbate, age 24, a farm hand on February 5, 1828. Giuseppe's father Matteo and mother Giuseppa Sabatino were both deceased at the time of the marriage. Vittoria Maria Lodico's father Francesco Paolo was 51 and a farmer. Her mother, Arcangela Vaccarella was 48.

It was a double wedding with her sister Anna Maria Lodico and Gandolfo Geraci. Giuseppe Abbate, son of Matteo Abbate and Giuseppa Sabatino, was born in 1804 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Abbate and Vittoria Maria LoDico had the following children:


Vittoria Maria LoDico and Giuseppe Velardi were married on 13 Oct 1833 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria Maria Lodico, age 25, a widow married Giuseppe Velardi, age 35, a widower and farmer on October 13, 1833. Giuseppe's father was Calogero Velardi, deceased. His mother was Lucia Spedale, age 60, and living in Blufi, a quartiere of Petralia Soprana.

Vittoria Maria Lodico's father was Maestro Francesco Paolo Lodico, age 58, a farmer. Her mother
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

was Arcangela Vaccarella, age 54 Giuseppe Velardi, son of Calogero Velardi and Lucia Spedale, was born about 1798 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He died in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.

Giuseppe Velardi and Vittoria Maria LoDico had the following children:

306  i.  Maria Velardi was born on 3 Aug 1834 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She died on 6 Sep 1834 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
+307  ii.  Maria Velardi, born 6 Mar 1836, Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily; died 4 Oct 1901, Marianopoli, Sicily.
308  iii.  Paolo Velardi was born on 27 Jan 1838 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He died on 30 Sep 1838 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
309  iv.  Maria Crocifina Velardi was born on 12 Feb 1840 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
310  v.  Leonardo Velardi was born on 23 May 1842 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He died on 24 May 1842 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
+311  vi.  Calogera Velardi, born 6 Nov 1843, Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily; died 9 Oct 1878, Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.

129. Rosaria Maria LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Oct 1810 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She died on 30 Apr 1856 at the age of 45 in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.

Rosaria Maria LoDico and Giuseppe Antonio Giacomia were married on 29 Apr 1834 in Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. Giuseppe Antonio Giacomia, son of Vincenzo Giacomia and Raimonda Carapezza, was born in 1802 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He died in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.

Giuseppe Antonio Giacomia and Rosaria Maria LoDico had the following children:

+312  i.  Maria Raimonda Giacomia, born 2 Mar 1835, Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily; married Mariano Vincinzi, 10 Jan 1857, Petralia Sopranu, Sicily; died Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
313  ii.  Carmelo Giacomia was born on 28 Sep 1836 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He died on 19 Sep 1837 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
314  iii.  Raimonda Giacomia was born on 22 Jan 1838 in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She died on 30 Nov 1841 at the age of 3 in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily. She was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
+315  iv.  Luciano Giacomia, born 8 Jul 1840, Malpasso -Petralia Sopranu, Sicily; married Maria Petra di Gangi, 30 Sep 1865, Petralia Sopranu, Sicily.
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v. Gandolfa Maria Giacomia was born on 18 May 1842 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vi. Michela Giacomia was born in Sep 1844 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 27 Nov 1844 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vii. Giuseppa Maria Giacomia was born on 28 Dec 1845 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 4 Oct 1848 at the age of 2 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

viii. Carmelo Giacomia was born on 15 Sep 1848 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ix. Domenico Giacomia was born on 23 Dec 1850 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 7 Sep 1852 at the age of 1 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

130. Marianna LoDico (Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1816 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Marianna LoDico and Tommaso Genduso were married on 28 Jun 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Marianna Lodico, age 24, single, married Tommaso Genduso on June 28, 1840. Marianna's father was Maestro Francesco Paolo Lodico, age 63 and a farmer. Her mother was Arcangela Vaccarella, age 64. They resided in Petralia Soprana.

Tommaso Genduso was 23, a bachelor and a farmer. His father was Giuseppe Antonio Genduso, age 66, a farmer. His mother, Rosa Velardi was deceased.

Tommaso Genduso, son of Giuseppe Antonino Genduso and Rosa Velardi, was born in 1817 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Tommaso Genduso and Marianna LoDico had the following children:

i. Damiano Genduso was born about 1842 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 25 Jun 1849 at the age of 7 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Giuseppe Antonino Genduso was born on 30 Mar 1843 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Domenico Genduso was born on 29 Dec 1844 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


v. Mariano Genduso was born on 22 Apr 1849 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


vii. Damiano Genduso was born on 27 Jun 1854 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

viii. Calogero Genduso was born on 16 Feb 1857 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
133. Maria Carmela d' Allesi (Maria Antonia LoDico-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1811 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 3 Sep 1876 at the age of 65 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Maria Carmela d' Allesi and Giuseppe Macaluso were married on 4 Sep 1829 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Giuseppe Macaluso, son of Luciano Macaluso and Francesca Paola Brucato, was born in 1796 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

136. Pietro d' Allesi (Maria Antonia LoDico-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Jul 1825 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Pietro d' Allesi and Marianne Calasibetta were married on 8 Oct 1932 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Marianne Calasibetta, daughter of Pietro Calasibetta and Salvatora Abbate, was born in 1832 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

137. Nunzia d' Allesi (Maria Antonia LoDico-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Mar 1829 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Nunzia d' Allesi and Gatino Agostino di Gangi were married on 1 Dec 1849 in Bompietro, Sicily. Gatino Agostino di Gangi, son of Pietro di Gangi and Maria Calabrese, was born about 1826 in Bompietro, Sicily.

138. Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico (Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1810 in Blufi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 1 Aug 1867 at the age of 57 in Blufi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Blufi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico and Damiano Puleo were married on 26 Jan 1833 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Damiano Puleo, son of Carmelo Puleo and Biaggia Lio, was born about 1807 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Damiano Puleo and Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico had the following children:
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+329  i. Biaggia Puleo, born 16 Dec 1837, Spedale -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giovanni Mandaglia, 6 Feb 1855, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 4 Sep 1910, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


331  iii. Francesca Paola Puleo was born on 16 Jan 1844 in Spedale -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


139. Giuseppe Mario LoDico (Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1811 in Bluﬁ -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 2 Jun 1870 at the age of 59 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maestro Giuseppe LoDico was a 'manovale' [manual laborer or construction worker]. Later he became a 'fabrolignario' [wood carver].

Giuseppe Mario LoDico and Rosaria Ferrara were married on 20 Jul 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosaria Ferrara, daughter of Francesco Paolo Ferrara and Petra Minneri, was born about 1820 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Mario LoDico and Rosaria Ferrara had the following children:


334  ii. Petra LoDico was born on 13 Jan 1845 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 16 Jan 1845 at the age of 0 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

335  iii. Mauro LoDico was born on 1 Jan 1846 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 21 Jan 1846 at the age of 0 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


337  v. Petra Giovanna LoDico was born on 27 Dec 1849 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 28 Dec 1849 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


140. Mariano LoDico (Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1817 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 22 Feb 1894 at the age of 77 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maestro Mariano LoDico was a 'fabrolignario' [wood carver]. He lived in the quartiere of Petralia Soprana known as Carmine.

Mariano LoDico and Rosa Raboni were married on 17 Apr 1841 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosa Raboni, daughter of Leonardo Raboni and Anna Maria Gennaro, was born about 1827 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Mariano LoDico and Rosa Raboni had the following children:


341  ii. Maria LoDico was born on 27 Jan 1849 in Carmine - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 3 Sep 1858 at the age of 9 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


345  vi. Mauro LoDico was born about 1860 in Carmine - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 31 May 1890 at the age of 30 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

346  vii. Leonardo LoDico was born on 5 Mar 1864 in Carmine - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 1 Jan 1878 at the age of 13 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

143. Biagia Albanese (Calogera Giuseppa LoDico-4, Vittorio-3, Illuminato-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Feb 1826 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 25 Jun 1899 at the age of 73 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Biagia Albanese and Vittorio Agnello were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittorio Agnello was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio Agnello and Biagia Albanese had the following child:
347  
i. Santa Agnello was born about 1842 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Biagia Albanese and Pietro LaPlaca were married on 6 Nov 1847 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro LaPlaca, son of Gandolfo LaPlaca and Gaetana Macaluso, was born in 1818 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born in 1818. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

144. Sebappina Albanese (Calogera Giuseppa LoDico-4, Vittorio-3, Illuminato-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Mar 1830 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 13 Nov 1906 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Sebappina Albanese and Luciano LaPlaca were married on 11 Oct 1851 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Luciano LaPlaca, son of Gandolfo LaPlaca and Gaetana Macaluso, was born in 1822 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Sixth Generation

146. Alberto LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Oct 1829 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 12 Aug 1867 at the age of 37 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Francesca Paola Gennaro were married on 3 Nov 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesca Paola Gennaro, daughter of Matteo Gennaro and Verena di Gangi, was born in 1808 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

147. Leonardo LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Nov 1831 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 28 Jul 1896 at the age of 64 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Rosa Rossi were married on 21 Nov 1858 in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria Rosa Rossi, daughter of Epifano Rossi and Francesca Paola Raboni, was born in 1833 in Bompietro, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.
148. Maria LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Apr 1834 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Maria LoDico and Damiano di Prima were married on 25 Nov 1856 in Bompietro, Sicily. Damiano di Prima, son of Carmelo di Prima and Rosaria LaPlaca, was born about 1819 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Damiano di Prima and Maria LoDico had the following children:

348  i.  Rosalia di Prima was born on 24 Oct 1857 in Bompietro, Sicily.
349  ii.  Carmelo di Prima was born on 8 Oct 1861 in Bompietro, Sicily.
350  iii.  Lucia di Prima was born on 3 Nov 1864 in Bompietro, Sicily.

150. Paolo LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Jan 1838 in Richera - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Paolo LoDico and Maria Spitale were married on 26 Feb 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Spitale, daughter of Alberto Spitale and Rosalia Apollania, was born about 1843 in Bompietro, Sicily.

153. Santo LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1842 in Richera - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Alberta di Prima were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Alberta di Prima was born in 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Alberta di Prima had the following children:

351  i.  Domenico Calogero LoDico was born on 22 Oct 1871 in Bompietro, Sicily.
353  iii.  Vincenzo Domenico LoDico was born on 8 Oct 1880 in Bompietro, Sicily.
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154. Alberto LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Sep 1843 in San Teodoro -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily. Alberto resided at #10 Via LoDico in Bompietro.

Alberto LoDico and Maria Vita di Geraci were married on 10 Feb 1889 in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria Vita di Geraci, daughter of Giuseppe di Geraci and Maria di Aiosa, was born about 1854 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Maria Vita di Geraci had the following children:

- 354 i. Alberto LoDico was born on 26 Mar 1882 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 8 Mar 1889 at the age of 6 in Locati, Sicily. He was buried in Locati, Sicily.
- 355 ii. Domenico LoDico was born on 19 Sep 1885 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 7 Sep 1889 at the age of 3 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.
- 357 iv. Maria Giuseppa LoDico was born on 4 Mar 1892 in Bompietro, Sicily. She died on 25 Aug 1892 at the age of 0 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Alberta Li Puma were married in 1870 in Bompietro, Sicily. Alberta Li Puma, daughter of Francesco Li Puma and Gandolfa Gennaro, was born in 1850 in Bompietro, Sicily.

Alberto LoDico and Alberta Li Puma had the following children:

- 358 i. Domenico LoDico was born about 1872 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 6 Jun 1879 at the age of 7 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.
- 359 ii. Francesco LoDico was born about 1874 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 8 Jan 1881 at the age of 7 in Locati, Sicily. He was buried in Locati, Sicily.
- 360 iii. Vincenzo LoDico was born about 1880 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 1 Nov 1885 at the age of 5 in Locati, Sicily. He was buried in Locati, Sicily.

155. Calogero LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Oct 1846 in Richera -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Agostina Michela Brucato were married on 25 Apr 1867 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Agostina Michela Brucato, daughter of Damiano Brucato and Giuseppa Vizzini, was born in 1849 in Pianello, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

156. Damiana LoDico (Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Nov 1852 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Damiana LoDico and Natale Macaluso were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Natale Macaluso, son of Calogero Macaluso, was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Natale Macaluso and Damiana LoDico had the following child:

361 i. Vincenzo Macaluso was born in Dec 1872.

162. Alberta LoDico (Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Oct 1838 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberta LoDico and Pietro Albanese were married on 4 Apr 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Albanese, son of Vito Albanese and Rosaria Calderaro, was born about 1836 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Albanese and Alberta LoDico had the following children:

+362 i. Rosaria Albanese, born 1 Sep 1864, Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Alberto Santo LoDico, 13 Nov 1887, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 5 Oct 1888, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

363 ii. Vittoria Albanese was born on 3 Sep 1874 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 18 Nov 1878 at the age of 4 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

364 iii. Vito Albanese was born on 22 Jan 1878 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 29 Jan 1878 at the age of 0 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

365 iv. Giuseppe Albanese was born on 4 Jun 1879 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberta LoDico and Calogero Lio were married on 11 Oct 1856 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero Lio, son of Domenico Lio, was born about 1815 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero Lio and Alberta LoDico had the following child:

+366 i. Maria Leonarda Lio, born abt 1862, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 11 May 1884, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

164. Leonardo LoDico (Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1842 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 16 Apr 1888 at the age of 46 in Petralia.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Sopranza, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Antonia Valenti were married in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Maria Antonia Valenti was born in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Antonia Valenti had the following child:

+367  i. Maria Grazia Vittoria LoDico, born abt 1874, Petralia Sopranza, Sicily; married Antonino Albanese, 31 May 1890, Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

165. Maria Leonarda LoDico (Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Feb 1844 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Maria Leonarda LoDico and Calogero di Gangi were married on 15 Sep 1866 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Calogero di Gangi, son of Pietro di Gangi and Leonarda Gennaro, was born about 1839 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. He died on 10 Jan 1895 at the age of 56 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Calogero di Gangi and Maria Leonarda LoDico had the following children:

368  i. Nunzia Leonarda di Gangi was born on 5 Aug 1866 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.
+369  ii. Leonardo di Gangi, born abt 1868, Petralia Sopranza, Sicily; married Alberta Naselli, abt 1895, Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Maria Leonarda LoDico and Damiano Vaccarella were married on 23 Aug 1902 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Damiano Vaccarella, son of Calogero Vaccarella and Angela Abbate, was born about 1828 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

166. Cosma Damiana LoDico (Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Nov 1846 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Cosma Damiana LoDico and Rosario Brucato were married on 22 Sep 1867 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. Rosario Brucato, son of Gaetano Brucato and Maria Sabatino, was born about 1835 in Pianello, Sicily.

167. Damiana LoDico (Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1850 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died on 26 Dec 1882 at the age of 32 in Petralia Sopranza,
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosario Brucato, son of Gaetano Brucato, was born about 1837 in Pianello, Sicily. He was born about 1837 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Pianello, Sicily. Rosario was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Rosario Brucato and Damiana LoDico had the following children:

370 i. Gaetano Brucato was born on 19 Nov 1874 in Pianello, Sicily.
371 ii. Giuseppe Calogero Brucato was born on 21 Apr 1877 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 5 Jun 1877 at the age of 0 in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily.
372 iii. Maria Calogera Brucato was born on 1 Dec 1878 in Pianello, Sicily.
373 iv. Giuseppe Pietro Brucato was born on 31 May 1881 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 12 Sep 1881 at the age of 0 in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily.
374 v. Raimonda Brucato was born on 23 Dec 1882 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 29 Dec 1882 at the age of 0 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

168. Vittorio Leonardo LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jan 1849 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio Leonardo LoDico and Maria Santa Macaluso were married about 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Santa Macaluso, daughter of Giuseppe Macaluso and Rosaria LaPlaca, was born about 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1874 at the age of 20 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio Leonardo LoDico and Maria Santa Macaluso had the following children:

375 i. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born in 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 13 Oct 1874 at the age of 6 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
376 ii. Giuseppe Calogero Leonardo LoDico was born on 8 Oct 1874 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Vittorio Leonardo LoDico and Giovanna Calderaro were married about 1875 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giovanna Calderaro, daughter of Giuseppe Mariano Calderaro and Giuseppa Sabatino, was born about 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio Leonardo LoDico and Giovanna Calderaro had the following children:
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iv. Francesca LoDico was born on 4 Nov 1882 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She died on 22 Apr 1883 at the age of 0 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


vii. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born on 22 Jan 1891 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

viii. Calogero LoDico was born on 22 Sep 1894 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 3 Jan 1895 at the age of 0 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

171. Catalda LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Mar 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Catalda LoDico and Giuseppe Salvatore Castronni were married on 20 Apr 1879 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Salvatore Castronni, son of Mauro Castronni and Biagia Cerami, was born about 1852 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Salvatore Castronni and Catalda LoDico had the following children:

i. Luciano Mauro Castronni was born on 13 Dec 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Luciano was born at the Villa Zacha #180.

ii. Concetta Castronni was born on 12 Dec 1884 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Santo Croce Castronni was born on 2 May 1888 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.


v. Giuseppa Castronni was born on 16 Nov 1896 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

173. Domenico LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1859 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Maria Miranti were married on 10 Jun 1894 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Miranti, daughter of Serafino Miranti and Maria Damiana Gulino, was born in 1876 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1897 at the age of 21 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was
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buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Rosaria Ruvituso were married on 26 Oct 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosaria Ruvituso, daughter of Pasquale Ruvituso and Domenica Macaluso, was born about 1880 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Rosaria Ruvituso had the following children:

+390 i. Lucia Maria LoDico, born 22 Oct 1900, Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana; died 29 Jan 1988, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

391 ii. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born on 27 Apr 1904 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

392 iii. Pietro LoDico was born about 1907 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

393 iv. Vittorio LoDico was born on 23 Feb 1908 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.


396 vii. Domenica LoDico was born about 1921 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

174. Leonardo LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Sep 1859 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Santa Gennaro were married in 1883 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Santa Gennaro, daughter of Rosario Gennaro and Rosa Carucci, was born in 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Santa Gennaro had the following children:

397 i. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born on 15 Mar 1888 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died about 1889 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

398 ii. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born on 16 Dec 1890 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 29 Mar 1891 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


400 iv. Vittoria LoDico was born on 18 Oct 1894 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.
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175. Alberto Santo LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Nov 1863 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Rosaria Albanese were married on 13 Nov 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosaria Albanese, daughter of Pietro Albanese and Alberta LoDico, was born on 1 Sep 1864 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Oct 1888 at the age of 24 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Rosaria Albanese had the following child:

i. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 25 Sep 1888 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 3 Oct 1888 at the age of 0 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Giuseppa Castrianni were married on 1 Feb 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Castrianni, daughter of Sebastiano Castrianni and Giuseppa Librizzi, was born about 1867 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1891 at the age of 24 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Giuseppa Castrianni had the following child:

i. Giuseppe Calogero LoDico was born on 10 May 1891 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 25 Apr 1893 at the age of 1 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe was born at Santa Caterina LoDico #73.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Maria Leonarda LaPlaca were married on 3 Sep 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Leonarda LaPlaca, daughter of Salvatore LaPlaca and Francesca Albanese, was born about 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Maria Leonarda LaPlaca had the following children:

i. Callico Damiano LoDico was born on 29 May 1892 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

ii. Giuseppe Assunto LoDico was born on 14 Aug 1895 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

iii. Grazia LoDico was born on 21 Jun 1898 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia
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407 iv. Pietro LoDico was born on 22 Feb 1901 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 20 Jul 1993 at the age of 92 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

408 v. Agostino Calogero LoDico was born on 15 Aug 1903 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

409 vi. Sebastiana LoDico was born on 15 Mar 1906 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She died on 25 Nov 1972 at the age of 66 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

176. Giuseppe LoDico (Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Dec 1868 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Cerami were married on 21 Jun 1893 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Cerami, daughter of Biagio Cerami and Rosaria Castronova, was born about 1875 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Cerami had the following children:


412 iii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 13 Oct 1900 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 12 Feb 1991 at the age of 90 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

413 iv. Calogero LoDico was born on 20 Mar 1903 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

414 v. Rosario LoDico was born on 7 Oct 1907 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

415 vi. Rosa LoDico was born on 1 May 1910 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

178. Maria Santa Vaccarella (Maria Petra LoDico-5, Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Nov 1831 in Blufi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 20 Apr 1908 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Santa Vaccarella and Giuseppe Macaluso were married on 7 Oct 1848 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Macaluso, son of Michele Macaluso and Michela Albanese, was born in 1827 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Maria Santa Vaccarella and Leonardo Richiusa were married on 3 Jul 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Leonardo Richiusa, son of Alberto Richiusa and Tommasa LaPlaca, was born about 1836 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

184. Vincenza Albanese (Maria Vita LoDico-5, Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Apr 1829 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 18 Nov 1862 at the age of 33 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vincenza Albanese and Pietro Paolo Rutitaso were married on 15 Jul 1848 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Paolo Rutitaso, son of Pasquale Rutitaso and Giuseppa Albanese, was born about 1821 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

190. Antonino LoDico (Andrea-5, Antonino-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino LoDico and Venusa Abbate were married about 1876 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Venusa Abbate, daughter of Pietro Abbate and Lucia di Puma, was born about 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino LoDico and Venusa Abbate had the following children:

416 i. Maria Grazia LoDico was born on 8 Sep 1878 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
417 ii. Pietro Andrea LoDico was born on 26 Aug 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Damiana Callari were married about 1882 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Damiana Callari, daughter of Carmelo Callari and Damiana di Gangi, was born about 1856 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Damiana Callari had the following children:
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192. Vittoria LoDico (Alberto-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 May 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Jan 1903 at the age of 72 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria resided at Via Pieta #9

Vittoria LoDico and Giuseppe Alberto Sulfo were married on 23 Nov 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Alberto Sulfo, son of Santo Sulfo and Verena Lugo, was born in 1808 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Alberto Sulfo and Vittoria LoDico had the following child:

423. Calogero Lorenzo Sulfo was born in Aug 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 9 Oct 1865 at the age of 3 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittoria LoDico and Giuseppe Sulfo were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Sulfo was born in 1812 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Sulfo and Vittoria LoDico had the following children:

424. Gaetano Lorenzo Sulfo was born on 21 Aug 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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425  ii. Francesca Paola Sulfo was born on 4 May 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

194. Lucia LoDico (Alberto-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 17 May 1835 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 7 Nov 1902 at the age of 67 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Lucia LoDico and Domenico Cerami were married on 30 Apr 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Domenico Cerami, son of Giuseppe Cerami and Maria Mirabella, was born in 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Jun 1908 at the age of 78 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

196. Rosaria LoDico (Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1811 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Nov 1886 at the age of 75 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosaria LoDico and Giuseppe LaPlaca were married on 17 Feb 1831 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe LaPlaca was born about 1805 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LaPlaca and Rosaria LoDico had the following children:

+426  i. Dominica LaPlaca, born 7 Nov 1833, San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro Sabatino, 12 Sep 1857, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe LaPlaca, 1 Mar 1862, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 8 Jan 1869, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

427  ii. Maria Carmela LaPlaca was born on 4 Aug 1837 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 11 Sep 1843 at the age of 6 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

428  iii. Calogero LaPlaca was born on 23 Dec 1840 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 1 Jan 1850 at the age of 9 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero lived at Villa Suracusa #5


430  v. Maria Carmela LaPlaca was born on 9 Sep 1844 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

431  vi. Michele LaPlaca was born about Mar 1848 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 3 Jul 1849 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

432  vii. Giuseppa LaPlaca was born on 22 Aug 1850 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 21 Aug 1851 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
199. Giuseppe LoDico (Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jun 1825 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Nov 1884 at the age of 59 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Sabatino were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Sabatino, daughter of Calogero Sabatino, was born about 1833 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Sabatino had the following children:

+433 i. Leonardo LoDico, born 22 Dec 1862, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Grazia Macaluso, 26 Apr 1890, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

434 ii. Pietro LoDico was born on 22 Oct 1866 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


436 iv. Calogera LoDico was born on 9 Nov 1874.

200. Carmelo LoDico (Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Feb 1828 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 13 Aug 1901 at the age of 73 in Pianello, Sicily. He was buried in Pianello, Sicily. Carmelo LoDico resided at Villa Serra Siclio #425.

Carmelo LoDico and Maria Richiusa were married on 27 Sep 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Richiusa, daughter of Leonardo Richiusa and Giuseppa Velardi, was born about 1829 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

Carmelo LoDico and Maria Richiusa had the following children:

+437 i. Grazia LoDico, born 4 Sep 1858, Pianello, Sicily; married Vittorio Librizzi, 9 Jun 1877, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+439 iii. Santo LoDico, born 1867, Pianello, Sicily; married Concetta Maria Sabatino, 6 Feb 1892, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


203. Vittorio Calderaro (Maria Antonia LoDico-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Dec 1820 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio Calderaro and E. Palma Callari were married on 7 Sep 1846 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. E. Palma Callari, daughter of Calogero Callari and Maria Bataglia Giannata, was born about 1816 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

205. Stefano Calderaro (Maria Antonia LoDico-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Feb 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 4 Apr 1893 at the age of 63 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Stefano Calderaro and Maria di Puma were married on 14 Jan 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria di Puma, daughter of Domenico di Puma and Domenica Sabatino, was born about 1812 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Stefano Calderaro and Rosaria Ciraolo were married on 6 Oct 1852 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosaria Ciraolo, daughter of Leonardo Ciraolo and Giuseppa Maria Pellegra, was born about 1831 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died before 1855 at the age of 24 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

206. Giuseppa Calderaro (Giovanna LoDico-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Sep 1821 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 26 Oct 1903 at the age of 82 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa Calderaro and Santo Lupica were married on 5 Sep 1847 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santo Lupica, son of Sebastiano Lupica and Maddalena Sabatino, was born about 1820 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died after 1847 at the age of 27 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa Calderaro and Leonardo Velardi were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Leonardo Velardi was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
207. Angela Lucia LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1816 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 1 Sep 1894 at the age of 78 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Angela Lucia LoDico and Carmelo Vittorio LaPlaca were married on 1 Feb 1837 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Carmelo Vittorio LaPlaca, son of Giovanni LaPlaca and Gandolfa Messineo, was born in 1804 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Carmelo Vittorio LaPlaca and Angela Lucia LoDico had the following children:


445 ii. Maria Petra LaPlaca was born on 3 Jul 1844 in San Nicolo -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 3 Apr 1867 at the age of 22 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

446 iii. Maria Carmela LaPlaca was born on 30 Jan 1848 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 16 Jun 1848 at the age of 0 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

447 iv. Damiano LaPlaca was born on 25 May 1850 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 30 Jul 1867 at the age of 17 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

448 v. Rosalia LaPlaca was born about 1852 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 28 Mar 1892 at the age of 40 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


450 vii. Maria Carmela LaPlaca was born on 2 May 1857 in Richera -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 19 Oct 1859 at the age of 2 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

208. Gaetano Rosario LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1817 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born about 1817 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 2 Feb 1902 at the age of 85 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Gaetano was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano Rosario LoDico and Francesca Paola Cifala were married on 3 Jul 1842 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesca Paola Cifala, daughter of Luciano Cifala and Rosaria Sabatino, was born in 1827 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano Rosario LoDico and Francesca Paola Cifala had the following children:
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i. Maria Grazia LoDico was born on 21 Nov 1846 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 17 Sep 1852 at the age of 5 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Michele LoDico, born 30 Sep 1849, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Raimonda Domenica Richiusa, 1876, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Maria Grazia Petra LoDico, born 1 Feb 1855, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro LoDico, 1874, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iv. Pietro LoDico was born on 27 Feb 1859 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 Oct 1865 at the age of 6 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

v. Giuseppe Vincenzo LoDico, born abt 1866, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Rosaria LaPlaca, 8 Mar 1894, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano Rosario LoDico had the following child:

i. Maria Grazia Petra LoDico, born 1 Feb 1855, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pietro LoDico, 1874, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

209. Salvatore LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1817 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 19 Sep 1846 at the age of 29 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Anna Pepe was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

210. Natale Salvatore LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1818 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Natale Salvatore LoDico and Anna Pepe were married on 26 Apr 1846 in Bompietro, Sicily. Anna Pepe, daughter of Biaggio Pepe and Gandolfa Messineo, was born about 1813 in Bompietro, Sicily.

211. Agata LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 May 1820 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 6 Apr 1900 at the age of 79 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Agata LoDico and Vittorio Cerami were married on 24 Apr 1841 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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Vittorio Cerami, son of Calogero Cerami and Carmela LaPlaca, was born about 1807 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittorio and Agata lived in the villa di Nicorella.

Vittorio Cerami and Agata LoDico had the following children:

456  i.  Maria Giuseppa Cerami was born about 1842 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 2 Oct 1853 at the age of 11 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+457  ii.  Gandolfa Cerami, born 21 Sep 1845, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Michele LaPlaca, 27 Apr 1862, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

458  iii.  Maria Leonarda Cerami was born on 5 Mar 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

459  iv.  Damiano Cerami was born on 6 Oct 1858 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

460  v.  Giuseppe Cerami was born on 29 Apr 1863 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 30 Apr 1863 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

461  vi.  Giuseppa Cerami was born on 8 Apr 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

212.  Michele LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Sep 1822 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Oct 1877 at the age of 55 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Maria Giuseppa Santo were married about 1860 in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria Giuseppa Santo was born in 1825 in Bompietro, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Maria Giuseppa Santo had the following children:


+463  ii.  Damiano LoDico, born 20 Sep 1868, Bompietro, Sicily; married Maria Fabrone, abt 1895, Bompietro, Sicily; died New York.

Michele LoDico and Domenica Macaluso were married on 16 Sep 1849 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Domenica Macaluso, daughter of Pietro Macaluso and Venera LaPlaca, was born in 1831 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1860 at the age of 29 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Domenica Macaluso had the following children:


+465  ii.  Salvatore LoDico, born 1853, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Santa Losporto, 1878, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
213. Vittorio LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Feb 1825 in San Giovanni -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 18 Nov 1901 at the age of 76 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and Maria Vittoria Esposita were married in 1869 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Maria Vittoria Esposita, daughter of Augustino Esposita and Vittoria Coce, was born about 1836 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and Maria Anna di Prima were married on 25 Nov 1855 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Maria Anna di Prima, daughter of Pietro di Prima and Giuseppa Vinzinni, was born in 1831 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and Maria Anna di Prima had the following children:

+466  i. Maria Leonarda LoDico, born 12 Nov 1856, Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Francesco La Tona, 1874, Bompietro, Sicily; married Francesco ~Zafonte, abt 1899, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.

467  ii. Maria Carmella LoDico was born on 28 Mar 1858 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

+468  iii. Maria Petra LoDico, born abt 1859, Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Alberto Ciappa, 14 Oct 1877, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

+469  iv. Concetta LoDico, born 15 Dec 1862, Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Domenico Mariano Profita, 22 Apr 1882, Petralia Sopran, Sicily; died Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

+470  v. Francesco Paolo Giuseppe LoDico, born 20 Oct 1865, Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily; married Santa di Maria, 29 Apr 1896, Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

471  vi. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 1 Apr 1866 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 29 Dec 1867 at the age of 1 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

472  vii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 3 Aug 1869 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 4 Aug 1869 at the age of 0 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

214. Rosina LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Mar 1827 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 6 Mar 1907 at the age of 79 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
Rosina LoDico and Pietro Sulfo were married on 18 Sep 1847 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Sulfo, son of Giovanni Sulfo and Maria Vignesi, was born in 1819 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 28 Nov 1902 at the age of 83 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Sulfo and Rosina LoDico had the following children:

473  i.  Leonardo Sulfo was born on 9 Oct 1849 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 20 Oct 1849 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

474  ii. Damiana Sulfo was born on 27 Sep 1851 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 1 Nov 1853 at the age of 2 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

475  iii. Giovanni Sulfo was born on 10 Mar 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

476  iv. Maria Leonarda Sulfo was born on 7 Mar 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

477  v. Salvatore Sulfo was born on 29 Dec 1859 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

478  vi. Giuseppe Sulfo was born on 19 Sep 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

216. Leonardo LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Dec 1834 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Velardi were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Velardi, daughter of Calogero Velardi, was born about 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Velardi had the following children:

+479  i.  Pietro LoDico, born 30 Jan 1863, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Maddalena Puma, 14 Feb 1892, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

480  ii. Carmelo LoDico was born on 26 Jan 1866 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 22 Sep 1874 at the age of 8 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+481  iii. Calogero LoDico, born 28 Feb 1869, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Venera Macaluso, 13 Nov 1908, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vittoria Librizzi, 8 Sep 1895, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 2 Jan 1951, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

482  iv. Vincenza LoDico was born on 27 Dec 1871 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 30 Aug 1874 at the age of 2 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

483  v. Vittorio Leonardo LoDico was born on 8 Nov 1874 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 18 Dec 1874 at the age of 0 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

484  vi. Vittoria LoDico was born in 1875 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 19 Nov 1881 at the age of 6 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia
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Soprana, Sicily.

485 vii. Maria Vittoria LoDico was born on 8 Feb 1876 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


217. Giuseppe LoDico (Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Mar 1838 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Dec 1899 at the age of 61 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Petra Velardi were married in 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Petra Velardi, daughter of Calogero Velardi and Vincenza Sabatino, was born about 1849 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Petra Velardi had the following children:

488 i. Damiana Liboria LoDico was born on 6 May 1873 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

489 ii. Pietro LoDico was born on 9 Sep 1875 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

490 iii. Salvatore LoDico was born on 5 Sep 1880 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

491 iv. Vincenza LoDico was born on 10 Jul 1883 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 12 Aug 1884 at the age of 1 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


219. Vittoria Maria LaPlaca (Caterina Alberta LoDico-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1817 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 31 May 1857 at the age of 40 in Spedale -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Spedale -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittoria Maria LaPlaca and Giovanni LaPlaca were married on 30 Mar 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giovanni LaPlaca, son of Giuseppe LaPlaca and Maria Vignieri, was born about 1807 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

220. Damiano LaPlaca (Caterina Alberta LoDico-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2,
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Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Sep 1821 in Pianello, Sicily.

Damiano LaPlaca and Anna Cerami were married on 22 Feb 1846 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Anna Cerami, daughter of Francesco Cerami and Biaggia Sacconello, was born about 1825 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria LaPlaca and Leonardo Spedale were married on 19 Sep 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Leonardo Spedale, son of Giacomo Spedale and Francesca Paola Albanese, was born about 1822 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Anna LaPlaca and Carmelo Albanese were married on 2 Mar 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Carmelo Albanese, son of Pietro Albanese and Grandiza Librizzi, was born about 1814 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Salvatore LaPlaca and Maria Albanese were married on 14 Nov 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Albanese, daughter of Vittorio Albanese and Agata di Noto, was born about 1841 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LaPlaca and Francesca Scalone were married on 3 Apr 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Francesca Scalone, daughter of Luciano Scalone and Leonarda LaPlaca, was born about 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

228. Pietro LoDico (Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1819 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 10 Jun 1871 at the age of 52 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Vittoria Sabatino were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria Sabatino was born about 1813 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Vittoria Sabatino had the following children:

i. Maria Leonarda LoDico was born about 1836 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 12 Aug 1837 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Angela LoDico, born 13 Jan 1850, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Fedale d'Alberti, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

231. Francesca Paola LoDico (Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 May 1827 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 10 Jul 1903 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesca resided at Opsedale Grerro #23.

Francesca Paola LoDico and Emmanule Messineo were married on 29 Jun 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Emmanule Messineo, son of Santo Messineo and Nicoletta Mirabella, was born in 1822 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Emmanule Messineo and Francesca Paola LoDico had the following children:

i. Santo Messineo was born on 26 Jan 1851 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 8 Sep 1851 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

ii. Pasqua Messineo was born on 16 Apr 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 29 Nov 1859 at the age of 5 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iii. Santo Messineo was born on 26 May 1856 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

iv. Nicoletta Messineo was born on 29 Dec 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
232. Sebastiano LoDico (Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Mar 1830 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Sebastiano, like his father Giuseppe was a 'gardiniere' and 'ortalano' [gardener].

Sebastiano LoDico and Angela Abbate were married on 29 Nov 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Angela Abbate, daughter of Gaetano Abbate and Calogera LiPira, was born about 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Sebastiano LoDico and Angela Abbate had the following children:

+499 i. Michelangelo LoDico, born 1 Jun 1856, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Damiana LaPlaca, 1884, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+501 iii. Giuseppe LoDico, born 1861, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Rosaria LaPlaca, 30 Oct 1898, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Angela Sulfo, 14 Sep 1890, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+502 iv. Mariano LoDico was born on 5 Sep 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+503 v. Michele LoDico, born 1866, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Marianne LaPlaca, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 13 Feb 1893, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+504 vi. Maria Antonia LoDico, born 31 Jan 1866, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe Vittorio Gulino, 6 Oct 1888, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 1 Sep 1893, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+505 vii. Celistina LoDico was born on 6 Feb 1870 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+506 viii. Giuseppa LoDico, born 9 Nov 1872, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe LiPuma, 14 May 1899, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Sebastiano LoDico and Vincenza Maddalena Macaluso were married in 1883 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vincenza Maddalena Macaluso, daughter of Leonardo Macaluso and Maria Sulfo, was born in 1834 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Sebastiano LoDico and Maria Grazia LaPlaca were married on 4 Dec 1875 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Grazia LaPlaca, daughter of Giovanni LaPlaca and Giuseppa Scalone, was born about 1838 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

234. Pietro Paolo LoDico (Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jun 1837 in Bluifi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 26 Jul 1906 at the age of 69 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Paolo LoDico and Rosalia San Filippo were married on 13 Sep 1862 in Petralia Soprana,
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Sicily. Rosalia San Filippo, daughter of Salvatore San Filippo and Rosa Richiusa, was born in 1843 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Paolo LoDico and Rosalia San Filippo had the following children:

507  i.  Luciano LoDico was born in 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 20 Apr 1889 at the age of 27 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

508  ii.  Maria Antonia Leonarda LoDico was born on 19 Jul 1863 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 10 Nov 1864 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

509  iii.  Giuseppa LoDico was born on 9 Oct 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Oct 1864 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

510  iv.  Giuseppe LoDico was born on 28 Aug 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 2 Oct 1878 at the age of 13 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+512  vi.  Maria Rosa LoDico, born abt 1869, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Saverio Giuseppe Rosario d'Anna, 18 Dec 1888, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

513  vii.  Luciano Michelangelo LoDico was born on 11 Sep 1869 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

514  viii.  Enrico Pietro LoDico was born on 24 Jun 1873 in Pianello, Sicily. He died on 18 Dec 1874 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

515  ix.  Maria Leonarda LoDico was born on 3 Jun 1875 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 3 Jun 1875 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

236.  Maria Antonia LoDico (Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jun 1844 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Antonino Li Puma were married on 6 Dec 1866 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonino Li Puma, son of Michele Li Puma and Giovanna Macaluso, was born about 1840 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino Li Puma and Maria Antonia LoDico had the following children:

+516  i.  Santo Michele Li Puma, born 19 Feb 1868, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Vittoria Mescellino, 29 Apr 1914, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

517  ii.  Giovanna Li Puma was born on 19 Dec 1869 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

518  iii.  Maria Vita Li Puma was born on 9 Nov 1871 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
238. Lucia Maria Munella (Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Feb 1817 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 12 Jan 1870 at the age of 52 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Lucia Maria Munella and UNKNOWN were married. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN and Lucia Maria Munella had the following children:

- 519 i. Maria Munella was born on 16 Dec 1836 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
- 520 ii. Salvatore Munella was born on 19 Mar 1840 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
- +521 iii. Pasquale Munella, born 9 Apr 1843, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Assunta Cannella; died bef 24 May 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily.

239. Benedetto Munella (Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Oct 1824 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in 1904 at the age of 80 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Benedetto Munella and Vincenza Calogera Alessi were married on 23 Jan 1847 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenza Calogera Alessi was born on 23 Oct 1828 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1905 at the age of 77 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Benedetto Munella and Vincenza Calogera Alessi had the following children:

- +522 i. Calogero Munella, born 16 May 1857, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Iacuzzo; died aft 5 Jul 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily.
- +523 ii. Arcangelo Munella, born 23 Aug 1860, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Santa La Plena, 2 Feb 1883, Marianopoli, Sicily; died abt 1952, Marianopoli, Sicily.
- +524 iii. Angela Munella, born 31 Aug 1863, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelo Maniscalco Papa; died 5 Dec 1893, Marianopoli, Sicily.
- 525 iv. Emmanuella Munella was born on 30 Apr 1873 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
- 526 v. Luigi Munella was born on 6 Dec 1886 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 16 Apr 1895 at the age of 8 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

241. Vincenzo Ferraro (Arcangela LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 17 Oct 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 13 Feb 1858 at the age of 43 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogera Lovecchi was born (date unknown).
242. Antonino Ferraro (Arcangela LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1816 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Antonino Ferraro and Calogera La Vecchio were married on 24 Apr 1842 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogera La Vecchio, daughter of Giuseppe La Vecchio and Antonina Lola, was born in 1823 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

245. Giuseppe Ferraro (Arcangela LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Oct 1826 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Ferraro and Calogera Schifano were married on 28 Apr 1849 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogera Schifano, daughter of Francesco Schifano and Tommasa Lombardo, was born in 1831 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

248. Vincenza Marranco (Giuseppa Maria LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Apr 1807 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 May 1877 at the age of 70 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenza Marranco and Calogero Baldi were married on 19 Apr 1828 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogero Baldi, son of Giochino Baldi and Pasqua Schifano, was born in 1799 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenza Marranco and Antonino Cancelosi were married on 1 Jul 1851 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Antonino Cancelosi, son of Giovanni Cancelosi and Giuseppa Napoli, was born in 1801 in Canicatti, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenza Marranco and Francesco Cammarata were married. Francesco Cammarata was born (date unknown).
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250. Rosa Maria Marranco (Giuseppa Maria LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Jan 1812 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Rosa Maria Marranco and Vincenzo Andalaro were married on 6 Oct 1833 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenzo Andalaro, son of Marco Andalaro and Antonia Cantella, was born in 1808 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

252. Vincenzo Marranco (Giuseppa Maria LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Aug 1817 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Marranco and Providenza Campanella were married on 3 Oct 1841 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Providenza Campanella, daughter of Tommaso Campanella and Anna Augello, was born in 1825 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

255. Carmela Baglio (Croci D'Isa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Nov 1822 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Carmela Baglio and Vincenzo Valenti were married on 24 Sep 1841 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenzo Valenti, son of Bartolomeo Valenti and Tommasa Angello, was born in 1815 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

258. Giovanna Baglio (Croci D'Isa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Mar 1833 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giovanna Baglio and Santo Giglio were married on 26 May 1857 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Santo Giglio, son of Ignazio Giglio and Calogera UNKNOWN, was born in 1834 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

259. Antonino Baglio (Croci D'Isa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Mar 1836 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Antonino Baglio and Giuseppa Spagnolo were married on 19 Jul 1857 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa Spagnolo, daughter of Calogero Spagnolo and Teresa Capucci, was born in 1839 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was born in 1839. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

260. Vincenzo Baglio (Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Sep 1840 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 30 Jan 1894 at the age of 53 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Baglio and Lucia Valenti were married about 1867. Lucia Valenti was born on 13 Jul 1849 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 12 May 1894 at the age of 44.

Vincenzo Baglio and Lucia Valenti had the following children:

527 i. Maria Giuseppa Baglio was born on 11 Feb 1868 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before Apr 1885 at the age of 17 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
528 ii. Crocifissa Baglio was born on 2 Mar 1871 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1873 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+529 iii. Crocifissa Baglio, born 14 Jan 1873, Marianopoli, Sicily; married UNKNOWN Cordaro, abt 1894, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 13 Mar 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily.
530 iv. Leonardo Baglio was born on 17 May 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+531 v. Liboria Baglio, born 30 Mar 1882, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 8 Dec 1933, Jamestown, NY.
532 vi. Maria Giuseppa Baglio was born on 8 Apr 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 11 Aug 1892 at the age of 7 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+533 vii. Leonardo Baglia, born 27 Apr 1888, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesca Napolatino, 31 Oct 1915, Jamestown, NY; died 9 Sep 1959, Jamestown, NY.

263. Calogera LoDico (Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Dec 1821 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 16 Jan 1858 at the age of 36 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogera LoDico and Raimondo Maniscalco Papa were married on 10 Nov 1838 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Raimondo Maniscalco Papa, son of Salvatore Maniscalco Papa and Michela Rizzo, was born about 1785 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Raimondo Maniscalco Papa and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

534 i. Vincenzo Papa was born in 1837 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 25 Dec 1840 at
the age of 3 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

ii. Salvatore Papa, born 1839, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Cammarata, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 28 Feb 1909, Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Vincenza Papa was born on 5 Jul 1840 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Jul 1855 at the age of 15 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.


v. Arcangelo Maniscalco Papa was born on 30 Mar 1856 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 20 Jan 1858 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

265. Antonina LoDico (Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Jan 1826 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 17 Jul 1909 at the age of 83 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Antonina LoDico and Vincenzo Agro were married on 29 Mar 1845 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenzo Agro, son of Antonino Agro and Rosa Giambra, was born in 1822 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Agro and Antonina LoDico had the following children:

i. Salvatrice Agro, born 9 Jun 1846, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Ignazio Vitale; died 14 Aug 1928, Marianopoli, Sicily.

ii. Maria Agro was born on 24 May 1849 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 12 Jan 1851 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Bartolo Agro, born 19 Aug 1852, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonina Cammarata; died 2 Dec 1920, Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Michele Agro, born 22 Dec 1855, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Lisciandra, 12 Sep 1893, Marianopoli, Sicily.

v. Calogera Agro, born 6 Feb 1859, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesco Sciabbarra; died 3 Aug 1921, Marianopoli, Sicily.

vi. Teresa Agro was born on 14 Mar 1862 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

vii. Rosalia Agro was born on 18 Jan 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 2 Jul 1865 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

266. Felicia LoDico (Benedetto-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Mar 1846 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 20 Mar 1894 at the age of 47 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Felicia LoDico and Calogero Ferraro were married on 15 May 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogero Ferraro, son of Giuseppe Ferraro and Giuseppa Tabbone, was born in 1840 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Calogero Ferraro and Felicia LoDico had the following children:

546  i. Giuseppa Ferraro, born 17 Jan 1865, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Cammarata, 5 Nov 1892, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 18 Feb 1896, Marianopoli, Sicily.

547  ii. Salvatore Ferraro was born before 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 14 Aug 1876 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

548  iii. Salvatore Ferraro was born on 29 Jan 1877 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 20 Oct 1877 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

549  iv. Rosa Ferraro was born on 26 Aug 1878 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 21 Jul 1879 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.


Leonardo LoDico and Filippa Miseretta were married on 11 Aug 1875 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Filippa Miseretta, daughter of Libario Miseretta and Maria Giuseppa Antonia, was born in 1855 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 24 Feb 1890 at the age of 35 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Filippa Miseretta had the following children:

550  i. Benedetto LoDico was born on 20 Jul 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 23 Jul 1877 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

551  ii. Rosa LoDico was born on 28 Sep 1878 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 29 Aug 1880 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

552  iii. Rosa LoDico was born on 10 May 1881 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 10 Jul 1884 at the age of 3 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

553  iv. Benedetto LoDico was born on 5 Sep 1883 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 19 Jul 1884 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

554  v. Salvatore LoDico, born 6 May 1885, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Crocifina Vullo, 16 May 1908, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Rochester, New York.

555  vi. Benedetto LoDico was born on 8 Sep 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 26 Aug 1890 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Lucia Fiorello were married on 20 Oct 1893 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Lucia Fiorello, daughter of Calogero Fiorello and Maria Andaloro, was born in 1852. She died on 10
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Aug 1927 at the age of 75 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Lucia Fiorello had the following children:

556  i. Benedetto LoDico was born on 1 Mar 1894 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Dec 1979 at the age of 85 in Rochester, New York. He had Social Security Number 126-09-9018. Benedetto was buried in Rochester, New York. Ellis Island records show Benedetto arriving on 10/8/1912 aboard the Ancona. He was 18 years old, male, single. He referred to his cousin Giovanni Lo Vetere in Beanoble, Pa. as his final destination. He left from Marianopoli, Sicily. His father was Leonardo LoDico. Benedetto sailed with Mario Lo Porto (18,m,s); Giuseppe Lo Dico (20,m,s); Salvatore Milazzo (24,m,m) and Grazia Calciano Milazzo (25,f,m).

Mario, Salvatore and Grazia all referenced their cousin Carlo Lo Dico residing in Mansfield, Mass. as their final destination. Giuseppe said Carlo was his brother.

557  ii. Francesca Lo Dico was born on 8 Nov 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 31 Aug 1896 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

271. Paolo Lo Dico (Benedetto-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Sep 1856 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Paolo Lo Dico and Maria Castrogiovanni were married on 15 Feb 1880 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Maria Castrogiovanni, daughter of Pasquale Castrogiovanni and Carmela Guerrera, was born in 1837 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1914 at the age of 77 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Paolo Lo Dico and Concetta Cordoro were married on 21 Jan 1914 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Concetta Cordoro, daughter of Salvatore Cordoro and Giuseppa Mingoia, died on 12 Feb 1921 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Paolo Lo Dico and Maria Spagnolo were married on 7 May 1921 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Maria Spagnolo, daughter of Cataldo Spagnolo and Giuseppa Randazzo, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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272. Leonardo LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Oct 1814 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 7 Apr 1882 at the age of 67 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Rosa Maria Alessi were married on 25 Nov 1842 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosa Maria Alessi, daughter of Modesto Alessi and Emanuella Ferrara, was born on 8 Feb 1824 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 22 Sep 1890 at the age of 66 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Rosa Maria Alessi had the following child:

+558
i. Calogera LoDico, born 7 Feb 1844, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Mariano Giambra, 6 Nov 1861, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

273. Maria Cristina LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Apr 1819. She died on 18 Aug 1875 at the age of 56 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Maria Cristina LoDico and Michele Noto were married on 11 Feb 1836 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Michele Noto, son of Mariano Filippo Noto and Petra Damianico, was born in 1812 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Michele Noto was a crivelatore [seive maker] by trade.

Michele Noto and Maria Cristina LoDico had the following children:

559
i. Filippa Noto was born on 16 Jun 1837 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
560
ii. Giuseppa Noto was born on 7 Jan 1839 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1840 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+561
+562
iv. Calogera Noto, born 5 Mar 1843, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Salvatore Lombardo, 5 Aug 1865, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.
+563
v. Catalda Noto, born 30 Oct 1845, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Carmelo Cammarata; died 8 Apr 1920, Marianopoli, Sicily.
564
vi. Maria Petra Noto was born on 29 Nov 1847 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Jul 1848 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
565
vii. Giacomo Noto was born on 1 May 1850 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+566
viii. Salvatrice Noto, born 18 Feb 1854, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Greco; died 2 Jan 1928, Marianopoli, Sicily.

274. Felicia LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7
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Apr 1820 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 10 Jun 1886 at the age of 66 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Felicia LoDico and Michele Agliata were married on 21 Nov 1840 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Michele Agliata, son of Pietro Agliata and Filippa Vaccani, was born in 1816 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michele Agliata and Felicia LoDico had the following children:

+567 i. Pietro Calogero Agliata, born 10 Jan 1842, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Lombardo, 22 Sep 1892, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Alfonsa Macaluso, 21 Apr 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

568 ii. Gaetano Agliata was born on 8 Dec 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+569 iii. Caterina Agliata, born 1 Feb 1846, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesco Paolo Cammarata, 7 Oct 1865, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 28 Feb 1919, Marianopoli, Sicily.

570 iv. Giuseppa Agliata was born on 26 Nov 1848 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 24 Sep 1857 at the age of 8 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+571 v. Calogera Agliata, born 24 Jul 1852, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 3 Jan 1930, Marianopoli, Sicily.

572 vi. Sebastiana Agliata was born on 31 Dec 1854 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 4 Jul 1855 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

573 vii. Rosa Agliata was born on 29 Mar 1857 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+574 viii. Rosaria Agliata, born 8 May 1859, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelo Fasciana; died 4 Sep 1929, Marianopoli, Sicily.

575 ix. Filippa Agliata was born on 15 Oct 1861 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

576 x. Salvatore Agliata was born on 23 Jan 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 29 Sep 1865 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

278. Giuseppe LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jan 1829 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 12 Dec 1875 at the age of 46 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angela Vincenza Ferraro were married on 11 Oct 1862 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angela Vincenza Ferraro, daughter of Giovanni Ferraro and Calogera Valenti, was born about 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angela Vincenza Ferraro had the following children:

577 i. Emmanuela LoDico was born on 29 Jul 1863 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 31 Aug 1865 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
ii. Rosa LoDico was born on 10 Jan 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 11 May 1867 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+iii. Giuseppe LoDico, born 10 Feb 1867, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelina Immordino, 5 Nov 1898, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Emmanuela LoDico was born on 19 Feb 1869 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+v. Calogera LoDico, born 10 Apr 1871, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Bellaria, 26 Dec 1888, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 9 Jul 1897, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+vii. Giovanna LoDico, born 18 Jan 1875, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Antonino Monteuragn, 22 Sep 1900, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Aloysia Tirrito were married on 2 Dec 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Aloysia Tirrito died before 1862 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

280. Rachela LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Feb 1834 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 14 Sep 1894 at the age of 60 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Rachela LoDico and Vincenzo Valenti were married on 13 Nov 1852 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Vincenzo Valenti, son of Salvatore Valenti and Giuseppa Andaloro, was born in 1832 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vincenzo Valenti and Rachela LoDico had the following children:

i. Giuseppe Valenti was born on 16 Aug 1853 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 27 Oct 1854 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+ii. Calogera Valenti, born 10 Nov 1855, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Miserendino, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Giuseppa Valenti was born on 10 Nov 1857 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 26 Oct 1859 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+iv. Salvatore Valenti, born 3 Nov 1859, Marianopoli, Sicily.

+v. Luigi Valenti, born 16 Dec 1861, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosalia Fasciana; died 21 Sep 1915, Marianopoli, Sicily.

vi. Giuseppe Valenti was born on 5 Jan 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+vii. Calogero Valenti, born 1869, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Bronzo, 23 Sep 1893, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Concetta Giambra, 11 Oct 1904, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

+viii. Filippo Valenti, born 1872, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Gaetana Lombardo, 3 Feb 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Jamestown, NY.

+ix. Giuseppa Valenti, born 1874, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Ferraro, 8
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Nov 1891, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

592  x.  Prospero Valenti was born on 14 Feb 1877 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 20 Jan 1878 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

281. Santo LoDico (Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Mar 1837 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 23 Jul 1867 at the age of 30 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Angela Agro were married on 20 Aug 1860 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angela Agro, daughter of Pasquale Agro and Grazia Aurio, was born in 1846 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Angela Agro had the following children:

593  i.  Calogera LoDico was born on 18 Oct 1861 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 3 Dec 1865 at the age of 4 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+594  ii.  Calogero LoDico, born 17 Feb 1864, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosa Anzalone, 19 Nov 1885, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Delaware, USA.

595  iii.  Vincenzo LoDico was born on 8 Nov 1866 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 30 Nov 1871 at the age of 5 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

288. Calogero Giunta (Maria Giuseppa LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Jul 1822 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranca, Sicily.

Calogero Giunta and Erolania Calderaro were married on 18 Jan 1846 in Petralia Sopranca, Sicily. Erolania Calderaro, daughter of Vittorio Calderaro and Rosalia Macalus, was born in 1827 in Petralia Sopranca, Sicily.

291. Stefano di Geraci (Anna Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Feb 1831 in Bombietro, Sicily.

Stefano di Geraci and Giuseppa Garofalo were married on 16 Jul 1857 in Bombietro, Sicily. Giuseppa Garofalo, daughter of Vincenzo Garofalo and Giuseppa di Geraci, was born about 1833 in Alimena, Sicily.
296. Agatina di Geraci (Anna Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Mar 1843 in Bompietro, Sicily.

Agatina di Geraci and Giovanni Parauda were married about 1863 in Bompietro, Sicily. Giovanni Parauda, son of Salvatore Parauda and Maria di Cesaro, was born about 1819 in Isnello, Sicily.

297. Maria Santa LoDico (Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Nov 1830 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 7 Jun 1907 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Santa LoDico lived at Villa Vaccarella #26

Maria Santa LoDico and Gaetano LiPira were married on 23 Aug 1846 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Gaetano LiPira, son of Giuseppe LiPira and Anna Albanese, was born in 1810 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gaetano LiPira and Maria Santa LoDico had the following children:

596 i. Giuseppe Calogero LiPira was born on 29 Sep 1848 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Dec 1866 at the age of 18 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+597 ii. Mariano LiPira, born 6 Apr 1851, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 19 Dec 1905, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

598 iii. Ignazio LiPira was born on 7 Mar 1854 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


+600 v. Maria Grazia LiPira, born 15 Feb 1863, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 5 Dec 1904, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


602 vii. Calogero LiPira was born on 22 Mar 1871 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 20 Jun 1884 at the age of 13 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

603 viii. Giovanna LiPira was born on 29 Jun 1875 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

298. Francesco Paolo LoDico (Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Dec 1832 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 2 Jan 1907 at the age of 74 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. According to birth records for Ignazio & Damiano, Francesco Paolo was a Barbieri (barber) by trade. Francesco Paolo married
Maria Saguto around 1870 after the death of his first wife Salvatara Miserendino. The family moved to Marianopoli soon after, when Ignazio was about 10 years old. Francesco Paolo LoDico died on January 2, 1907, a widower. He was 80 years old and lived at Via Vittorio Emmanule #15 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Salvatara Miserendino were married on 18 Jul 1858 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Salvatara Miserendino, daughter of Alberto Miserendino and Anna Vizzini, was born on 6 Apr 1837 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in 1867 at the age of 30 in Bompietro, Sicily. There is no official record of death for Salvatara, however Francesco Paolo was married by 1872 and living in Marianopoli with his second wife, Maria Saguto.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Salvatara Miserendino had the following children:

+604    i. Maria Grazia Giuseppa LoDico, born 30 Jun 1859, Bompietro, Sicily; married Calogero Librizzi, 20 Feb 1879, Bompietro, Sicily; died Bompietro, Sicily.
+605    ii. Ignazio LoDico, born 22 Aug 1862, Bompietro, Sicily; married Francesca Barbara Restivo, 12 Sep 1896, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 25 Mar 1922, Mansfield, Mass..
606     iii. Damiano LoDico was born on 11 Jun 1866 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 3 Sep 1867 at the age of 1 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Blufl -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Maria Giuseppa Saguto were married in Jan 1868 in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria Giuseppa Saguto, daughter of Giuseppe Saguto and Calogera Vaccarella, was born about 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 12 Aug 1880 at the age of 30 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q2M9-K72Y : 3 February 2016), Francesco Lodico in entry for Maria Saguto, 1880. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Maria Giuseppa Saguto had the following children:

+607    i. UNKNOWN LoDico, born 1870, Bompietro, Sicily.
+608    ii. Calogera LoDico, born 29 May 1870, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Pasquale Pastorello, 4 Nov 1889, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.
609     iii. Gaetana LoDico was born on 1 Sep 1872 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 28 Sep 1878 at the age of 6 in Locati, Sicily. She was buried in Locati, Sicily.
610     iv. Giuseppa LoDico was born on 1 Sep 1872 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 25 Oct 1872 at the age of 0 in Blufl -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Blufl -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
612     vi. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 8 Jan 1878 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died on 13 Jul 1921 at the age of 43 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch
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299. Luciano LoDico (Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Oct 1835 in Petralia Soprinta, Sicily. He died on 24 Nov 1899 at the age of 64 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Luciano listed his occupations, with each child, as follows: campiere (armed field guard) (1870 & 1880); mounted soldier (1873-1878); mounted guard (1882); mounted soldier (1887); soldier (1880); and finally a 'soprastante' (overseer) (1892).

A 'soprastante' was charged, by the land-owner or lease-holder, to take charge of the management of an estate. The soprastante', as a rule, were strong men and were recruited for this post, from those who were able to 'make themselves respected -- inspire fear -- among the people of the estates, as well as outsiders. Most overseers were men of confidence (uomo di fiducia) of the 'gabelloto' lease-owner. He dealt with the peasants set to work on the estates and took care of the general protection of the enterprise. He was usually assisted by an armed campiere on horseback, who watched over the fields, crops, and animals.

Like the overseer, a campiere (armed field guard) had a reputation for toughness, which they advertised by their arrogant airs and their carrying of arms. The ways in which some of them dressed, moved around, and squinted, symbolized toughness. Their reticence and the opaque ambiguity of phrases, gestures, and mimic signs they used among their peers set them apart from ordinary people.

Though these strong arm men were, at times, strikingly polite and cordial, their general behavior and outfit expressed a capacity and willingness to coerce with physical violence. The campiere constituted a kind of private police force which, in the absence of an efficient formal control apparatus, claimed to maintain law and order in the countryside.

~Anton Blok
The Mafia of a Sicilian Village 1860-1960

CAMPIERE:
http://www.lodico.org/mike/photos/campiere.html

Luciano LoDico and Lucia Bellavia were married on 4 Jun 1869 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Lucia Bellavia, daughter of Michele Bellavia and Stefana Abbate, was born on 16 Oct 1848 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 24 May 1925 at the age of 76 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935," database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:QKMQ-VVM3 : 15 March 2018), Michele Bellavia in entry for Lucia Bellavia, 24 May 1925; citing Death, Marianopoli, Caltanissetta, Italy, Archivio di Stato di Caltanissetta (Caltanissetta State Archives), Italy. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Luciano LoDico and Lucia Bellavia had the following children:

613  i. Ignazio LoDico was born on 26 Feb 1870 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 11 Jul 1870 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+614  ii. Maria LoDico, born 11 Oct 1871, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Cataldo Vullo, 21 Oct 1890, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

+615  iii. Michela LoDico, born 8 Nov 1875, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Salvatore Vullo, 21 Oct 1890, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.


+617  v. Giuseppe LoDico, born 24 Apr 1878, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Carapezza, 19 Aug 1903, Hyde Park, Massachusetts; died Mansfield, Mass..

+618  vi. Ignazia LoDico, born 14 Jul 1880, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelo Valenti, 26 Jan 1901, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

619  vii. Carlo Giuseppe Moaria LoDico was born on 8 Sep 1882 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Mansfield, Mass. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass. Ellis Island records show that Carlo Giuseppe LoDico arrived on August 25, 1910 aboard the ship Europa. He was 28 (b. 1882) a male and single. He referenced his brother Giuseppe LoDico in Boston, Mass. as his contact and final destination. This was Carlo's 2nd trip to the USA. His 1st in 1892 when he was 10. He referenced his mother: Lucia Bellavia in Marianopoli as his closest relative, still in Sicily.

Carlo's cousin Calogero Pietro LoDico arrived in Boston on December 24th, 1902 and referred to Carlo living in Boston at 3 North Square.

In June 1912 he was a witness to the wedding of Salvatrice LoDico (Ignazio and Francesca Paola's oldest daughter) to Tommaso Guerro, in Mansfield, Mass.

The 1920 census list Carlo Lodico as residing at 384 North Main St., Mansfield, Mass. He was 37 (b.1883) single and living with his brother Giuseppe (Joseph) Lodico and Giuseppe's wife and mother-in-law. Carlo was naturalized in 1909. He worked as a finisher.


+621  ix. Alfonsa Stefana LoDico, born 2 Mar 1887, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Pasquale Fasciano, 20 Feb 1909, Marianopoli, Sicily.

622  x. Rosario LoDico was born on 1 Jan 1889 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 6 Feb 1889 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

623  xi. Rosario LoDico was born on 31 Dec 1889 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 1 Jan 1890 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+624  xii. Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico, born 13 Jun 1892, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppa Grassotti, 6 Jul 1925, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Boston, Massachusetts.

302. Francesco Paolo LoDico (Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Mar 1846 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 28 Apr 1890 at the age of
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44 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Petra Rosaria Genduso were married in 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Petra Rosaria Genduso, daughter of Carmelo Genduso and Calogera Trulio, was born about 1848 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Petra Rosaria Genduso had the following children:

+i. Maria LoDico, born abt 1870, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Francesco Paolo Sabatino, 3 Jun 1893, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 20 Mar 1897, Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


v. Michele LoDico was born on 12 Oct 1882 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 18 Sep 1890 at the age of 7 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vi. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 5 Jul 1886 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 28 Oct 1888 at the age of 2 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

vii. Francesco LoDico was born on 3 Oct 1890 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Chicago, Illinois.

303. Maria Santa LoDico (Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Aug 1849 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Santa LoDico and Leonardo Raimondo Lio were married on 22 Sep 1867 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Leonardo Raimondo Lio, son of Andrea Lio and Giuseppa LaPlaca, was born about 1846 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo Raimondo Lio and Maria Santa LoDico had the following children:

632 i. Michela Lio was born on 8 May 1874 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

633 ii. Andriana Lio was born on 31 Oct 1876 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

634 iii. Calogera Lio was born on 22 Nov 1879 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

635 iv. Angela Giuseppa Lio was born on 12 May 1884 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

636 v. Giovanni Lio was born on 24 Jun 1887 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 12 Jun 1888 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprano, Sicily.
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304. Giuseppa Maria Abbate (Vittoria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Nov 1828 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She died on 25 Dec 1855 at the age of 27 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. Giuseppa Maria Abbate was born in the villa della a Rossa d'Lio.

Giuseppa Maria Abbate and Pietro Vaccarella were married on 1 Mar 1851 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. Pietro Vaccarella was born in 1826 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.

305. Matteo Abbate (Vittoria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Aug 1831 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.

Matteo Abbate and Giuseppa Callari were married on 31 Oct 1857 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. Giuseppa Callari, daughter of Pietro Callari and Lucia di Gangi, was born about 1837 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.

307. Maria Velardi (Vittoria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Mar 1836 in Blufi -Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She was born on 6 Mar 1836 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She died on 4 Oct 1901 at the age of 65 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Maria was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Luciano Calabrese was born in 1836 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.

Luciano Calabrese and Maria Velardi had the following child:

+637    i. Vittorio Calabrese, born 1875; married Agata Restivo, 30 Nov 1901, Marianopoli, Sicily.

311. Calogera Velardi (Vittoria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Nov 1843 in Blufi -Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She died on 9 Oct 1878 at the age of 34 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.

Domenico Vaccarella was born about 1840 in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He died in Petralia Sopra, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopra, Sicily.
312. Maria Raimonda Giacomia (Rosaria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Mar 1835 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Raimonda Giacomia and Mariano Vincinzi were married on 10 Jan 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Mariano Vincinzi, son of Pietro Vincinzi and Filippina UNKNOWN, was born in 1825 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

315. Luciano Giacomia (Rosaria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Jul 1840 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Luciano Giacomia and Maria Petra di Gangi were married on 30 Sep 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Petra di Gangi, daughter of Domenico di Gangi and Anna Calderaro, was born about 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

324. Rosa Maria Genduso (Marianna LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1847 in Bluì -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Aug 1901 at the age of 54 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Luigi di Gangi was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Luigi di Gangi and Rosa Maria Genduso had the following child:

   +638    i.  Giuseppe Calogero di Gangi, born 1885; married UNKNOWN ; died 1976.

326. Giuseppa Genduso (Marianna LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Jun 1851 in Bluì -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Oct 1877 at the age of 26 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa Genduso and Giuseppe Balancia were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Balancia was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
329. Biaggia Puleo (Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Dec 1837 in Spedale - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 4 Sep 1910 at the age of 72 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Biaggia Puleo and Giovanni Mandaglia were married on 6 Feb 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giovanni Mandaglia, son of Carmelo Mandaglia and Concetta di Paneo, was born in 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giovanni Mandaglia and Biaggia Puleo had the following child:

+639 i. Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia, born 1861, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Francesco Paolo LoDico, 15 Oct 1890, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosario Santo Purpe was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

330. Domenica Puleo (Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1842 in Spedale - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenica Puleo and Vittorio Sabatino were married on 28 Nov 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittorio Sabatino, son of Pietro Sabatino and Alberta Puleo, was born about 1833 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

332. Carmelo Puleo (Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1847 in Spedale - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 25 Jul 1904 at the age of 57 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenica Piazino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

333. Domenica Francesca LoDico (Giusepppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Jul 1842 in San Nicolo - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenica Francesca LoDico and Giuseppe Cerami were married on 12 Oct 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Cerami, son of Domenico Cerami and Lucia Mieto, was born about
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1832 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Cerami and Domenica Francesca LoDico had the following children:

+640  
i. Maria Cerami, born abt 1861, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Alberto Carapezza, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 1 Dec 1880, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
+641  

Domenica Francesca LoDico and Calogero Macaluso were married in 1869 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero Macaluso, son of Giuseppe Macaluso and Rosaria LaPlaca, was born about 1842 in Sperlinga, Sicily.

336. Mauro LoDico (Giuseppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 May 1847 in San Nicolo –Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 26 Apr 1921 at the age of 73 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Mauro LoDico and Marianna Sabatino were married in 1872 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Marianna Sabatino, daughter of Stefano Sabatino and Giuseppa Maria Brucato, was born on 26 Apr 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 22 Feb 1922 at the age of 76 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

338. Francesco Paolo LoDico (Giuseppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1851. He was born on 11 Dec 1851 in San Nicolo –Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia were married on 15 Oct 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia, daughter of Giovanni Mandaglia and Biaggia Puleo, was born in 1861 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia had the following children:

642  
i. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 4 Jun 1891 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
643  
ii. Pietro LoDico was born on 22 Nov 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died about 1896 at the age of 4 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
644  
iii. Rosaria LoDico was born on 14 Jun 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
645  
iv. Pietro LoDico was born on 23 Feb 1897 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 7 May 1897 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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646  v. Biagia LoDico was born on 25 Feb 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
647  vi. Petra LoDico was born on 13 Oct 1901 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

339. Petra Giovanna LoDico (Giuseppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Oct 1853 in San Nicolò -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Mar 1905 at the age of 51 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Petra Giovanna LoDico and Raffaele Pollara were married on 11 Sep 1880 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Raffaele Pollara, son of Antonino Pollara and Carmela Malla, was born about 1856 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Raffaele Pollara and Petra Giovanna LoDico had the following children:

648  i. Antonio Pollara was born on 11 Sep 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonio was born at Via del Salvatore #39 in Petralia Soprana.
649  ii. Maria Carmela Pollara was born on 26 Dec 1882 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 26 Feb 1885 at the age of 2 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
650  iii. Francesco Pollara was born on 18 Dec 1886 in San Nicolò -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
651  iv. Carmela Pollara was born on 29 Aug 1888 in San Nicolò -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
652  v. Emilio Pollara was born on 17 Nov 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 27 Nov 1890 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
653  vi. Rosaria Pollara was born on 11 Jan 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Mar 1892 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
654  vii. Rosaria Pollara was born on 31 Dec 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
655  viii. Maria Grazia Petra Pollara was born on 1 Jul 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

342. Giuseppa LoDico (Mariano-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Nov 1851 in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa LoDico and Pasquale Pietro Macaluso were married on 23 Apr 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pasquale Pietro Macaluso, son of Pietro Macaluso and Angela Funuzza, was born about 1851 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died about 1901 at the age of 50 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pasquale Pietro Macaluso and Giuseppa LoDico had the following child:

656  i. Giuseppe Macaluso was born on 25 Jul 1888 in San Teodoro -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Giuseppa LoDico and Tommaso Gaetano Paradiso were married on 22 Dec 1902 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Tommaso Gaetano Paradiso, son of Pietro Paradiso and Raimonda Messineo, was born about 1856 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

343. Maria Carmela LoDico (Mariano-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Nov 1853 in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Carmela LoDico and Salvatore Lo Cascio were married on 18 Apr 1896 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Salvatore Lo Cascio, son of Rigirmante Lo Cascio and Giuseppa Biondo, was born about 1867 in Nicosia, Sicily.

344. Antonino LoDico (Mariano-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Nov 1856 in Carmine -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Antonino LoDico, age 63 [b.1857] from Petralia Soprana sailed to America on 8/28/1920 aboard the ship: F. Palasciano. He traveled with his wife Giuseppa Genera LoDico, age 56 [b.1864]; his daughter Giuseppa, age 18 [b.1902] and daughter Carmela, age 15 [b.1905].

Antonino referred to their destination as being with his son Mariano LoDico in New York.

Antonino LoDico and Giuseppa "Genera" Ferrara were married in 1883 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa "Genera" Ferrara, daughter of Francesco Genera and Barbara Ajello, was born about 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York.

Antonino LoDico and Giuseppa Ferrara had the following children:

657 i. Mariano LoDico was born in 1885 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Mariano LoDico, age 25 [b. 1885], a single male, sailed to America on 8/26/1910 aboard the ship: Duca D'Aosta. He was from Petralia Soprana and referred to his brother Francesco LoDico, already in New York as his final destination. He was traveling with his sister Maria LoDico and referred to his father Antonino LoDico, still living in Petralia Soprana.

658 ii. Francesco Giuseppe LoDico was born on 12 Nov 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. To date, there is no record of Francesco's emigration to America. He is referred to by his brother Mariano and sister Maria in their Ellis Island manifest of 8/26/1910.

659 iii. Maria Barbara LoDico was born on 22 Aug 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Maria
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LoDico, age 17 [b. 1893], a single female, sailed to America on 8/26/1910 aboard the ship: Duca D'Aosta. She was from Petralia Sopranza and referred to her brother Francesco LoDico, already in New York as her final destination. She was traveling with her brother Mariano LoDico and referred to her father Antonino LoDico, still living in Petralia Sopranza.

iv. Grazia LoDico was born on 20 Dec 1895 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Grazia LoDico emigrated to America on 11/10/1913 aboard the SS America. She was 17 years old [b.1896], and referred to her brothers Mariano and Francesco, and sisters Rosa? and Maria in New York. She also referred to her father Antonio back in Petralia Sopranza.

v. Mauro Alberto LoDico was born on 8 Aug 1898 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

vi. Giuseppa LoDico was born on 1 Mar 1901 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York.

vii. Carmela LoDico was born on 2 Sep 1904 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York.

viii. Antonino LoDico was born on 6 Jun 1906 in Petralia Sopranza, Sicily.

Seventh Generation

352. Giuseppe LoDico (Santo-6, Domenico-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Jul 1877 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. Bompietro birth records show Alberto was born at 16 Strada Christye in 1904 and Maria born at 19 Strada Christye in 1907.

Giuseppe LoDico and Michela Librizzi were married on 23 Jul 1909 in New York, New York, USA. On 1/31/1910 the marriage of Giuseppe and Michela was recorded on the Bompietro marriage records. Michela Librizzi was born in Bompietro, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York.

Giuseppe LoDico and Michela Librizzi had the following children:

665  i. Alberta LoDico was born on 28 Oct 1904 in Bompietro, Sicily.
666  ii. Maria LoDico was born on 23 Mar 1907 in Bompietro, Sicily.
667  iii. Alberto LoDico was born on 21 Dec 1910 in Bompietro, Sicily.


Francesco LoDico and Calogera Fiorello were married on 4 Mar 1922 in Bompietro, Sicily.
Calogera Fiorello was born in Bompietro, Sicily. She died in Chicago, Illinois.

362. Rosaria Albanese (Alberta LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Sep 1864 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Oct 1888 at the age of 24 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosaria Albanese and Alberto Santo LoDico were married on 13 Nov 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Alberto Santo LoDico, son of Giuseppe Calogero LoDico and Lucia Sabatino, was born on 1 Nov 1863 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberto Santo LoDico and Rosaria Albanese had the following child:


366. Maria Leonarda Lio (Alberta LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 11 May 1884 at the age of 22 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano Genduso was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

367. Maria Grazia Vittoria LoDico (Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1874 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Grazia Vittoria LoDico and Antonino Albanese were married on 31 May 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonino Albanese, son of Gaetano Albanese and Giuseppa Albanese, was born about 1860 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antonino Albanese and Maria Grazia Vittoria LoDico had the following children:

668    i.  Augustino Albanese was born on 12 Jul 1891 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 24 Jul 1891 at the age of 0 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


670    iii. Leonardo Albanese was born on 5 Jan 1900 in Blufi - Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 22 May 1907 at the age of 7 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in
369. Leonardo di Gangi (Maria Leonarda LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo di Gangi and Alberta Naselli were married about 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberta Naselli was born about 1879 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo di Gangi and Alberta Naselli had the following children:

672  i. Maria Leonarda Celestina di Gangi was born on 1 Jan 1896 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


674  iii. Calogera di Gangi was born on 13 Aug 1901 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

675  iv. Vincenzo di Gangi was born on 1 May 1908 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

377. Maria Santa LoDico (Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Oct 1875 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Maria Santa LoDico and Fedale di Giosa were married on 25 Mar 1900 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Fedale di Giosa, son of Giorlando di Giosa and Ventura Cassara, was born about 1861 in Pianello, Sicily.

Fedale di Giosa and Maria Santa LoDico had the following children:

676  i. Giovanna di Giosa was born on 7 Feb 1901 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 12 Apr 1909 at the age of 8 in Pianello, Sicily. She was buried in Pianello, Sicily.

677  ii. Giorlando di Giosa was born on 21 Mar 1904 in Pianello, Sicily.

378. Damiano Calogero LoDico (Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Oct 1877 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Damiano Calogero LoDico and Giuseppa Sulfo were married on 24 Jan 1904 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Sulfo, daughter of Vittorio Sulfo and Calogera Federazlana Italiano, was born
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about 1879 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano Calogero LoDico and Giuseppa Sulfo had the following children:

678  

i. Vittorio LoDico was born on 3 Dec 1904 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 22 Dec 1904 at the age of 0 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

+679  


+680  


379. Lucia LoDico (Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Apr 1880 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Lucia LoDico and Pietro Augustino Genduso were married on 5 Jun 1904 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Augustino Genduso, son of Giuseppe Genduso and Carmela LoMauro, was born about 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

381. Francesca LoDico (Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Apr 1884 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Francesca LoDico and Calogero Gulino were married on 18 Apr 1917 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero Gulino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesca LoDico and Pasquale Gulino were married on 17 Jul 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pasquale Gulino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

382. Carmela LoDico (Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Mar 1888 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Carmela LoDico and Posanito Sulfo were married on 13 Sep 1913 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Posanito Sulfo was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Carmela LoDico and Antonino Leonardo LoMauro were married on 21 Apr 1909 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Antonino Leonardo LoMauro, son of Pietro LoMauro and Lucia Gennaro, was born about 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died before 1913 at the age of 26 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

388. Vittoria Castrianni (Catalda LoDico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Feb 1894 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Vittoria Castrianni and Vincenzo Guarnuto were married on 27 Apr 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vincenzo Guarnuto was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

390. Lucia Maria LoDico (Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Oct 1900 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She died on 29 Jan 1988 at the age of 87 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo di Gangi was born (date unknown).

Leonardo di Gangi and Lucia Maria LoDico had the following children:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>681</td>
<td>i. Mimma di Gangi was born (date unknown).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>682</td>
<td>ii. Maria di Gangi was born (date unknown).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>683</td>
<td>iii. Grazia di Gangi was born (date unknown).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>684</td>
<td>iv. Giuseppina di Gangi was born (date unknown).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

394. Vincenzo LoDico (Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1917 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Vincenzo LoDico and Maria Santa LoDico were married in 1942 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Santa LoDico, daughter of Pietro LoDico and Calogera Cerami, was born about 1920 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Vincenzo LoDico and Maria Santa LoDico had the following children:

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>+686</td>
<td>ii. Calogera LoDico, born abt 1951, Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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married Giuseppe LoDico, abt 1972, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


395. Croce LoDico (Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 May 1919 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 13 Apr 2001 at the age of 81 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Croce LoDico and Rosa LoDico were married about 1946 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosa LoDico, daughter of Pietro LoDico and Calogera Cerami, was born about 1922 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She died on 18 Feb 1981 at the age of 59 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Croce LoDico and Rosa LoDico had the following children:


399. Maria Augustina LoDico (Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Aug 1891 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.


401. Pietro LoDico (Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Sep 1901 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 25 Feb 1987 at the age of 85 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Lived at Santa Caterina LoDico #69

Pietro LoDico and Calogera Cerami were married on 11 Jan 1920 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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Calogera Cerami was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Calogera Cerami had the following children:

+692  i. Maria Santa LoDico, born abt 1920, Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana; married Vincenzo LoDico, 1942, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


410. Carmelo Vittorio LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Sep 1894 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 26 Sep 1977 at the age of 83 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Carmelo Vittorio LoDico and Maddalena Guanuto were married on 2 Mar 1920 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maddalena Guanuto was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

426. Dominica LaPlaca (Rosaria LoDico-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Nov 1833 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 Jan 1869 at the age of 35 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Dominica LaPlaca and Pietro Sabatino were married on 12 Sep 1857 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Sabatino, son of Vittorio Sabatino and Alberta Ristagno, was born in 1827 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Dominica LaPlaca and Giuseppe LaPlaca were married on 1 Mar 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe LaPlaca, son of Vittorio LaPlaca and Domenica Macaluso, was born about 1830 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

429. Calogero LaPlaca (Rosaria LoDico-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1844 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died
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on 17 Oct 1909 at the age of 65 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesca Scalone was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

433. Leonardo LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Dec 1862 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Grazia Macaluso were married on 26 Apr 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Grazia Macaluso, daughter of Pietro Macaluso and Vittoria Sulfo, was born about 1871 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Maria Grazia Macaluso had the following children:

694  i. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 4 Feb 1891 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
696  iii. Salvatore LoDico was born on 6 Aug 1895 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
697  iv. Angela LoDico was born on 18 Aug 1898 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
698  v. Rosario LoDico, born 9 Sep 1901, Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
700  vii. Calogero LoDico was born on 12 Jul 1908 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
701  viii. Maria LoDico was born on 3 Apr 1910 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 20 Apr 1987 at the age of 77 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


Petra LoDico and Giuseppe Sabatino were married on 27 Apr 1884 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Sabatino, son of Salvatore Sabatino and Rosaria Macaluso, was born about 1854 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Sabatino and Petra LoDico had the following children:

702  i. Maria Risaria Sabatino was born on 5 Oct 1884 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
ii. Rosario Sabatino was born in Nov 1884 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He died on 28 Dec 1885 at the age of 1 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

iii. Concetta Sabatino was born in Dec 1887 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. She died on 17 Jan 1888 at the age of 0 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

iv. Leonardo Sabatino was born on 21 Jun 1888 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He died on 14 Jul 1898 at the age of 10 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

v. Giuseppa Venusa Sabatino was born on 23 Nov 1888 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

vi. Salvatore Sabatino was born on 30 Aug 1891 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He died on 6 Jan 1892 at the age of 0 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

vii. Rosaria Sabatino was born on 22 Mar 1892 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

viii. Leonardo Sabatino was born on 7 Oct 1895 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He died on 13 Nov 1896 at the age of 1 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

ix. Leonardo Sabatino was born on 20 Aug 1897 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

x. Angela Giuseppa Sabatino was born on 20 Mar 1900 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily. She died on 15 Jun 1900 at the age of 0 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

xi. Michele Sabatino was born on 4 Apr 1904 in Verdi -Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

437. Grazia LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Sep 1858 in Pianello, Sicily.

Grazia LoDico and Vittorio Librizzi were married on 9 Jun 1877 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily. Vittorio Librizzi, son of Giuseppe Librizzi and Maria Anna Callari, was born about 1852.

Vittorio Librizzi and Grazia LoDico had the following children:

i. Maria Librizzi was born on 8 Aug 1879 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

ii. Giuseppe Librizzi was born on 18 Nov 1881 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

iii. Crocifina Librizzi was born on 28 Feb 1884 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

iv. Concetta Librizzi was born on 8 Dec 1886 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

v. Carmelo Librizzi was born on 25 Jan 1889 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

vi. Rosa Librizzi was born on 28 Apr 1897 in Petraila Sopran, Sicily.

438. Giuseppa LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 May 1863 in Pianello, Sicily.
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Giuseppa LoDico and Domenico Biagio Iannello were married in 1882 in Bompietro, Sicily. Domenico Biagio Iannello, son of Michele Iannello and Luigia Pepe, was born in 1854 in Bompietro, Sicily.

439. Santo LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giusepppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1867 in Pianello, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Concetta Maria Sabatino were married on 6 Feb 1892 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. Concetta Maria Sabatino, daughter of Pietro Sabatino and Carolina Richiusa, was born in 1875 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Concetta Maria Sabatino had the following children:

1. Carmelo LoDico was born on 20 Dec 1892 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. He died on 23 Dec 1892 at the age of 0 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

2. Carmelo LoDico was born on 15 Jan 1894 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. He died on 8 Feb 1894 at the age of 0 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

3. Epifania LoDico was born on 3 Jan 1895 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. She died on 1 Mar 1895 at the age of 0 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.


5. Pietro Salvatore LoDico was born on 7 Aug 1898 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.


7. Lucia LoDico was born on 13 Dec 1904 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. She died on 28 Dec 1982 at the age of 78 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

8. Carmela Sebastina LoDico was born on 2 Jan 1908 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

9. Michele Santo LoDico was born on 3 Nov 1910 in Petralia Sopranap, Sicily.

440. Calogera LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giusepppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Apr 1869 in Pianello, Sicily.

Calogera LoDico and Leonardo Richiusa were married on 27 Oct 1895 in Bompietro, Sicily. Leonardo Richiusa, son of Giuseppe Richiusa and Carmela Scalone, was born about 1867 in Bompietro, Sicily.
441. Petra LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1870 in Pianello, Sicily.

Petra LoDico and Santo Gulino were married on 12 Feb 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santo Gulino, son of Francesco Paolo Gulino and Maria Contenza Sabatino, was born about 1857 in Bompietro, Sicily.

442. Damiano LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Nov 1871 in Pianello, Sicily.

Damiano LoDico and Natala Angela Pepe were married on 4 Jun 1905 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Natala Angela Pepe, daughter of Alberto Pepe and Domenica Macaluso, was born about 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano LoDico and Natala Angela Pepe had the following children:

728   i.  Carmelo LoDico was born on 21 Mar 1906 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 14 Jun 1994 at the age of 88 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

729   ii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 23 Mar 1910 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

443. Angela LoDico (Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 May 1875 in Pianello, Sicily.

Angela LoDico and Stefano Cerami were married on 20 Oct 1901 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Stefano Cerami, son of Mariano Cerami and Nunzia Losporto, was born about 1878 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Stefano Cerami and Angela LoDico had the following children:

730   i.  Nunzia Maria Cerami, born 10 Aug 1902, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giovanni Spedale, 1 Sep 1920, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

731   ii. Maria Cerami Cerami was born on 14 Feb 1906 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 25 Mar 1983 at the age of 77 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
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444. Calogero LaPlaca (Angela Lucia LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Feb 1838 in San Nicolo -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 25 Jul 1898 at the age of 60 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Giuseppa Cerami was born in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

449. Maria Leonarda LaPlaca (Angela Lucia LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Dec 1853 in Richera -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 25 Jun 1888 at the age of 34 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Pietro Agliata was born in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

452. Michele LoDico (Gaetano Rosario-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Sep 1849 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Raimonda Domenica Richiusa were married in 1876 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Raimonda Domenica Richiusa, daughter of Leonardo Richiusa and Giuseppa Velardi, was born in 1854 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Raimonda Domenica Richiusa had the following child:

732 i. Gaetano LoDico was born on 25 Nov 1876 in Richera -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

453. Maria Grazia Petra LoDico (Gaetano Rosario-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Feb 1855 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was born on 1 Feb 1855 in Pianello, Sicily.

Maria Grazia Petra LoDico and Pietro LoDico were married in 1874 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Pietro LoDico, son of Michele LoDico and Domenica Macaluso, was born on 20 Oct 1850 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

455. Giuseppe Vincenzo LoDico (Gaetano Rosario-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1866 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Giuseppe lived at Villa Pianello #6. see Ellis Island file: Giuseppe Lodico arrived 10/27/1908
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Giuseppe Vincenzo LoDico and Rosaria LaPlaca were married on 8 Mar 1894 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Rosaria LaPlaca, daughter of Carmelo LaPlaca and Raimonda Cioppa, was born about 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Vincenzo LoDico and Rosaria LaPlaca had the following children:

733 i. Francesca Paola LoDico was born on 8 Mar 1894 in Pianello, Sicily.
734 ii. Raimonda Vittoria LoDico was born on 5 Feb 1897 in Pianello, Sicily.
735 iii. Giuseppe LoDico was born on 26 May 1900 in Pianello, Sicily.
736 iv. Angela LoDico was born on 15 Aug 1903 in Pianello, Sicily.
737 v. Grazia LoDico was born on 16 Jul 1906 in Pianello, Sicily. She died on 12 Feb 1908 at the age of 1 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

457. Gandolfa Cerami (Agata LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Sep 1845 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Gandolfa Cerami and Michele LaPlaca were married on 27 Apr 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Michele LaPlaca, son of Vito LaPlaca and Giuseppa Serafina, was born about 1835 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

462. Carmela LoDico (Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Sep 1866 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was born on 20 Sep 1866. She died in New York. Carmela was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Carmela LoDico, from Petralia Soprana arrived in America on 10/25/1909 aboard the Duca Degli Abruzzi. She was 39 years old and referred to her son Giuseppe Cerami still in Petralia Soprana and her husband as Pietro Cerami at 29 Monroe St., New York, NY. She was traveling with her son Calogero Cerami, age 8 and daughter Grazia Cerami, age 2.

Carmela LoDico and Pietro Cerami were married before 1889 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pietro Cerami, son of Giuseppe Cerami and Domenica Francesca LoDico, was born on 28 Nov 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York.

Pietro Cerami and Carmela LoDico had the following children:

738 i. Vincenzo Leonardo Cerami was born on 30 Jul 1889 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
739 ii. Giuseppe Cerami was born on 12 Mar 1892 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
740 iii. Natale Cerami was born on 23 Dec 1895 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
741 iv. Calogero Cerami was born on 21 Jun 1901 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana,
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Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York.

742  v. Grazia Cerami was born about 1907 in San Giovanni -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in New York. She was buried in New York.

463. Damiano LoDico (Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Sep 1868 in Bompietro, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Damiano LoDico emigrated to America on 9/16/1913 aboard the SS Venezia. Damiano was 45 years old [b.1868] and referred to his wife Maria Fabrone in Sicily. He was traveling with his son Michele LoDico, age 15 [b.1898].

Damiano LoDico and Maria Fabrone were married about 1895 in Bompietro, Sicily. Maria Fabrone, daughter of Salvatore Fabrone, was born in Alimena, Sicily.

Damiano LoDico and Maria Fabrone had the following children:

743  i. Maria Giuseppa LoDico was born on 18 Apr 1896 in Salerno -Bompietro, Sicily.
744  ii. Michele LoDico was born on 1 Feb 1898 in Salerno -Bompietro, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Michele LoDico emigrated to America on 9/16/1913 aboard the SS Venezia. Michele was 15 years old [b.1898] and referred to his mother Maria Fabrone in Sicily. He was traveling with his father Damiano LoDico, age 45 [b.1868].
745  iii. Sarina Rosaria LoDico was born in Salerno -Bompietro, Sicily.
746  iv. Salvatore LoDico, born Salerno -Bompietro, Sicily; married Rosa Dell'Aria, Alimena, Sicily.

464. Pietro LoDico (Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Oct 1850 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Maria Grazia Petra LoDico were married in 1874 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Grazia Petra LoDico, daughter of Gaetano Rosario LoDico and Francesca Paola Cifala, was born on 1 Feb 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born on 1 Feb 1855 in Pianello, Sicily.

465. Salvatore LoDico (Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1853 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Salvatore LoDico and Maria Santa Losporto were married in 1878 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Santa Losporto, daughter of Vincenzo Losporto and Venusa Riggeo, was born in 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Salvatore LoDico and Maria Santa Losporto had the following children:

747  i.  Michele LoDico was born on 3 Jan 1880 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 15 Dec 1887 at the age of 7 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

748  ii.  Vincenzo LoDico was born on 14 May 1886 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

749  iii.  Domenica LoDico, born 6 Oct 1888, Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Mariano di Gangi, 10 Sep 1904, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

750  iv.  Venera LoDico, born 29 Apr 1892, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Calogero Lipporto, 22 Feb 1908, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

751  v.  Maria LoDico was born on 18 Sep 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 19 Mar 1899 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria was born at Villa Malpasso #99.

466.  Maria Leonarda LoDico (Vittorio-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Nov 1856 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Maria Leonarda LoDico and Francesco La Tona were married in 1874 in Bompietro, Sicily. Francesco La Tona, son of Calogero Santo La Tona and Santa / Fili, was born in 1850 in Locati, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Francesco La Tona and Maria Leonarda LoDico had the following children:

752  i.  Calogero La Tona was born on 25 Jul 1875 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

753  ii.  Vittorio La Tona was born on 1 Oct 1878 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittorio was born at the Villa Pollizzara.

754  iii.  Maria Santa La Tona was born on 12 May 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria was born at the Villa Pollizzara.

755  iv.  Leonardo La Tona was born on 9 Jun 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Leonarda LoDico and Francesco Zafonte were married about 1899 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesco Zafonte, son of Giuseppe Zafonte and Francesca Abbate, was born about 1849 in Bompietro, Sicily.

468.  Maria Petra LoDico (Vittorio-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1859 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Petra LoDico and Alberto Ciappa were married on 14 Oct 1877 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Alberto Ciappa, son of Gandolfo Ciappa and Domenica Guanuto, was born about 1850 in Petralia
Alberto Ciappa and Maria Petra LoDico had the following children:

756  i.  Michele Ciappa was born on 29 Dec 1882 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Dec 1883 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

757  ii.  Concetta Salvatora Ciappa was born on 6 Aug 1887 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

758  iii.  Giuseppe Ciappa was born on 18 Mar 1890 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

759  iv.  Carmela Ciappa was born on 18 Nov 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

469. Concetta LoDico (Vittorio-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Dec 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Concetta LoDico and Domenico Mariano Profita were married on 22 Apr 1882 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Domenico Mariano Profita, son of Antonino Profita and Maria Calesbetta, was born about 1859 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenico Mariano Profita and Concetta LoDico had the following child:

760  i.  Mariano Profita was born on 15 Aug 1903 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

470. Francesco Paolo Giuseppe LoDico (Vittorio-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Oct 1865 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo Giuseppe LoDico and Santa di Maria were married on 29 Apr 1896 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santa di Maria, daughter of Francesco Paolo di Maria and Dorothea Russo, was born about 1875 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.

479. Pietro LoDico (Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Jan 1863 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Maria Maddalena Puma were married on 14 Feb 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Maddalena Puma, daughter of Stefano Puma and Calogera Velardi, was born in 1873 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Pietro LoDico and Maria Maddalena Puma had the following children:

761  i.  Leonardo LoDico was born on 28 Dec 1892 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
762  ii.  Alberto LoDico was born on 28 Nov 1894 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 25 Apr 1895 at the age of 0 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
763  iii.  Maria LoDico was born on 24 Apr 1896 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
764  iv.  Calogero LoDico was born on 29 Jan 1899 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
765  v.  Stefano LoDico was born on 4 Jan 1902 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
767  vii.  Damiano LoDico was born on 28 Aug 1907 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
768  viii.  Michele LoDico was born on 4 Sep 1910 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

481. Calogero LoDico (Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Feb 1869 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He was born on 28 Feb 1869 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 2 Jan 1951 at the age of 81 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Calogero was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Venera Macaluso were married on 13 Nov 1908 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Venera Macaluso, daughter of Bartolo Macaluso and Maria Masciano, was born on 28 Nov 1889 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily. She was born on 28 Nov 1889. She died on 2 Apr 1938 at the age of 48 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Venera was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Venera Macaluso had the following children:

769  i.  Natale LoDico was born on 24 Dec 1909 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
770  ii.  Maria LoDico was born about 1911 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vittoria Librizzi were married on 8 Sep 1895 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Vittoria Librizzi, daughter of Croce Librizzi and Maria di Gangi, was born about 1868 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Vittoria Librizzi had the following children:
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

1. Maria LoDico was born on 23 Aug 1898 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
2. Leonardo LoDico was born on 22 Feb 1902 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

486. Michele LoDico (Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Sep 1879 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Grazia Librizzi were married on 22 Jun 1905 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Grazia Librizzi, daughter of Giuseppe Librizzi and Giuseppa di Gangi, was born about 1883 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Michele LoDico and Grazia Librizzi had the following children:

2. Leonardo LoDico was born on 22 Nov 1909 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

487. Natala LoDico (Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Dec 1882 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Natala LoDico and Calogero Miranti were married on 29 Oct 1899 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogero Miranti, son of Leonardo Miranti and Leonarda Librizzi, was born about 1874 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero Miranti and Natala LoDico had the following children:

2. Leonardo Miranti was born on 30 Jan 1903 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 26 Feb 1903 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
3. Maria Miranti was born on 22 Jan 1904 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
4. Leonarda Miranti was born on 20 Oct 1906 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

492. Leonardo LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Feb 1889 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Giovanna Grazia Richiusa were married on 17 Dec 1914 in Petralia
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Sopranà, Sicily. Giovanna Grazia Richiusa was born about 1894 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

494. Angela LoDico (Pietro-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Jan 1850 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

Angela LoDico and Fedale d' Alberti were married in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. Fedale d' Alberti was born (date unknown).

Fedale d' Alberti and Angela LoDico had the following children:

781 i. Lucia d' Alberti was born on 31 Jul 1877 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She died on 20 Sep 1878 at the age of 1 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

782 ii. Pasquale d' Alberti was born on 30 Nov 1879 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

783 iii. Pietro d' Alberti was born on 26 Dec 1882 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. He died on 13 Aug 1896 at the age of 13 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

784 iv. Giuseppa d' Alberti was born in Mar 1886 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She died on 16 Jul 1887 at the age of 1 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

785 v. Giuseppe d' Alberti was born on 4 Mar 1888 in Malpasso -Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

786 vi. Lucia d' Alberti was born on 29 Aug 1888 in Blufi -Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

499. Michelangelo LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Jun 1856 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

Michelangelo LoDico and Damiana LaPlaca were married in 1884 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. Damiana LaPlaca, daughter of Alberto LaPlaca and Rosaria Macaluso, was born in 1866 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

Michelangelo LoDico and Damiana LaPlaca had the following children:

787 i. Angela LoDico was born on 28 Oct 1887 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She died on 4 Aug 1900 at the age of 12 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

788 ii. Rosaria LoDico was born on 9 Feb 1890 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

789 iii. Alberto LoDico was born on 20 Aug 1892 in Petralia Sopranà, Sicily.

500. Alberta LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2,
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Aug 1858 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Alberta LoDico and Salvatore Velardi were married on 20 Feb 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Salvatore Velardi, son of Domenico Velardi and Domenica LaPlaca, was born about 1852 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Salvatore Velardi and Alberta LoDico had the following children:

+790  i.  Angela Velardi, born 12 Dec 1881, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppe Macaluso, 8 Dec 1910, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

791  ii.  Domenico Velardi was born on 29 Apr 1884 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

792  iii.  Giuseppe Velardi was born on 7 Jan 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

793  iv.  Domenica Velardi was born on 25 Feb 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.


501. Giuseppe LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1861 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Rosaria LaPlaca were married on 30 Oct 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Rosaria LaPlaca, daughter of Calogero LaPlaca and Leonardo Bruno, was born in 1878 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angela Sulfo were married on 14 Sep 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Angela Sulfo, daughter of Gaetano Sulfo and Giuseppa LaPlaca, was born in 1874 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angela Sulfo had the following children:

795  i.  Sebastiano LoDico was born on 8 Jan 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

796  ii.  Mariano LoDico was born on 8 Dec 1897 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 13 Oct 1917 at the age of 19. Mariano LoDico was a soldier in the 3rd Infantry Regiment, Military District of Cefalu. He died on October 13, 1917 in an army surgical ambulance from wounds he suffered in combat.

503. Michele LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1866 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 13 Feb 1893 at the age of 27 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Michele LoDico and Marianne LaPlaca were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Marianne LaPlaca was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

504. Maria Antonia LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Jan 1866 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 1 Sep 1893 at the age of 27 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Giuseppe Vittorio Gulino were married on 6 Oct 1888 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Vittorio Gulino, son of Francesco Gulino and Caterina Genduso, was born about 1862 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Vittorio Gulino and Maria Antonia LoDico had the following child:

797   i.  Francesco Antonio Gulino was born on 18 Jan 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesco was born at Via Salinella #1

506. Giuseppa LoDico (Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Nov 1872 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa LoDico and Giuseppa Li Puma were married on 14 May 1899 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Li Puma, son of Leonardo Li Puma and Maria Santa di Gangi, was born about 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa Li Puma and Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

+798   i.  Leonardo Santo Li Puma, born 1 Nov 1900, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Giuseppa Li Puma, 25 Jan 1921, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

799   ii.  Angela Li Puma was born on 2 Dec 1903 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Dec 1991 at the age of 88 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

800   iii.  Santo Li Puma was born on 7 Oct 1906 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 12 Oct 1908 at the age of 2 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

511. Maria Antonia LoDico (Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Jul 1867 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 8 Feb 1941 at the age of 73 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Antonia LoDico and Vito Vittorio Cerami were married on 30 Jul 1886 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vito Vittorio Cerami and Maria Antonia LoDico had the following children:

+810  x.  Maria Antonia Cerami, born 2 Jan 1908, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

512. Maria Rosa LoDico (Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1869 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Rosa LoDico and Saverio Giuseppe Rosario d'Anna were married on 18 Dec 1888 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Saverio Giuseppe Rosario d'Anna was born about 1864 in Cefalu, Sicily.
516. Santo Michele Li Puma (Maria Antonia LoDico-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Feb 1868 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Santo Michele Li Puma and Vittoria Messellino were married on 29 Apr 1914 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria Mesellino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

521. Pasquale Munella (Lucia Maria Munella-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Apr 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died before 24 May 1895 at the age of 52 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pasquale Munella and Maria Assunta Cannella were married. Maria Assunta Cannella was born about 1852 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 24 May 1895 at the age of 43 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pasquale Munella and Maria Assunta Cannella had the following children:

812  
   i. Lucia Munella was born on 12 Jan 1870 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+813  
   ii. Giuseppe Munella, born 31 Jul 1871, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Maria Grazia Di Maria; died aft 25 Nov 1936, Marianopoli, Sicily.

814  
   iii. Salvatore Munella was born on 25 Dec 1873 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 24 May 1895 at the age of 21 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

815  
   iv. Giuseppe Munella was born on 19 Oct 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 6 Nov 1876 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

816  
   v. Calogero Munella died after 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

522. Calogero Munella (Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 May 1857 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died after 5 Jul 1895 at the age of 38 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Munella and Giuseppa Iacuzzo were married. Giuseppa Iacuzzo was born about 1856 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died after 5 Jul 1895 at the age of 39 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Munella and Giuseppa Iacuzzo had the following children:

817  
   i. Benedetto Munella was born on 17 Sep 1881 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

818  
   ii. Calogera Munella was born on 3 May 1883 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died before 1895.
iii. Giuseppe Munella was born on 28 Jan 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Calogera Munella was born on 5 Jul 1891 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Jul 1895 at the age of 4 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

523. Arcangelo Munella (Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Aug 1860 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died about 1952 at the age of 92 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Arcangelo Munella and Santa La Plena were married on 2 Feb 1883 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Santa La Plena was born on 24 May 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died about 1941 at the age of 76 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Arcangelo Munella and Santa La Plena had the following children:

i. Calogera Munella was born on 11 Feb 1886 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

ii. Giuseppe Munella was born on 17 Mar 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 28 Jun 1888 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Calogera Munella was born on 15 Sep 1889 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Benedetto Munella was born on 27 Feb 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died before 1905 at the age of 13 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

v. Salvatore Munella was born on 29 Mar 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 13 Apr 1895 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

vi. Luigia Munella was born about 1897 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 23 Feb 1898 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

vii. Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella, born 20 Dec 1902, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Domenico Maisano; died 2 Jun 1996.


524. Angela Munella (Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Aug 1863 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Dec 1893 at the age of 30 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Angela Munella and Angelo Maniscalco Papa were married. Angelo Maniscalco Papa was born about 1862 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died after 5 Dec 1893 at the age of 31 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Angelo Maniscalco Papa and Angela Munella had the following child:
1. Benedetto Papa was born about 1887 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

529. Crocifissa Baglio (Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jan 1873 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 13 Mar 1895 at the age of 22 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Crocifissa Baglio and UNKNOWN Cordaro were married about 1894 in Marianopoli, Sicily. UNKNOWN Cordaro was born about 1870 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

UNKNOWN Cordaro and Crocifissa Baglio had the following child:

3. Paolo Cordaro was born in Mar 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

531. Liboria Baglio (Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Mar 1882 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 8 Dec 1933 at the age of 51 in Jamestown, NY.

Salvatore Bonfante was born on 12 Nov 1868 in Villalba, Sicily. He died on 9 Nov 1911 at the age of 42 in Pennsylvania.

533. Leonardo Baglia (Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Apr 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 9 Sep 1959 at the age of 71 in Jamestown, NY. He immigrated with his aunt Luigia Baglio age 24; her children Salvatore age 10, Maria age 5, Salvatrice age 3 and with his sister Liboria (recorded as Liborio) age 14. He was baptized by Salvatore Giacalone. His godparents were Salvatore Vullo and Calogero Valenti. The name on his birth certificate is Leonardo Baglio. He was known as Leonard Baglia at least from 1920 onward.

Leonardo Baglia and Francesca Napolatino were married on 31 Oct 1915 in Jamestown, NY. Francesca Napolatino was born on 4 Feb 1891 in Baselice, Campania, Venevento, Italy. She died on 16 Oct 1979 at the age of 88 in Holy Cross Hospital, Silver Spring, MD.

Leonardo Baglia and Francesca Napolatino had the following children:

3. Vincent Nicholas Baglia was born on 6 Dec 1916 in Jamestown, NY. He died on 29 Apr 2001 at the age of 84 in Jamestown, NY.

4. Lucy Petrina Baglia was born on 29 Apr 1919 in Jamestown, NY. She died on 5 Feb 2005 at the age of 85 in Erie, PA.

3. Antoinette Marie Baglia was born on 29 Jun 1924 in Jamestown, NY.
iv. Louis Anthony Baglia, born 27 Nov 1926, Jamestown, NY; married Antoinette Marie Miraglia, 16 Jun 1951, Jamestown, NY.

v. Mary C. Gertrude Baglia, born 3 Jan 1929, Jamestown, NY; married Anthony DiCosimo, 2 May 1959, Jamestown, NY.


Salvatore Papa and Giuseppa Cammarata were married in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa Cammarata was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

537. Calogero Papa (Calogera LoDico-6, Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Aug 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 3 Mar 1889 at the age of 45 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Lombardo was born about 1845 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

539. Salvatrice Agro (Antonina LoDico-6, Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Jun 1846 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 14 Aug 1928 at the age of 82 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatrice Agro and Ignazio Vitale were married. Ignazio Vitale was born (date unknown).

541. Bartolo Agro (Antonina LoDico-6, Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Aug 1852 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 2 Dec 1920 at the age of 68 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Bartolo Agro and Antonina Cammarata were married. Antonina Cammarata was born (date unknown).
542. Michele Agro (Antonina LoDico-6, Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Dec 1855 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michele Agro and Maria Lisciandra were married on 12 Sep 1893 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Maria Lisciandra, daughter of Francesco Lisciandra and Vincenza Alessi, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

543. Calogera Agro (Antonina LoDico-6, Calogero Vincenzo-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Feb 1859 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 3 Aug 1921 at the age of 62 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogera Agro and Francesco Sciabbarasi were married. Francesco Sciabbarasi was born (date unknown).

546. Giuseppa Ferraro (Felicia LoDico-6, Benedetto-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 17 Jan 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 18 Feb 1896 at the age of 31 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Ferraro and Giuseppe Cammarata were married on 5 Nov 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppe Cammarata, son of Ianto Cammarata and Calogera Lisciandra, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

554. Salvatore LoDico (Leonardo-6, Benedetto-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was born on 6 May 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Rochester, New York. Salvatore was buried in Rochester, New York. Salvatore emigrated to America on 10/8/1912 aboard the Ancona. He was 27 (b. 1885) male, married. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily and referred to his wife Crocifina Vullo there. Salvatore traveled with Salvatore & Grazia (Grace) Calciano Milazzo; Giuseppe LoDico and Benedetto LoDico and Mario LoDico. Salvatore referenced his cousin Giovanni LoVetere in Beanoble, Pa., as his contact and finale destination.

Salvatore LoDico and Crocifina Vullo were married on 16 May 1908 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Crocifina Vullo, daughter of Salvatore Vullo and Giuseppa Macaluso, was born in 1874 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Rochester, New York. She was buried in Rochester, New York. Crocifina Vullo arrived at Ellis Island on 9/9/1922 aboard the Conte Rosso. She was 48, (b.1874)
female, married. Her mother was Giuseppa Macaluso in Marianopoli, Sicily. Her destination was Rochester, New York and her contact was her husband Salvatore LoDico. She traveled with her daughters Filippa age 13 (b. 1909) and Giuseppa age 9 (b. 1913).

Salvatore LoDico and Crocifina Vullo had the following children:

836   i. Filippa LoDico was born on 24 Feb 1909 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Filippa age 13 (b.1909) arrived at Ellis Island on 9/9/1922 aboard the Conte Rosso. Her destination was Rochester, New York and her contact was her father Salvatore LoDico. She traveled with her sister Giuseppa age 9 (b. 1913) and her mother Crocifina Vullo age 48 (b. 1874).


838   iii. Giuseppa LoDico was born in 1913 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa age 9 (b. 1913) arrived at Ellis Island on 9/9/1922 aboard the Conte Rosso. Her destination was Rochester, New York and her contact was her father Salvatore LoDico. She traveled with her sister Filippa age 13 (b.1909) and her mother Crocifina Vullo age 48 (b. 1874).


Calogera LoDico and Mariano Giambrar were married on 6 Nov 1861 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Mariano Giambra, son of Leonardo Giambra and Maria Rizzo, was born in 1836 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 14 Feb 1905 at the age of 69 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q2M9-KH97 : 3 February 2016), Calogera Lodico in entry for Mariano Giambra, 1905. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Mariano Giambra and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

839   i. Michele Giambra was born on 26 Sep 1863 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+840   ii. Leonardo Giambra, born abt 1864, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosina Giambra, 7 Oct 1906, Marianopoli, Sicily.

841   iii. Rose Giambra was born on 4 Apr 1875 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 22 Jun 1875 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch
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561. Giuseppa Noto (Maria Cristina LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Oct 1841 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 11 Aug 1905 at the age of 63 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Noto and Salvatore Abbate were married on 15 Apr 1861 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Salvatore Abbate, son of Croce Abbate and Arcangela Marci, was born in 1836 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Abbate and Giuseppa Noto had the following child:

i. Augustino Abbate was born on 21 Nov 1882.
562. Calogera Noto (Maria Cristina LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Mar 1843 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogera Noto and Salvatore Lombardo were married on 5 Aug 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Salvatore Lombardo, son of Cufineo Lombardo and Maria Agro, was born in 1837 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

563. Catalda Noto (Maria Cristina LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Oct 1845 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 8 Apr 1920 at the age of 74 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Catalda Noto and Carmelo Cammarata were married. Carmelo Cammarata was born (date unknown).

566. Salvatrice Noto (Maria Cristina LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Feb 1854 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 2 Jan 1928 at the age of 73 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatrice Noto and Giuseppe Greco were married. Giuseppe Greco was born (date unknown).

567. Pietro Calogero Agliata (Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Jan 1842 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pietro Calogero Agliata and Giuseppa Lombardo were married on 22 Sep 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa Lombardo, daughter of Giuseppe Lombardo and Maria Tacurro, was born in 1842. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pietro Calogero Agliata and Alfonsa Macaluso were married on 21 Apr 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Alfonsa Macaluso, daughter of Giuseppe Macaluso and Concetta Cipriano, was born in 1852 in Resuttano, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
569. Caterina Agliata (Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Feb 1846 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 28 Feb 1919 at the age of 73 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Caterina Agliata and Francesco Paolo Cammarata were married on 7 Oct 1865 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Francesco Paolo Cammarata, son of Marco Cammarata and Calogera Sefana, was born in 1841 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

571. Calogera Agliata (Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Jul 1852 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 3 Jan 1930 at the age of 77 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Lo Vetere was born in 1852 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Lo Vetere and Calogera Agliata had the following children:

+848 i. Emmanuele Lo Vetere, born 1869, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosa UNKNOWN, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Pennsylvania.

849 ii. Giovanni Lo Vetere was born in 1870 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Pennsylvania. He was buried in Pennsylvania. Giovanni Lo Vetere emigrated to America on October 3, 1902, aboard the ship Roma. He was 32, male and married (b. 1870). He emigrated to Delango, Pa., and referred to his brother Emmanuele there as his contact. He referenced his father, Salvatore, in Marianopoli.

850 iii. Gaetano Lo Vetere was born on 15 Jan 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+851 iv. Santa. Lo Vetere, born 5 Apr 1888, Marianopoli, Sicily.

574. Rosaria Agliata (Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 May 1859 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 4 Sep 1929 at the age of 70 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Rosaria Agliata and Angelo Fasciana were married. Angelo Fasciana was born (date unknown).

579. Giuseppe LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Feb 1867 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppe LoDico served as a witness to many matrimony
records in 1891. In 1896 he served as "IL Consigliere" (Advisor to the Town Council) for the town of Marianopoli. In that year he signed every birth record in the town hall.

The Fragments of Local Stories (Marianopoli 1900-1950) begin with a discussion of how in the summer of 1911, cholera came to Marianopoli.

The town counsel "la Giunta" had to figure out a way to isolate infected people coming into town. So in July of 1911, they charged Giuseppe LoDico with the task of checking people coming in by train from infected areas like Palermo. Twice a day he disinfected people and baggage in a special room near the train station constructed for this purpose. His vigilance kept the contagion small enough that when the town called in Doctor Vincenzo Ferrara, he was able to control the outbreak before it became widespread.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angelina Immordino were married on 5 Nov 1898 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelina Immordino, daughter of Vincenzo Immordino and Lucia Mule, was born on 18 Aug 1871 in Villalba, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelina Immordino was a teacher, born in Villalba, Sicily.

By 1908 Angelina and Giuseppe resided at Via Umberto Primo #38, Marianopoli, Sicily.

Around 1910 my grandfather Ignazio LoDico sold his home on Via Margureta #28 to Giuseppe LoDico. Giuseppe moved his pharmacy there. In 1932 when their daughter Angela [Angelina] LoDico returned from teaching in Tinchi, sick with tuberculosis, she was cared for and eventually died in this residence.

Giuseppe LoDico and Angelina Immordino had the following children:

852  i. Angela Maria Lucia LoDico was born on 8 Apr 1900 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Nov 1932 at the age of 32 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelina Lo Dico, Giuseppe's daughter, was born in Marianopoli in 1900. Her father Giuseppe ran the town's only pharmacy. Giuseppe's wife, Angelina Immordino, was a teacher from Villalba. (The LoDicos are described as one of the most educated families of the time.)

Young Angelina was very religious. Her uncle, a priest, molded and encouraged Angelina, and she was completely dedicated to God and belonged to numerous religious groups. When she was 21, she was sent to Tinchi, near Pisticci, in the province of Matera to teach school. Living in a little room attached to a school that used to be a barn, she prayed all night, and during the day, she taught her students and led them in prayer. On Sundays she walked all the way to Pisticci (11 kms) because there was no Mass in Tinchi. The people of Tinchi admired her.
spirituality so much, they walked to mass with her. But she was disturbed that many peasants could not do this, and she worked hard to persuade Pistici's priest to say mass at the school house, comparing it to the barn in Bethlehem.

She became determined to build a little chapel in Tinchi, and she had her students piled up stones and bricks and straw near the school. But she had no money to pay workers to build a chapel. She began working in the fields gathering greens to sell in Pistici on Sundays, along with the few eggs her students were able to give her. On Palm Sunday in 1929, The Chapel of Christ the King (Cappella a Cristo Re) was inaugurated.

With her missionary spirit, Angelina continued walking all through the area and in all kinds of weather to talk about God and minister to the sick. A great many were afflicted with tuberculosis and malaria, and they took comfort from her. Also, she was the only person in the area who knew how to give inoculations.

One day, she heard about a young man who was homeless and close to death from fever. Angelina gave up her bed to him, and slept on a bench in the schoolhouse. To those who called this imprudent, she said, "Might Jesus not have been in this sick young man?" Some time later, a young girl sick with with "tisi" (tuberculous) came to town, and Angelina took her in and nursed her till she could take care of herself.

This may have caused the illness that eventually killed her. She was forced to return home to her family in Marianopoli in 1930. She died in her mother's arms in 1932.

In Tinchi she is remembered as "the teacher saint." The townspeople put a commemorative plaque about her on the wall of the chapel, which is now called Cappella LoDico.


ii. Lucia LoDico was born on 19 Dec 1901 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 5 Aug 1904 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico was born on 10 Feb 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:QKMQ-FCXZ : 30 December 2015), Giuseppe Ignazio Lodico, 1903. He died on 13 Aug 1904 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Vincenzo Antonio LoDico was born on 11 Feb 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 6 Jul 1905 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
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858 vii. Lucia LoDico was born on 23 Sep 1907 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 26 Jun 1908 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.


581. Calogera LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Apr 1871 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 9 Jul 1897 at the age of 26 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q2M9-KDB5 : 3 February 2016), Calogera Lo Dico, 1897.

Calogera LoDico and Giuseppe Bellaria were married on 26 Dec 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppe Bellaria, son of Francesco Paolo Bellaria and Nicoletta Mistretta, was born in 1860. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Bellaria and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

861 i. Francesco Giuseppe Bellaria was born on 26 Feb 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 12 Feb 1892 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q2M9-KXXK : 3 February 2016), Calogera Lodico in entry for Francesco Giuseppe Bellaria, 1892. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.


iv. Francesco Paolo Bellaria was born on 15 Nov 1896 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

582. Giovanna LoDico (Giuseppe-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Jan 1875 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giovanna LoDico and Antonino Monteuragno were married on 22 Sep 1900 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Antonino Monteuragno was born in 1873 in Santa Caterina Villarmosa, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

584. Calogera Valenti (Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Nov 1855 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogera Valenti and Giuseppe Miserendino were married in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppe Miserendino, son of Antonio Miserendino, was born in 1851. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. In 1908, Giuseppe and Calogera resided at Via Gaeta #3, Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Miserendino and Calogera Valenti had the following children:

+865    i. Angela Miserendino, born 16 Feb 1876, Marianopoli, Sicily.
866    ii. Antonia Miserendino was born in 1878 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 24 Mar 1880 at the age of 2 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
867    iii. Antonia Miserendino was born on 9 Sep 1881 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1882 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
868    iv. Antonia Miserendino was born on 2 Aug 1883 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
869    v. Giuseppe Miserendino was born on 6 Mar 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 21 Aug 1908 at the age of 23 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
870    vi. Rosario Miserendino was born in 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 29 Jun 1894 at the age of 6 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
871    vii. Vincenzo Miserendino was born in 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 10 Aug 1896 at the age of 6 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

586. Salvatore Valenti (Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Nov 1859 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Grazia Bruccheri, daughter of Michele Bruccheri and Teresa Anzalone, was born in 1867 in San
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Cataldo, Sicily.

Salvatore Valenti and Grazia Bruccheri had the following children:

+872 i. Vincenzo Valenti, born 29 Oct 1886, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania.

873 ii. Salvatore Valenti was born on 12 Mar 1910.

587. Luigi Valenti (Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Dec 1861 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 21 Sep 1915 at the age of 53 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Luigi Valenti and Rosalia Fasciana were married. Rosalia Fasciana was born (date unknown).

589. Calogero Valenti (Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1869 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Valenti and Giuseppa Bronzo were married on 23 Sep 1893 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa Bronzo was born in 1875.

Calogero Valenti and Concetta Giambra were married on 11 Oct 1904 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Concetta Giambra was born in 1884 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Filippo Valenti and Gaetana Lombardo were married on 3 Feb 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Gaetana Lombardo, daughter of Filippo Lombardo and Lorita Todaro, was born in 1874 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Jamestown, NY. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Filippo Valenti and Gaetana Lombardo had the following children:

+874  
   i. Rachela Valenti, born abt 1895, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Santo LoDico, 18 Feb 1911, Jamestown, NY; died Jamestown, NY.
   875  
   ii. Vincenzo Valenti was born on 21 Jun 1898 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
   876  
   iii. Lurita Valenti was born on 20 Jun 1902 in Fredonia, New York.
   877  
   iv. Giuseppina Valenti was born on 11 Sep 1905 in Warsaw, Pennsylvania.
   878  
   v. Filippi Valenti was born on 29 Oct 1906 in Warsaw, Pennsylvania.

591. Giuseppa Valenti (Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1874 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa Valenti and Giuseppe Ferraro were married on 8 Nov 1891 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppe Ferraro, son of Luigi Ferraro and Rosa Lombardo, was born in 1866 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

594. Calogero LoDico (Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1864. He was born on 17 Feb 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Delaware, USA. Calogero was buried in Delaware, USA. Ellis Island records show Calogero LoDico, age 37 (b. 1864), male, married, arrived at Ellis Island on 4/13/1901 aboard the Citta di Torino. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily. His first trip to the USA was in 1889 to 1893. He was going to Delange, Pa. and referenced a Giuseppe Taboui there as a final destination. Calogero was traveling with his son Santo, age 11.

Calogero LoDico and Rosa Anzalone were married on 19 Nov 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosa Anzalone, daughter of Calogero Anzalone and Calogera Bellavia, was born in 1868 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 6 Jan 1904 at the age of 36 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Rosa Anzalone had the following children:

879  
   i. Santo LoDico was born on 21 Oct 1887 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 2 Nov 1887 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+880  
   ii. Santo LoDico, born 8 Dec 1888, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rachela Valenti, 18 Feb 1911, Jamestown, NY; died 25 Jan 1961, Jamestown, NY.
iii. Salvatore LoDico was born on 30 May 1894 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Angela LoDico was born on 27 Sep 1896 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 22 Aug 1905 at the age of 8 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

v. Giuseppe LoDico, born 21 May 1899, Marianopoli, Sicily; died May 1981, Jamestown, NY.

Mariano LiPira (Maria Santa LoDico-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Apr 1851 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 19 Dec 1905 at the age of 54 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogera Lio was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Liboria LiPira (Maria Santa LoDico-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Mar 1857 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 20 Jun 1906 at the age of 49 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Libora lived at Villa Vaccarella #24

Mariano Damiano Nantista was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Grazia LiPira (Maria Santa LoDico-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Feb 1863 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 5 Dec 1904 at the age of 41 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Grazia resided at Villa Malpasso #1.

Domenico Lio was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogera LiPira (Maria Santa LoDico-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1867 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Aug 1887 at the age of 20 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Lio was born about 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana,
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Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Lio and Calogera LiPira had the following child:

884 i. Giuseppe Lio was born on 2 Aug 1887 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

604. Maria Grazia Giuseppa LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Jun 1859 in Bompietro, Sicily. She died in Bompietro, Sicily. She was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Maria Grazia Giuseppa LoDico and Calogero Librizzi were married on 20 Feb 1879 in Bompietro, Sicily. Calogero Librizzi, son of Santo Librizzi and Giuseppa Brucato, was born in 1855 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in Bompietro, Sicily.

Calogero Librizzi and Maria Grazia Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

885 i. Giuseppe Librizzi was born on 24 Dec 1879 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe was born at the Villa Lupe #100.
886 ii. Ascenzio Librizzi was born on 26 May 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Ascenzio was born at the Villa Lupe #100.
+887 iii. Giuseppe Librizzi, born 12 Apr 1892, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; married Maria Magistra, 2 Jun 1920, Petralia Soprana, Sicily; died 26 Oct 1928, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
888 iv. Santo Librizzi was born on 10 Mar 1896 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

605. Ignazio LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Aug 1862 in Bompietro, Sicily. He was buried in 1922 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died chronic glomerular nephritis on 25 Mar 1922 at the age of 59 in Mansfield, Mass.. My father's only recollection of his father, my grandfather Ignazio, was that of a child around age 5 or 6. Ignazio died when my father was 7. My dad recalled that Ignazio would come home late from working in his barber shop off Pleasant St. in Mansfield, Mass., and empty his pockets full of change in his top dresser drawer. As a small boy, my father would sneak in the bedroom and go through the drawer and take a few coins. He said he never was caught.

My Uncle Americo Faiella, husband of Mary LoDico, recalled the time he approached Ignazio to ask for the hand of Mary and his blessing. Americo said Ignazio "called me down", referring to the fact that Ignazio thought it was time Americo, then a young man of 22, should begin to settle down and think of his future and how to act properly as a 'man' about to be married. Americo said Ignazio gave him cause to think and do the right thing.

My Aunt Angelina had the best recollection of her father Ignazio and the family's last days in Marianopoli. She was around 14 at the time. She recalls her older brother Frank had a bird and
he made a cage for it. Frank was good with his hands. He raised the bird until one day the cat killed it. Saddened by this, Ignazio told him, "Get another bird".

In 1906, the family would often hold a dance with supper in Marianopoli. The family played a few instruments including the mandolin, guitar, and violin. Two rich kids came by and began to cause trouble so Ignazio kicked them out. When Frank left his music lessons, they were waiting for him. They pulled out their guns and beat him up. The left him at the doorstep at 4 o'clock in the morning. The doctor reported the beating to the police and one kid, Salvatore Marci was sent to jail. When he got out of jail, Francesca Paola was worried, so Frank left for America (Pennsylvania). In 1907, September, Francesca was still worried so Ignazio went to America for a second time. Then the others followed.

IGNAZIO LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Ignazio LoDico and Francesca Barbara "Paula" Restivo were married on 12 Sep 1896 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Francesca Barbara "Paula" Restivo, daughter of Carmelo Restivo and Arcangela Ristagno, was born on 6 Jun 1869 in Villalba, Sicily. She was buried in 1952 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 11 Jan 1952 at the age of 82 in Quincy, Mass.. My grandmother's middle name Barbara comes from the Sicilian patron saint of masons. Her father, Carmelo Restivo was a stone mason in Villalba, Sicily.

FRANCESCA (PAULA) BARBARA RESTIVO LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Ignazio LoDico and Francesca Barbara Restivo had the following children:

889  i. Salvatore LoDico was born on 14 Nov 1884 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 14 Jun 1885 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+890  ii. Francesco "Frank" LoDico, born 2 Jun 1886, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Catherine Lillian Cartwright Laneran, 22 Jul 1924, Pawtucket, Rhode Island, United States; married Myrtle M. Chase, 23 Nov 1918, Brunswick Maine; married Hazel May Jamieson, Jan 1917, Portland, Maine, United States; died 22 Apr 1949, Mansfield, Mass..

891  iii. Carlo Eugenio LoDico was born on 21 Mar 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 11 Mar 1889 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

+892  iv. Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico, born 14 Jan 1890, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Romeo Pianosi, 27 Sep 1917, Boston, Mass.; married Tomaso Guerra, 30 Jun 1912, Mansfield, Massachusetts; died 1922, Mansfield, Mass..

+893  v. Angela "Angelina" LoDico, born 25 Aug 1892, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Aristodemo Albertini, 7 Oct 1917, Norton, Massachusetts; died Apr 1980,
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Mansfield, Mass..


x. Vincenzo Luciano "James" LoDico was born on 1 Jan 1906 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 22 Jul 1972 at the age of 66 in Rehobeth, Mass. He had Social Security Number 013-18-9109. The 1920 census shows Vincenzo (James) LoDico, age 14 living at 15 Newton St., Mansfield, Mass. with his parents. James was a member of Mansfield High Schools first football team. He later coached the high school team at Park Row. The 1930 census shows James, age 24 still living at 15 Newton St. He was a meat cutter, and for a time worked in his brother's meat store in Sharon, Mass. Later in life, he lived in Rehobeth, Mass. and worked for years for the Balfour Company as a jewelry polisher.

JAMES LODICO
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

xi. Julia LoDico was born on 10 Oct 1912 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 10 May 1913 at the age of 0 in Mansfield, Mass.. She was buried in Mansfield, Mass..


607. UNKNOWN LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1870 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was born in 1870.

Michele Milazzo was born in St. Caterina, Sicily.

Michele Milazzo and UNKNOWN LoDico had the following child:

+901 i. Salvatore Milazzo, born 1888, St. Caterina, Sicily; died Rochester, New York.

608. Calogera LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 May 1870 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was born in 1872 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogera was buried in Marianopoli,
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Sicily.

Calogera LoDico and Pasquale Pastorello were married on 4 Nov 1889 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Pasquale Pastorello, son of Nicolo Pastorello and Rosa Cordova, was born in 1865 in Santa Caterina Villarmosa, Sicily. He died on 17 May 1923 at the age of 58 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:QKMQ-K947 : 30 December 2015), Pasquale Pastorello, 1923. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Pasquale Pastorello and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

902  i. Maria Rosa Pastorello was born on 23 Jun 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 2 Jul 1892 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:Q2M9-K83R : 3 February 2016), Calogera Lodico in entry for Maria Rosa Pastorello, 1892. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

903  ii. Nicolo Pastorello was born on 2 Sep 1896 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:2V7B-6XB : 30 December 2015), Calogera Lodico in entry for Nicolò Pastorello, 1896. He died. He was buried. Ellis Island records show Nicolo Pastorello, age 19, arrived aboard The Sant" Anna on 10/22/1913. He was 5' 3" and single. He referred to his father Pasquale, in Marianopoli, Sicily and his destination was with his Uncle Giuseppe LoDico at 386 North Main Street, Mansfield, Mass. Nicolo was traveling with Saverio Accurso, husband of Giuseppa LoDico (daughter of Luciano LoDico and Lucia Bellavia).


+906  v. Maria Pastorello, born 19 Jan 1906, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Calogero Andaloro, Marianopoli, Sicily.

611. Calogero Pietro LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3,
Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Jun 1875 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:2V7B-3Q4 : 30 December 2015), Calogero Pietro Lodico, 1875. On December 24th, 1902 Calogero Pietro LoDico, age 27, single, a barber by trade, arrived at the port of Boston, sailing from Naples, Italy via Palermo, aboard the S.S. Vancouver. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily and was to join his cousin Carlo LoDico who lived at 2 North Square, in Boston.


Calogero Pietro LoDico and Costanza Sorce had the following children:

+907  i.  Francesco LoDico, born 30 Jan 1930, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppina Maria di Forte, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 20 Jul 2009, Buffalo, New York, United States.
+908  ii.  Maria LoDico, born Marianopoli, Sicily.

614. Maria LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Oct 1871 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Maria LoDico and Cataldo Vullo were married on 21 Oct 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Cataldo Vullo, son of Salvatore Vullo and Epifiana Raimondo, was born in 1867 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Cataldo Vullo and Maria LoDico had the following children:

  909  i.  Epifania Vullo was born on 18 Nov 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
  910  ii.  Lucia Vullo was born on 2 Sep 1899 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
+911  iii.  Maria Grazia Vullo, born 3 Aug 1903, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Francesco Bellavia, 29 Jan 1928, Marianopoli, Sicily.
  912  iv.  Salvatrice Vullo was born on 18 Jun 1908 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

615. Michela LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Nov 1875 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Michela LoDico and Salvatore Vullo were married on 21 Oct 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Salvatore Vullo, son of Salvatore Vullo and Epifania Raimondo, was born in 1866 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Vullo and Michela LoDico had the following children:

1. Salvatore Vullo was born on 20 Oct 1891 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 7 Aug 1893 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

2. Salvatore Vullo, born 5 Nov 1894, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Arcangela Lombardo, abt 1928, Marianopoli, Sicily; died 8 Jun 1921, Marianopoli, Sicily.

3. Luciano Vullo, born 28 Apr 1898, Marianopoli, Sicily; married UNKNOWN, abt 1930, Marianopoli, Sicily.


5. Giuseppe Vullo was born on 15 Apr 1904 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 31 Jan 1905 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

6. Epifania Lucia Vullo was born on 21 Mar 1906 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 30 Jan 1907 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

7. Giuseppe Vullo, born 19 Feb 1908, Marianopoli, Sicily; married UNKNOWN, abt 1935, Marianopoli, Sicily; died Marianopoli, Sicily.

8. Epifanio Vullo was born about 1913 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 28 Oct 1913 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

9. Carlo Vullo was born in Jun 1911 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 16 Dec 1911 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

616. Giuseppa LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 May 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppa LoDico and Saverio Accurso were married on 27 Jun 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Saverio Accurso, son of Antonio Accurso and Ignacia LaPlaca, was born in 1877 in Resuttano, Sicily. He died in Massachusetts. He was buried in Massachusetts. On Oct. 7th 1903 Saverio Accurso arrived at the Port of Boston. He sailed from Naples on 9/22/1903 aboard the SS Vancouver. Saverio was 25, married from Resuttano. It was his 1st trip to America, he had $8 and referenced his brother-in-law Giuseppe LoDico at 3 North Sq., Boston.

Ellis Island records show Saverio Accurso, age 36, (b.1877) a laborer, arrived aboard The Sant" Anna on 10/22/1913. He was 5' and married. He referred to his wife Giuseppa, in Marianopoli, Sicily and his destination was with his brother-in-law Giuseppe LoDico at 386 North Main Street, Mansfield, Mass. Saverio was traveling with Nicolo Pastorello, son of Pasquale Pastorello. Nicolo's mother Calogera is the daughter of Francesco Paolo LoDico and Maria Saguto.
617. Giuseppe LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Apr 1878 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass.. Giuseppe LoDico emigrated to the America around 1902 when he was around 24. There are no records of that trip, however his younger brother, Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico lists him as his final destination in Boston, Mass. in 1907 and the 1910 Census shows him living in Canton, Mass., with Giuseppa [Josephine].

Giuseppe petitioned for naturalization on July 10, 1911 in the District Court Of Massachusetts (petition# 4072). He lived at 29 Mechanics St., Canton MA and was a finisher by trade.

The 1920 census shows Giuseppe (Joseph) LoDico residing at 384 No. Main St., Mansfield Mass. Although there is a duplicate census record, he resided there with his wife Giuseppa (Josephine), his mother-in-law Salvatrice Carapezza and his brother Carlo LoDico. Joseph was a retail merchant in a dry goods store. He became a naturalized citizen in 1913.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Carapezza were married on 19 Aug 1903 in Hyde Park, Massachusetts. Giuseppe and Giuseppa were married by Justice of the Peace: Henry B. Terry. Giuseppe was a laborer. Giuseppa was a candy worker. Giuseppa Carapezza, daughter of Giuseppe Carapezza and Salvatrice Lisciandra, was born on 14 Jun 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Mansfield, Mass.. She was buried in Mansfield, Mass..

618. Ignazia LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jul 1880 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Ignazia LoDico and Angelo Valenti were married on 26 Jan 1901 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelo Valenti, son of Bartolo Valenti and Gesualda Vullo, was born in 1873 in Villalba, Sicily. He died on 21 Sep 1914 at the age of 41 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:QKMQ-VB7X : accessed 14 March 2016), Angelo Valenti, 1914. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Angelo Valenti and Ignazia LoDico had the following children:

+922  i. Gesualda Valenti, born 23 Jul 1902, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Angelo di Forte, 8 Jan 1922, Marianopoli, Sicily.
+923  ii. Luciano Valenti, born 19 Feb 1908, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Coccifina Fasciano, 18 Oct 1936, Marianopoli, Sicily.
924  iii. Bartolo Valenti was born (date unknown).
925  iv. Angelo Valenti was born (date unknown).
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

620. Calogera LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Mar 1885 in Marianopoli, Sicily.


Vincenzo Bellaria and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

926 i. Nicoletta Bellaria was born on 24 Jan 1910 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 3 Feb 1910 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. "Italia, Caltanissetta, Stato Civile (Archivio di Stato), 1820-1935", database with images, FamilySearch (https://familysearch.org/ark:/61903/1:1:QKMQ-K3MV : 30 December 2015), Vincenzo Bellaria in entry for Nicoletta Bellaria, 1910. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.


621. Alfonso Stefana LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Mar 1887 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Alfonso Stefana LoDico and Pasquale Fasciano were married on 20 Feb 1909 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Pasquale Fasciano, son of Pasquale Fasciano and Rosa Martino, was born in 1881 in Santa Caterina Villarmosa, Sicily. Ellis Island records show Pasquale Fasciano came to America on October 31, 1914 aboard the ship The Patria. This was Pasquale's third trip. His first was in 1908 and second in 1913, both to Boston Mass. On this third trip he referred to his wife Stefana LoDico, still in Marianopoli. He referred to his brother-in-law Giuseppe LoDico residing at 394 North Main St., Mansfield, Mass., as he final destination. He was 40, male, married (b. 1874).

624. Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico (Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Jun 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Boston, Massachusetts.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily. On 6/27/1907 Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico arrived at Ellis Island aboard the Madonna. He was traveling with Carmelo Restivo his cousin. Giuseppe referred to Giuseppe LoDico, his older brother, in Boston Mass., as his contact and final destination.

On 10/8/1912 Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico, age 20 (b. 1892) made another trip to America aboard the Anacona. He was traveling with Salvatore Milazzo and Grace Calciano (Salvatore's wife), Benedetto LoDico and Mario LoPorto. Giuseppe listed his trade as a carpenter. He referred to his mother, Lucia Bellavia back in Marianopoli. He referenced his brother Carlo LoDico in Mansfield, Mass. as his final destination.

note: Salvatore Milazzo, Grace Calciano and Mario LoPorto also listed Carlo LoDico in Mansfield as their cousin.

From the FRAMMENTI DI STORIE LOCALI (Marianopoli 1900-1950): The administration of Gaetano D'Angelo - Marchese di Bertolino began around January 18, 1936 during the Fascist dictator Mussolini's rule. It ended on July 3, 1943 when Allied troops liberated Marianopoli, occupied the Municipo and installed the anti-Fascist Giuseppe LoDico, son of Luciano LoDico as the legitimate democratic head. Giuseppe served until a election was held to create a new Constitution in March of 1946. (pg. 71).

Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico and Giuseppa Grassotti were married on 6 Jul 1925 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppa Grassotti was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. She was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Ignazio LoDico and Giuseppa Grassotti had the following child:

929  
   i.  Ramondo LoDico was born (date unknown).

625. Maria LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1870 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 20 Mar 1897 at the age of 27 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria LoDico and Francesco Paolo Sabatino were married on 3 Jun 1893 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesco Paolo Sabatino, son of Giuseppe Sabatino and Stefana Sulfo, was born about 1867 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo Sabatino and Maria LoDico had the following child:

930  
   i.  Giuseppe Sabatino was born on 26 Mar 1894 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

626. Carmelo LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Dec 1872 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Carmelo LoDico and Salvatora Randazzo were married on 23 Oct 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Salvatora Randazzo, daughter of Giuseppe Randazzo and Alberta Bisanni, was born in 1865 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Carmelo LoDico and Salvatora Randazzo had the following children:

931 i. Francesco Salvatore LoDico was born on 7 Aug 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
933 iii. Alberta LoDico was born on 13 Mar 1899 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

627. Calogero LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Aug 1875 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Giuseppa Ernodia di Venuta were married on 29 Jan 1900 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Ernodia di Venuta, daughter of Mariano di Venuta and Audriana Saguto, was born about 1876 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Calogero LoDico and Giuseppa Ernodia di Venuta had the following children:

934 i. Francesco Mariano LoDico was born on 5 Jun 1900 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 17 Nov 1900 at the age of 0 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
935 ii. Francesco LoDico was born on 29 Oct 1901 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 10 Feb 1981 at the age of 79 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

628. Giuseppa LoDico (Francesco Paolo-6, Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Mar 1879 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano Randazzo was born about 1870 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Damiano Randazzo and Giuseppa LoDico had the following children:

936 i. Alberta Randazzo was born on 16 Sep 1897 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
937 ii. Giuseppe Randazzo was born on 8 Mar 1899 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
938 iii. Francesco Randazzo was born on 23 Sep 1901 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
939 iv. Alberta Salvatrice Randazzo was born on 25 Feb 1904 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
637. Vittorio Calabrese (Maria Velardi-6, Vittoria Maria LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1875.

Vittorio Calabrese and Agata Restivo were married on 30 Nov 1901 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Agata Restivo, daughter of Calogero Restivo and Crocifina Vella, was born in 1881 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Vittorio Calabrese and Agata Restivo had the following children:

940  i. Maria Calabrese was born on 27 Aug 1902 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
941  ii. Luciano Calabrese was born on 19 Oct 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
942  iii. Calogero Calabrese was born on 17 Dec 1905 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 17 Aug 1906 at the age of 0 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

638. Giuseppe Calogero di Gangi (Rosa Maria Genduso-6, Marianna LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1885. He died in 1976 at the age of 91.

Giuseppe Calogero di Gangi and UNKNOWN were married. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Giuseppe Calogero di Gangi and UNKNOWN had the following child:

+943  i. Louis di Gangi, born 1928; married UNKNOWN.

639. Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia (Biagia Puleo-6, Giuseppa Maria Petra LoDico-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1861 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia and Francesco Paolo LoDico were married on 15 Oct 1890 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Francesco Paolo LoDico, son of Giusepppe Mario LoDico and Rosaria Ferrara, was born in 1851. He was born on 11 Dec 1851 in San Nicolo - Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Francesco Paolo LoDico and Giuseppa Maria Mandaglia had the following children:

642  i. Giuseppe LoDico, born 4 Jun 1891, Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico


640. Maria Cerami (Domenica Francesca LoDico-6, Giuseppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1861 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 1 Dec 1880 at the age of 19 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Cerami and Alberto Carapezza were married in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Alberto Carapezza was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

641. Pietro Cerami (Domenica Francesca LoDico-6, Giuseppe Mario-5, Mauro-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Nov 1864 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died in New York. He was buried in New York.

Pietro Cerami and Carmela LoDico were married before 1889 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Carmela LoDico, daughter of Michele LoDico and Maria Giuseppa Santo, was born on 20 Sep 1866 in Bompietro, Sicily. She was born on 20 Sep 1866. She died in New York. Carmela was buried in New York. Ellis Island records show Carmela LoDico, from Petralia Soprana arrived in America on 10/25/1909 aboard the Duca Degli Abruzzi. She was 39 years old and referred to her son Giuseppe Cerami still in Petralia Soprana and her husband as Pietro Cerami at 29 Monroe St., New York, NY. She was traveling with her son Calogero Cerami, age 8 and daughter Grazia Cerami, age 2.

Pietro Cerami and Carmela LoDico had the following children:


Eighth Generation

669. Maria Giuseppa Albanese (Maria Grazia Vittoria LoDico-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Oct 1895 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 10 Oct 1975 at the age of 80 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia
Maria Giuseppa Albanese and Michele Leonardo Sabatino were married on 11 Oct 1919 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Michele Leonardo Sabatino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

673. Giuseppina di Gangi (Leonardo-7, Maria Leonarda LoDico-6, Pietro-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Mar 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died about 1952 at the age of 54 in Santa Caterina Villarmosa, Sicily.

Giuseppina di Gangi and Giuseppe Frattallone were married in Santa Caterina Villarmosa, Sicily. Giuseppe Frattallone was born (date unknown).


Vittorio LoDico and UNKNOWN were married about 1930 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. UNKNOWN was born about 1908 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and UNKNOWN had the following child:


680. Santo Carmelo LoDico (Damiano Calogero-7, Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Mar 1910 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He was born on 24 Mar 1910. He died on 7 Feb 1964 at the age of 53 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santo was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Santo Carmelo LoDico and Santa. LoMauro were married on 20 Apr 1935 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Santa. LoMauro was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Santo Carmelo LoDico had the following children:
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico


685. Pietro Domenico LoDico (Vincenzo-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jun 1943 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 8 Sep 2008 at the age of 65 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Pietro Domenico LoDico and Lucia Gennaro were married about 1970 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Lucia Gennaro, daughter of Santo Gennaro and Grazia UNKNOWN, was born on 11 Feb 1951 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Pietro Domenico LoDico and Lucia Gennaro had the following children:

1. Sandro LoDico was born (date unknown).
2. Vincenzo LoDico was born (date unknown).

686. Calogera LoDico (Vincenzo-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1951 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Calogera LoDico and Giuseppe LoDico were married about 1972 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe LoDico, son of Santo Carmelo LoDico, was born about 1950 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Calogera LoDico had the following children:

1. Vincenza LoDico was born about 1973 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.
3. Santina LoDico was born about 1975 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

687. Leonardo LoDico (Vincenzo-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 May 1954 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Leonardo LoDico and Franca UNKNOWN were married about 1979 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Franca UNKNOWN was born in 1963 in Scalfani Bagni, Sicily.

Leonardo LoDico and Franca UNKNOWN had the following children:
688. Carlo LoDico (Vincenzo-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1955 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Carlo LoDico and Daniella LaRosa were married about 1975 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Daniella LaRosa was born about 1958 in Palermo, Sicily.

Carlo LoDico and Daniella LaRosa had the following child:

954   i.  Valeria LoDico was born on 4 Mar 1990 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

689. Domenico LoDico (Croce-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Aug 1947 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Domenico LoDico and Graziella Puccio were married about 1978 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Graziella Puccio was born on 8 Mar 1958 in Geraci Siculo, Sicily.

Domenico LoDico and Graziella Puccio had the following children:

955   i.  Rosario LoDico was born on 26 Feb 1981 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.
956   ii. Gianluca LoDico was born on 5 Apr 1988 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.
957   iii. Valentina LoDico was born on 8 Apr 1996 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.

690. Pietro LoDico (Croce-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Apr 1950 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Pietro LoDico and UNKNOWN had the following child:

958   i.  Alice LoDico was born about 1964 in Milan, Italy.

691. Rosario LoDico (Croce-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Jan 1959 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.
Giuseppina Tedesco, daughter of , was born on 6 Jun 1961 in Germany.

Rosario LoDico and Giuseppina Tedesco had the following children:

959  i.  Gianni LoDico was born on 6 Jul 1985 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.
960  ii.  Sabrina LoDico was born on 29 May 1991 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.

692.  Maria Santa LoDico (Pietro-7, Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1920 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Maria Santa LoDico and Vincenzo LoDico were married in 1942 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Vincenzo LoDico, son of Domenico LoDico and Rosaria Ruvituso, was born about 1917 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Vincenzo LoDico and Maria Santa LoDico had the following children:


693.  Rosa LoDico (Pietro-7, Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1922 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. She died on 18 Feb 1981 at the age of 59 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosa LoDico and Croce LoDico were married about 1946 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Croce LoDico, son of Domenico LoDico and Rosaria Ruvituso, was born on 2 May 1919 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana. He died on 13 Apr 2001 at the age of 81 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Croce LoDico and Rosa LoDico had the following children:

695. Pietro LoDico (Leonardo-7, Giuseppe-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Feb 1893 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Pietro LoDico and Petra Librizzi were married on 10 Oct 1910 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Petra Librizzi was born in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

698. Rosario LoDico (Leonardo-7, Giuseppe-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Sep 1901 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Giuseppa Librizzi was born (date unknown).

Rosario LoDico and Giuseppa Librizzi had the following child:


699. Santo LoDico (Leonardo-7, Giuseppe-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jan 1906 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Santo LoDico and Giuseppa LoDico were married on 7 Jun 1935 in Termini Imerese, Sicily. Giuseppa LoDico was born about 1907 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

722. Maria Giuseppa LoDico (Santo-7, Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Mar 1896 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Maria Giuseppa LoDico and Carmelo Gulino were married on 7 Jun 1914 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Carmelo Gulino was born in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

724. Maria Petra LoDico (Santo-7, Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jun 1901 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died on 31 May 1976 at the age of 74 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Maria Petra LoDico and Domenico Vincenzo Pepe were married on 6 Nov 1920 in Petralia
Soprana, Sicily. Domenico Vincenzo Pepe was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

730. Nunzia Maria Cerami (Angela LoDico-7, Carmelo-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Aug 1902 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Nunzia Maria Cerami and Giovanni Spedale were married on 1 Sep 1920 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giovanni Spedale was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

746. Salvatore LoDico (Damiano-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Salerno -Bompietro, Sicily.

Salvatore LoDico and Rosa Dell'Aria were married in Alimena, Sicily. Rosa Dell'Aria was born in Alimena, Sicily.

Salvatore LoDico and Rosa Dell'Aria had the following children:

962 i. Maria LoDico was born in Alimena, Sicily.
963 ii. Luigi LoDico was born in Alimena, Sicily.
964 iii. Mariano LoDico was born in Alimena, Sicily.

749. Domenica LoDico (Salvatore-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Oct 1888 in Malpasso -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Domenica LoDico and Mariano di Gangi were married on 10 Sep 1904 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Mariano di Gangi, son of Giuseppe di Gangi and Angela Richiusa, was born about 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Mariano di Gangi and Domenica LoDico had the following child:

966 i. Giuseppe di Gangi was born on 7 Apr 1906 in Blufi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

750. Venera LoDico (Salvatore-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Apr 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Venera LoDico and Calogero Lipporto were married on 22 Feb 1908 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Calogero Lipporto, son of Giuseppe Lipporto and Concetta Calabrese, was born about 1882 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

766. Giuseppe LoDico (Pietro-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Nov 1904 in Verdi -Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 11 Apr 1985 at the age of 80 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Calogera LoDico were married on 7 Feb 1936 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogera LoDico was born about 1906 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

771. Giuseppe LoDico (Calogero-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Feb 1915 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born on 8 Feb 1915. He died on 7 Apr 2005 at the age of 90 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe LoDico was a policeman in Petralia Soprana. In later years he directed the town band. On April 7th, 2005 while I was visiting Petralia Soprana, Giuseppe died just before I had a chance to meet him. The funeral was attended by most of the town and the procession traveled to the cemetery with the band members playing a final tribute to their leader. When the procession passed the local police station a detail of Carabinieri, in full dress uniform, stood at attention and gave a final salute to one of their own.

Giuseppe LoDico and Vittoria Antonia Guarraia were married on 12 Jun 1946 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Vittoria Antonia Guarraia, daughter of Calogero Giuseppe Guarraia and Maria Concetta Cerami, was born on 1 Aug 1917 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 26 May 1979 at the age of 61 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppina Maria Guarraia were married on 4 May 1982 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppina Maria Guarraia, daughter of Calogero Giuseppe Guarraia and Maria Concetta Cerami, was born on 7 Sep 1908 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died in 2001 at the age of 93 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

772. Maria Grazia LoDico (Calogero-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1938 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Grazia LoDico and Giuseppe LoDico were married about 1960 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Giuseppe LoDico, son of Vittorio LoDico and UNKNOWN, was born about 1935 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Grazia LoDico had the following children:


775. Salvatrice LoDico (Michele-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Aug 1906 in Verdi-Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 2 Aug 1974 at the age of 67 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Salvatrice LoDico and UNKNOWN were married on 2 Jun 1948 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).


Giuseppa Miranti and Giuseppe di Pasquale were married on 5 Nov 1921 in Santa Caterina Villamosa, Sicily. Giuseppe di Pasquale was born in Santa Caterina Villamosa, Sicily.

790. Angela Velardi (Alberta LoDico-7, Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Dec 1881 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Angela Velardi and Giuseppe Macaluso were married on 8 Dec 1910 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Macaluso was born (date unknown).

794. Maria Grazia Velardi (Alberta LoDico-7, Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Aug 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Maria Grazia Velardi and Pasquale Mariano Sugtaino were married on 5 Jun 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Pasquale Mariano Sugtaino was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
798. Leonardo Santo Li Puma (Giuseppa LoDico-7, Sebastiano-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Nov 1900 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo Santo Li Puma and Giuseppa Li Puma were married on 25 Jan 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Li Puma was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

801. Maria Nunzia Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Jul 1887 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 15 Oct 1961 at the age of 74 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Leonardo Caci was born (date unknown).


Michelangelo Cerami and Michela Leonarda diGiovanni were married on 12 Jan 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Michela Leonarda diGiovanni was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

803. Giuseppina Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Mar 1891 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 18 Feb 1965 at the age of 73 in New York.

Giuseppina UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

804. Rosario Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Dec 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was born on 31 Dec 1892. He died on 24 Jan 1966 at the age of 73 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Antoinetta UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).
805. Concetta Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 May 1895 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 26 Mar 1966 at the age of 70 in New York.

Michele Pollaro was born (date unknown).

806. Vittorio Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Mar 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 17 Jun 1973 at the age of 75 in New York.

Lugia Teresa DiBella was born (date unknown).

807. Maria Leonarda Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Nov 1900 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 11 Sep 1993 at the age of 92 in New York.

Antonino Sabatino was born (date unknown).

808. Maria Bonaventura Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jul 1903 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 6 Apr 1993 at the age of 89 in New York.

Rosario Prestigiacomo was born (date unknown).

809. Giuseppa Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Sep 1905 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. She died on 23 Jun 1996 at the age of 90 in New Jersey.

Giuseppa Cerami and Giuseppe Pietro Puleo were married on 2 Apr 1921 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppe Pietro Puleo was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
810. Maria Antonia Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Jan 1908 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. She died in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Giuseppe Ceci was born (date unknown).

811. Vito Cerami (Maria Antonia LoDico-7, Pietro Paolo-6, Giuseppe Alberto-5, Pietro-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Jul 1912 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. He died on 24 Oct 1986 at the age of 74 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

Ester UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

813. Giuseppe Munella (Pasquale-7, Lucia Maria Munella-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Jul 1871 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died after 25 Nov 1936 at the age of 65 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Munella and Maria Grazia Di Maria were married. Maria Grazia Di Maria was born about 1880 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died after 25 Nov 1936 at the age of 56 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Munella and Maria Grazia Di Maria had the following child:

969  i. Pasquale Munella was born on 7 Jul 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily.

827. Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella (Arcangelo-7, Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Dec 1902 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 2 Jun 1996 at the age of 93.

Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella and Domenico Maisano were married. Domenico Maisano was born on 2 Nov 1897 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 21 Mar 1970 at the age of 72.

Domenico Maisano and Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella had the following child:
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

828. Benedetto Munella (Arcangelo-7, Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1905 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in 1976 at the age of 71.

Benedetto Munella and Margaret E. Zampelli were married. Margaret E. Zampelli was born in 1909. She died in 2003 at the age of 94.

Benedetto Munella and Margaret E. Zampelli had the following child:

+971 i. Michael Angelo Munella, born 1934; married Joan Angelotti, 2 Mar 1957; died 2015.

834. Louis Anthony Baglia (Leonardo-7, Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Nov 1926 in Jamestown, NY.

Louis Anthony Baglia and Antoinette Marie Miraglia were married on 16 Jun 1951 in Jamestown, NY. Antoinette Marie Miraglia was born on 25 Jun 1928 in Niagara Falls, NY. She died on 1 Jul 1993 at the age of 65 in Jamestown, NY.

Louis Anthony Baglia and Antoinette Marie Miraglia had the following children:

+972 i. Leonard Baglia, born 18 Mar 1952, Jamestown, NY; married Rosemarie Schoonmaker, 2 Sep 1984, Middletown, Orange, NY.
973 ii. Peter Vincent Baglia was born on 12 Nov 1954 in Jamestown, NY.
974 iii. Frances Anne Baglia was born on 10 Feb 1959 in Jamestown, NY.
975 iv. Paul Lewis Baglia was born on 4 May 1960 in Jamestown, NY.
976 v. Estelle Marie Baglia was born on 26 Nov 1966 in Jamestown, NY.

835. Mary C. Gertrude Baglia (Leonardo-7, Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Jan 1929 in Jamestown, NY.

Mary C. Gertrude Baglia and Anthony DiCosimo were married on 2 May 1959 in Jamestown, NY. Anthony DiCosimo was born on 2 Mar 1921. He died on 13 Apr 1993 at the age of 72 in Cleveland, OH.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

840. Leonardo Giambra (Calogera LoDico-7, Leonardo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Leonardo Giambra and Rosina Giambra were married on 7 Oct 1906 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosina Giambra, daughter of Domenico Giambra and Camcetta Baglio, was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

848. Emmanuele Lo Vetere (Calogera Agliata-7, Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1869 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Pennsylvania. He was buried in Pennsylvania. Ellis Island records show Emmanuele LoVetere, age 29, (b-1869) male, arrived on 2/8/1898 aboard the Burgudia. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily and went to Pennsylvania. His contact was Milo Garpace. He came to America with his wife Rosa and son Giuseppe.

Emmanuele Lo Vetere and Rosa UNKNOWN were married in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosa UNKNOWN was born in 1877 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Pennsylvania. She was buried in Pennsylvania. Ellis Island records show Rosa LoVetere, age 21, (b-1877) female, arrived on 2/8/1898 aboard the Burgudia. She was from Marianopoli, Sicily and went to Pennsylvania. Her contact was Milo Garpace. She came to America with her son Giuseppe and husband Emmanule.

Emmanuele Lo Vetere and Rosa UNKNOWN had the following children:

977 i. Giuseppe Lo Vetere was born in 1889 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Pennsylvania. He was buried in Pennsylvania. Ellis Island records show Giuseppe LoVetere, age 9, (b-1889) male, arrived on 2/8/1898 aboard the Burgudia. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily and went to Pennsylvania. His contact was Milo Garpace. He came to America with his mother Rosa and father Emmanule.

978 ii. Giovanni Lo Vetere was born in 1894 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Ellis Island records show Giovanni LoVetere, age 18, male, single (b. 1894) emigrated to America on September 26, 1912 aboard the ship Canada. He referred to his brother Giuseppe in Beaverdale, Pa. as his contact and destination. He listed his grandfather as Salvatore LoVetere, back in Marianopoli.

851. Santa Lo Vetere (Calogera Agliata-7, Felicia LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Apr 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Vullo was born in 1864 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Vullo and Santa Lo Vetere had the following child:

979 i. Gaetano Vullo was born on 11 Sep 1907 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
859. Rosina LoDico (Giuseppe-7, Giuseppe-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Mar 1909 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Rosina LoDico and UNKNOWN were married in Jul 1932 in Marianopoli, Sicily. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

865. Angela Miserendino (Calogera Valenti-7, Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Feb 1876 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Lombardo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Lombardo and Angela Miserendino had the following child:

980  
  i. Giuseppe Lombardo was born in 1896 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 18 Feb 1897 at the age of 1 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

872. Vincenzo Valenti (Salvatore-7, Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Oct 1886 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania. He was buried in Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania.

Rosaria Ognibene, daughter of Giovanni Ognibene and Maria Riggi, was born on 20 Sep 1888 in Villalba, Sicily. She died in Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania. She was buried in Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania.

Vincenzo Valenti and Rosaria Ognibene had the following child:

981  
  i. Samuel Valenti was born in 1909 in Jefferson Township, Pennsylvania.

874. Rachela Valenti (Filippo-7, Rachela LoDico-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Jamestown, NY.

Rachela Valenti and Santo LoDico were married on 18 Feb 1911 in Jamestown, NY. Santo LoDico, son of Calogero LoDico and Rosa Anzalone, was born on 8 Dec 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 25 Jan 1961 at the age of 72 in Jamestown, NY. He was buried in Jamestown, NY. Ellis Island records show Santo LoDico, age 11 (b. 1890), male, single, arrived at Ellis Island.
on 4/13/1901 aboard the Citta di Torino. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily. He was going to Delange, Pa. and referenced a Giuseppe Taboui there as a final destination. Santo was traveling with his father Calogero, age 37.

880. Santo LoDico (Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Dec 1888 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 25 Jan 1961 at the age of 72 in Jamestown, NY. He was buried in Jamestown, NY. Ellis Island records show Santo LoDico, age 11 (b. 1890), male, single, arrived at Ellis Island on 4/13/1901 aboard the Citta di Torino. He was from Marianopoli, Sicily. He was going to Delange, Pa. and referenced a Giuseppe Taboui there as a final destination. Santo was traveling with his father Calogero, age 37.

Santo LoDico and Rachela Valenti were married on 18 Feb 1911 in Jamestown, NY. Rachela Valenti, daughter of Filippo Valenti and Gaetana Lombardo, was born about 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Jamestown, NY.

883. Giuseppe LoDico (Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 May 1899 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in May 1981 at the age of 82 in Jamestown, NY. He was buried in Jamestown, NY. SS# 178-10-1544. Last residence: 14701 Falconer, Chautauqua, NY.

Josephine Inselego was born in Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Josephine Inselego had the following children:

+982  i.  Charles LoDico, born abt 1920, Jamestown, NY; died Jamestown, NY.
983  ii.  Rose LoDico died about 1990 in Akron, Ohio. She was born in Jamestown, NY.
984  iii.  Saverio LoDico died about 2008 in Toledo, Ohio. He was born in Jamestown, NY.

887. Giuseppe Librizzi (Maria Grazia Giuseppa LoDico-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Apr 1892 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He died on 26 Oct 1928 at the age of 36 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. He was buried in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe Librizzi and Maria Magistra were married on 2 Jun 1920 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Magistra was born in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
890. Francesco "Frank" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Jun 1886 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 22 Apr 1949 at the age of 62 in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass.. 1907 - Francesco Ignazio LoDico (21), eldest son of Ignazio and Francesca Paola LoDico has his life threatened over a girl. Francesca, fearing the worst for her son, sends him to the United States. He boards the Sannio, out of Palermo and arrives at Ellis Island on September 26, 1907. Francesco travels to Syracuse / Buffalo, NY to live with the Restivo or Ristagno family.

He married the former Catherine Lillian Cartwright Lanergan and they had 4 children together. Francesco (Frank) was very proud to be American and was quite patriotic. He was a Barber by trade and a sign painter, but it was the depression, so the family was not wealthy, but they did alright considering the times.

Frank was renowned as a terrific gardener and grew squash and zucchini that were 3 ft long! We have photos of him holding one of his famous vegetables.

Frank had a reputation as a prankster. When he first opened his barber shop in Mansfield, Mass., in the late 1920's, he would constantly tease and joke with the old Italian men who came to hang out at the barber shop. One story tells of how he would entertain the men with tales of his fighting in the Risorgimento and as a Carbonari. He would tell them before he served as a Sicilian patriot he was tall and strong. He would say now, after years of fighting for Sicily, he was shrinking. He would point to the ceiling fan and show how he could just reach the pull cord. The next day he would come in early and shorten the cord. He would tell another tale and then end with reaching for the pull cord. The old men looked on in wonder as he could not reach the cord. Only when they agreed he was shrinking would he burst out in laughter and tell them the joke.

Frank died suddenly of heart failure when in his late 50's. His wife Catherine moved to Attleboro to live with her daughter Paula and they worked at Balfour Company in Attleboro, MA. When Joan was divorced from her husband, she joined her mother and sister and they resided together. Catherine (Kay) died in 1973 of heart failure.

FRANCESCO LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO:  http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Francesco "Frank" LoDico and Catherine Lillian Cartwright Lanergan were married on 22 Jul 1924 in Pawtucket, Rhode Island, United States. Catherine Lillian Cartwright Lanergan, daughter of Alexander Lanergan and Anna Laura Emma Cartwright, was born on 3 Aug 1902 in Boston, Mass.. She died on 21 Sep 1973 at the age of 71 in Attleboro, Mass.. She had Social Security Number 028-18-8671. The 1930 census shows Catherine age 27, Frank age 43, son Frank Jr. (Buster) age 5, and son Randolph age 2 years 5 months living at 15 Newton St., Mansfield, Mass. in his mother Francesca's home. Frank had a barber shop in town.

Francesco LoDico and Catherine Lillian Cartwright Lanergan had the following children:

+985    i.  Frank "Buster" LoDico Jr., born 28 Mar 1924, Mansfield, Mass.; died 5 Jul 2001,
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Florida.


+987 iii. Barbara Joan LoDico, born 11 May 1932, Quincy, Massachusetts, United States; married Joseph Francis McKay, 16 May 1951, Mansfield, Massachusetts; died 21 Feb 2019, Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, United States.


Francesco "Frank" LoDico and Myrtle M. Chase were married on 23 Nov 1918 in Brunswick Maine. Myrtle M. Chase, daughter of William Chase and Alice Mabel Jones, was born in 1898 in Eden Vermont.

Francesco "Frank" LoDico and Hazel May Jamieson were married in Jan 1917 in Portland, Maine, United States. Hazel May Jamieson, daughter of George O. Jamieson and Elizabeth Corrigan, was born on 13 Nov 1899 in Saint Albans, Franklin Vermont.

892. Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jan 1890 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1922 at the age of 32 in Mansfield, Mass.. She was buried in 1922 in Mansfield, Mass.. In the San Prospero church records of Marianopoli, Sicily is the baptism of Salvatrice on page 302 #8 on 1/16/1890. The side note indicates her marriage to Tommaso Guerro in 1912 in Mansfield MA., America.

Their children were Curcio and Sylvio. Sylvio's wife was Althea. Salvatrice later married Romeo Pianeso and their child was Irma Pianeso. Irma married Guerrino Eusepi. Their children are Sally, Rosie, Joanne, Carla, and Linda.

SALVATRICE LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO:  http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico and Romeo Pianosi were married on 27 Sep 1917 in Boston, Mass.. Romeo Pianosi, son of Eduardo Pianosi and Filomina Ardaloni, was born on 9 Feb 1885 in Fano, Italy. He died on 16 Aug 1946 at the age of 61 in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass..

Romeo Pianosi and Salvatrice LoDico had the following child:

+989 i. Irma Pianosi, born 27 Mar 1920; died Apr 1994, Dennis, Mass..
Salvatrice "Sally" LoDico and Tomaso Guerra were married on 30 Jun 1912 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Tomaso Guerra died in 1916 in Massachusetts. He was buried in Massachusetts.

Tomaso Guerra and Salvatrice LoDico had the following children:


893. Angela "Angelina" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Aug 1892 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Apr 1980 at the age of 87 in Mansfield, Mass. She had Social Security Number 028-18-8184. Angelina was buried in Mansfield, Mass. Angelina married Aristodemo (Rooster) Albertini. Their children are Rena, Aurora, Eleanor, and Alfred.

Angelina emigrated from Marianopoli to Mansfield and went to work in Mansfield's chocolate factory the first week she arrived. She made $4 a week wages.

My grandfather Ignazio was famous for writing passion plays in Mansfield in the early years of living in Mansfield [1910-1920]. Angelina performed in these passion plays. The entire family played instruments, danced and sang and continued to entertain in Mansfield as they had done in Marianopoli, Sicily.

My earliest memories of Angelina was from 1956 and attending 1st grade. I would have to walk past her home and many times I would be ushered inside to have lunch. My Aunt Angelina spoke little English, yet I somehow understood enough of what she said. Her house was always filled with the smells of Sicilian twist bread and homemade pasta. It seemed she was always cooking, making breads and pastas, yet she lived alone.

ANGELINA LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Angela "Angelina" LoDico and Aristodemo Albertini were married on 7 Oct 1917 in Norton, Massachusetts. Aristodemo Albertini, son of Domenico Albertini and Matilda Pentucci, was born on 23 Dec 1891 in Sano Ferrato, Italy. He died on 23 May 1952 at the age of 60 in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in Mansfield, Mass.. Aristodemo served in World War I. His enlistment info was: PVT CO K 36 INF 12 DIV.

Aristodemo Albertini and Angela LoDico had the following children:
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ii. Aurora Albertini, born 25 Jun 1919, Mansfield, Mass.; died 5 May 1995, Norfolk, Mass..


894. Carmelo "Charlie" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Mar 1895 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Jul 1963 at the age of 68 in Mass.. He had Social Security Number 010-28-5434. In the San Prospero church records of Marianopoli, Sicily, the baptism of Carmelo is recorded on page 83 #37 3/20/1895 with the side note on 6/9/1935 Carmelo married Maria Selvaggio {Mary Savage} in St. John Rectory in Quincy, Mass.

They had no children. Carmelo and Mary ran a beauty shop on Germain Ave., in Quincy in the 1930s. Carmelo was a barber and Mary was a hairdresser. In the 1940s their beauty shop was on 21 Granite St.

My dad's favorite story to tell about his brother Charlie (who was 4'10) was having to come home after school as a teenage to violin lessons. Charlie, the older brother would demand that my father go upstairs and practice. One day after Charlie left the house, my father stopped practicing and was checking out his brother's clothes in the closet. He tried on one of his dress shirts and discovered he couldn't button the collar. When Charlie came home and found his brother not practicing he threatened him as usual. My dad stood up to him and said his days playing the violin were over. Charlie looked at him, up and down, then agreed.

CARMELO LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO:  http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Carmelo "Charlie" LoDico and Maria Selvaggio were married on 9 Jun 1935 in Quincy, Mass.. Maria Selvaggio was born about 1915. Maria Selvaggio was known as Mary Savage.

895. Prospero Giuseppe Moaria "Joseph" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Aug 1899 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 27 Feb 1981 at the age of 81 in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida. He had Social Security Number 027-16-4277. Joseph was buried in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida. My uncle Joseph was born on August 19th in Marianopoli, Sicily. The patron saint of Marianopoli is San Prospero. The feast of San Prospero is celebrated in mid August. Most likely,
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children born on or close to this time of year are named in honor of San Prospero.

Joseph owned a meat store / market in Sharon, Mass. When he retired he moved first to Worcester, Mass., and then to Florida.

The 1930 census shows Joseph, age 29, living at 310 Summer St., Stoughton, Mass with his wife Rose, age 28 and children: Elaine 8, Joseph 6, Edward 5, Willian 3 and 10 months, and Barbara 1 and 1 month.

PROSPERO LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Rose Caroline Julius, daughter of Joseph Julius and Selina Lorriane, was born on 6 Nov 1901 in Taunton, Mass or Vermont. She died on 15 Dec 1982 at the age of 81 in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida. She had Social Security Number 261-43-8179. Rose was buried in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida. Rose was French Canadian / Native American Indian

Prospero Giuseppe Moaria LoDico and Rose Caroline Julius had the following children:

+996 i.  Elaine S. LoDico, born 13 Jan 1922.
+1000 v. Barbara A. LoDico, born 20 Feb 1929, Massachusetts; died 14 May 2000, Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida.

896. Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira "Mary" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Oct 1901 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 15 Sep 1992 at the age of 90 in Quincy, Mass.. She had Social Security Number 013-50-4179. Mary was buried in Quincy, Mass.. Maria (Mary) married Americo Faiella and lived at 15 Newton St., Mansfield, Mass. with Americo at her father Ignazio's house according to the 1920 census.

My Aunt Mary once told me of the story of her arrival at Ellis Island as a child of 10. She recalled being separated along with her sister Giovanna (Jenny) from her mother Francesca and baby brother Vincenzo by a doctor. They both had eye infections. She recalled every morning the doctor would take her to the window and reach in his lab coat for a small green stone. He would then rub it across her eye. This was very painful and made her cry. One day while at lunch, she spotted her mother across the crowded hall. The family was finally reunited.

Years later, while watching a special show on Ellis Island, they spoke of an common eye infection
by emigrating Italians. Called 'Mediterranean Eye' or Trachoma, a doctor would treat the encrustation around the eye by rubbing a small jade colored bar of medicine (copper based) on the eye. After a few weeks the infection was reduced and emigration was allowed.

MARIA LODICO
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Americo Alfredo Carlo Faiella, son of Luigi Faiella and Eugenia Farneti, was born on 7 Apr 1897 in Minas Garnes, Brazil. He died on 14 Aug 1980 at the age of 83 in Quincy, Mass.. He was buried in Quincy, Mass.. Americo had Social Security Number 011-22-6467. Americo's Birth Record: Nato Amerigo Alfredo Carlo Nate il 7 Aprile 1897 e Registrato il 14 Aprile; Nato a bello Orisonete in Via Sabara Stato in Minas Garnes, Brasilia.

The 1920 Census shows Americo Faiella, living at 15 Newton St., Mansfield, Mass. with his LoDico in-laws: Americo - son-in-law - 23, b. in Brazil, working as a riveter in a shipyard.

Americo Alfredo Carlo Faiella and Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico had the following children:

1001  
i. Faiella was born on 1 Dec 1919 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 1 Dec 1919 at the age of 0 in Mansfield, Mass..
+1002  
ii. Norma Eugenia Faiella, born 31 Dec 1920, Quincy, Mass.; died 23 Sep 2007, Quincy, Mass..
+1003  
iii. Salvatrica Maria "Sally" Faiella, born 9 May 1923, Quincy, Mass..
+1004  
iv. Louis Faiella, born 26 Nov 1925, Quincy, Mass.; died 2 Feb 2016, Quincy, Massachusetts, United States.
+1005  
v. Francesca Paula Faiella, born 4 Oct 1931, Quincy, Mass..

897. Giovanna "Jenny" LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Nov 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in Quincy, Mass.. She was buried in Quincy, Mass.. My Aunt Jenny lived in Quincy when I was a child. I remember visiting both my Aunts Mary and Jenny on Sundays. These were my father's two older sisters. Both sisters had married two Faiella brothers. My Aunt Jenny was another great cook. Her home-made bread, like her older sister Angelina was very traditionally Sicilian.

GIOVANNA LODICO:
PHOTOS & ELLIS ISLAND INFO: http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Giovanna "Jenny" LoDico and Rodolfo Calimero Pietro Antonio Carmino Faiella were married on 15 Jun 1919 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Rodolfo Calimero Pietro Antonio Carmino Faiella, son of Luigi Faiella and Eugenia Farneti, was born on 19 Jun 1895 in Prezza, Italy. He died in
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Quincy, Mass. He was buried in Quincy, Mass. My Uncle Rodolfo (Rudy) Faiella was a professional wrestler in the 1920s. He was known as 'The Whirlwind'. The stories told by his brother Americo and sons Alfred and Luigi spoke of a man of great strength. Once he got a grip on his opponent, it was all over.

As young men, Americo and Rodolfo would travel from town to town giving wrestling demonstrations and challenging the Italian men to matches for money. Rodolfo rarely lost.

As one story goes, while standing in a railroad yard, Rodolfo and Americo were discussing a possible match with a group of men. Rodolfo looked down at a cast iron train rail and said he could lift it completely off the ground all by himself.

Everyone looked at the rail. It was a massive ' I ' beam about 30 feet long. A few men tried to lift up one end and could barely get it a few inches off the ground. The bets were placed.

Rodolfo grabbed one end and hoisted over his shoulder. He walked down the rail to the center and lifted it off the ground in one quick move.

from LEADING AMERICANS OF ITALIAN DESCENT IN MASSACHUSETTS pg. 307-308:

FAIELLA, RUDOLPH -Champion wrestler and city employee. Born Prezza, Aquila, Italy, June 29, 1895. Son of Luigi Faiella and Eugenia Farneti. Came to U.S. with his parents in 1903, settling in Quincy in 1908. Educated in the public schools. In the service of City of Quincy since 1932. Formerly winner of the South Shore wrestling championship for 12 years. He toured the U.S. as wrestler, defeating four world's light heavy champions and was for eight years the uncrowned champion of the world. Married Jennie LoDico of Mansfield, June 15, 1919, a graduate of Mansfield High. Children: Eleanor, Luigi (in Coast Guard US Navy), Alfred, and Lillian, all graduates of Quincy High School. Mr. Faiella is the organizer of Mass. Bocce League, and president of Quincy Point and South Quincy Bocce Clubs. Active in civic and political affairs. His father, a physician, had the following children: Mrs. Elvira Morro; Mrs. Blanca Fratto; Mrs. Emma Pasquale; Nunzio; Mrs. Giselda Pettinelli; Rudolph; Americo; Mrs. Giovannina Sandonato; Aristide; and Gaetano. Res.: 178 South St., Quincy

Rodolfo Calimero Pietro Antonio Carmino Faiella and Giovanna LoDico had the following children:

1006 i. Eleanor "Fifi" Faiella was born in 1921 in Quincy, Mass.. She died in Nov 1965 at the age of 44 in Quincy, Mass.. She was buried in Quincy, Mass..
+1007 ii. Luigi Ignazio Pietro "Choo" Faiella, born 1922, Quincy, Mass.; died 13 Nov 2007, Florida, USA.
1008 iii. Alfred Angelo "Po" Faiella was born on 1 Sep 1923 in Quincy, Mass.. He died on 7 Oct 2002 at the age of 79 in Pinellas County, Florida. He was buried in Pinellas County, Florida. SS# 024-16-8386.
900. Alfred Albano Guido LoDico (Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Dec 1914 in Mansfield, Mass. He died on 9 Feb 1968 at the age of 53 in Rhode Island. He was buried on 11 Feb 1968 in Mansfield, Mass. My father's nickname was 'Bed'. Many of his closest friends, even most of our relatives thought it was given to him because of his fondness to sleep in late in the morning after spending all night out.

The truth is, his mother Francesca used to call for him by yelling "Beddu". Beddu is the Sicilian word for handsome. His friends picked up on the name and the nickname stuck.

ALFRED LODICO:
PHOTOS:  http://www.lodico.org/mike/

Alfred Albano Guido LoDico and Josephine Margaret Mormino were married on 21 Aug 1949 in Quincy, Mass. Josephine Margaret Mormino, daughter of Mathew Mormino and Rose Gentile, was born on 28 Apr 1920 in Quincy, Mass. She died on 19 Mar 2008 at the age of 87 in Cambridge, Mass.

Alfred Albano Guido LoDico and Josephine Margaret Mormino had the following children:


1012  iii. James Peter LoDico was born on 1 Mar 1956 in Attleboro, Mass.. He died on 24 Mar 1988 at the age of 32 in Lynn, Mass.. He had Social Security Number 014-46-5377.


901. Salvatore Milazzo (UNKNOWN LoDico-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1888 in St. Caterina, Sicily. He died in Rochester, New York. He was buried in Rochester, New York. Ellis island records show Salvatore, age 24 (b. 1888) male, married to Grazia Calciano arrived at Ellis Island on 10/8/1912 aboard the Ancona with his wife, and cousins: Giuseppe LoDico, Benedetto LoDico, and Salvatore LoDico. Salvatore was from Saint Caterina and referenced his cousin Carlo LoDico in Mansfield, Mass. as his final destination. His father was Michele and he was a laborer.

Grazia "Grace" Calciano was born about 1885 in St. Caterina, Sicily. She died. She was buried in Rochester, New York. Ellis island records show Grazia (Grace) Calciano Milazzo, age 25 (b. 1887) female, married to Salvatore Milazzo, arrived at Ellis Island on 10/8/1912 aboard the Ancona with
her husband, and cousins: Giuseppe LoDico, Benedetto LoDico, and Salvatore LoDico. Grazia was from Saint Caterina and referenced her cousin Carlo LoDico in Mansfield, Mass. as her final destination. Her father was Michele and she was a housewife.

Salvatore Milazzo and Grazia Calciano had the following children:

1. Francis Milazzo was born in 1911 in Sicily.
2. Michael Milazzo was born in 1908 in Sicily.
3. Peter Milazzo was born in 1913 in Sicily.
4. Isabel Milazzo, born 1903, Sicily; married Frank Pulvino.

906. Maria Pastorello (Calogera LoDico-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Jan 1906 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Maria Pastorello and Calogero Andaloro were married in Marianopoli, Sicily. Calogero Andaloro was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Calogero Andaloro and Maria Pastorello had the following child:

1. Angelo Andaloro, born abt 1927, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Rosalia Valenti, 1955, Marianopoli, Sicily.

907. Francesco LoDico (Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Jan 1930 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 20 Jul 2009 at the age of 79 at Forest Lawn Cemetery in Buffalo, New York, United States. Buffalo News Obit: LoDico - Francesco "Frank" July 20, 2009, age 79; beloved husband of the late Maria G. (nee DiForto) LoDico; dear father of Charles (Deborah), Mary, Frank (Kim), Carlo (Dina) LoDico and Sally (Sam) Panepento; loving grandfather of Alexandria, Maddalena, Juliana, Sarah, Carlo, Isabella and Salvatore; brother of the late Maria Scifano. The family will be present to receive friends Wednesday 7-9 PM at the (Delaware Chapel) AMIGONE FUNERAL HOME, INC. 1132 Delaware Ave., where prayers will be said Thursday morning at 9:15 AM followed by a Mass of Christian Burial at Holy Angels Church at 10:00 AM. Friends invited. Flowers gratefully declined. If desired, memorials may be made to Roswell Park Cancer Institute. Share your condolences at www.AMIGONE.com

Francesco LoDico and Giuseppina Maria di Forte were married in Marianopoli, Sicily. Giuseppina Maria di Forte was born on 28 May 1934 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 28 Dec 2006 at the age of 72 at Forest Lawn Cemetery in Buffalo, New York, United States. OBIT: LoDICO-Maria G. (nee DiForte) December 28, 2006. Beloved wife of Frank; dearest mother of Charles (Deborah), Mary, Frank (Kim), Carlo (Dina), and Sally (Sam) Panepento; grandmother of Alexandria, Maddalena, Juliana, Sarah, Carlo, and Isabella; sister of the late Santina Ball; also survived by nephews. Family will receive friends Friday 2-4 and 7-9 PM at (Delaware Chapel)
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AMIGONE FUNERAL HOME, INC., 1132 Delaware Ave (near West Ferry), Buffalo, where funeral services will be held at 9:15 AM Saturday followed by a Mass of Christian Burial at Holy Angels Church, 348 Porter Ave at 10 AM.

Francesco LoDico and Giuseppina Maria di Forte had the following children:

1020 ii. Mary LoDico was born on 10 Apr 1957 in Buffalo, New York.

908. Maria LoDico (Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

UNKNOWN Schifano was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

911. Maria Grazia Vullo (Maria LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Aug 1903 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Maria Grazia Vullo and Francesco Bellavia were married on 29 Jan 1928 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Francesco Bellavia was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

914. Salvatore Vullo (Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Nov 1894 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died on 8 Jun 1921 at the age of 26 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Vullo and Arcangela Lombardo were married about 1928 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Arcangela Lombardo was born about 1898 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Salvatore Vullo and Arcangela Lombardo had the following child:

1024 i. Salvatore Vullo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

915. Luciano Vullo (Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Apr 1898 in Marianopoli, Sicily.
Luciano Vullo and UNKNOWN were married about 1930 in Marianopoli, Sicily. UNKNOWN was born about 1902 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Luciano Vullo and UNKNOWN had the following children:

1025  i.  Michela Vullo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.
1026  ii. Salvatore Vullo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

916. Paolo Epifanio Vullo (Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Jun 1901 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in 1983 at the age of 82 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Paolo Epifanio Vullo and Teresa Lombardo were married about 1928 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Teresa Lombardo was born in 1906 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died in 1971 at the age of 65 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Paolo Epifanio Vullo and Teresa Lombardo had the following children:

+1027  i.  Salvatore Vullo, born abt 1929, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Franca Bet, 1966, Marianopoli, Sicily; died abt Jun 2011.
+1029  iii. Michela Vullo, born abt 1932, Marianopoli, Sicily; married Giuseppe Vertera.
1032  vi. Epifania Vullo was born (date unknown). Epifania died a few months after her birth

919. Giuseppe Vullo (Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Feb 1908 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died in Marianopoli, Sicily. He was buried in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Vullo and UNKNOWN were married about 1935 in Marianopoli, Sicily. UNKNOWN was born about 1912 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Giuseppe Vullo and UNKNOWN had the following children:

+1033  i.  Michela Vullo, born abt 1950, Marianopoli, Sicily.
1034  ii. Salvatore Vullo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.
iii. Carmelo Vullo was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

922. Gesualda Valenti (Ignazia LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Jul 1902 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Gesualda Valenti and Angelo di Forte were married on 8 Jan 1922 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Angelo di Forte was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

923. Luciano Valenti (Ignazia LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 19 Feb 1908 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Luciano Valenti and Crocifina Fasciano were married on 18 Oct 1936 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Crocifina Fasciano was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.

932. Giuseppe LoDico (Carmelo-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Carmelo-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 May 1896 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Giuseppa Maria La Tona were married on 31 Jan 1920 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppa Maria La Tona was born about 1898 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

943. Louis di Gangi (Giuseppe Calogero-7, Rosa Maria Genduso-6, Marianna LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1928.

Louis di Gangi and UNKNOWN were married. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Louis di Gangi and UNKNOWN had the following child:

+1036 i. Carol Ann di Gangi, married UNKNOWN Warren.

Ninth Generation

944. Giuseppe LoDico (Vittorio-8, Damiano Calogero-7, Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1935 in Santa
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Grazia LoDico were married about 1960 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Maria Grazia LoDico, daughter of Calogero LoDico and Venera Macaluso, was born about 1938 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Giuseppe LoDico and Maria Grazia LoDico had the following children:


945. Giuseppe LoDico (Santo Carmelo-8, Damiano Calogero-7, Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1950 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Calogera LoDico were married about 1972 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Calogera LoDico, daughter of Vincenzo LoDico and Maria Santa LoDico, was born about 1951 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

Giuseppe LoDico and Calogera LoDico had the following children:


946. Salvatore LoDico (Santo Carmelo-8, Damiano Calogero-7, Vittorio Leonardo-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1952 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.

UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Salvatore LoDico and UNKNOWN had the following child:

1037 i. Santo LoDico was born about 1992.

950. Domenica LoDico (Calogera LoDico-8, Vincenzo-7, Domenico-6, Giuseppe Calogero-5, Alberto-4, Domenico-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1974 in Santa Caterina LoDico, Petralia Soprana.
Salvatore Salerno was born (date unknown).

Salvatore Salerno and Domenica LoDico had the following children:

1038  i.  Claudio Salerno was born on 18 Mar 1993 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.
1039  ii.  Gabri Salerno was born about 1998 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

961. Francesco LoDico (Rosario-8, Leonardo-7, Giuseppe-6, Calogero Giuseppe-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 15 Oct 1945 in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Francesco LoDico and UNKNOWN had the following child:

1040  i.  Saro LoDico was born in Verdi -Petralia Sopran, Sicily.

965. Damiano LoDico (Salvatore-8, Damiano-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Alimena, Sicily.

Anita Houweling was born in Netherlands.

Damiano LoDico and Anita Houweling had the following children:

+1041  i.  Salvatore LoDico, born Netherlands.
+1042  ii.  Linda LoDico, born Netherlands.

967. Vittorio LoDico (Maria Grazia LoDico-8, Calogero-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1963 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.

Vittorio LoDico and Mimma Modica were married about 1988 in Petralia Sopran, Sicily. Mimma Modica was born in 1969 in Germany.

Vittorio LoDico and Mimma Modica had the following children:

1044  ii.  Liliana LoDico was born on 3 Oct 1996 in Petralia Sottana, Sicily.
968. Rosario LoDico (Maria Grazia LoDico-8, Calogero-7, Leonardo-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1972 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosario LoDico and Giuseppina Giusy Macaluso were married about 1995 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Giuseppina Giusy Macaluso was born on 22 Dec 1979 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

Rosario LoDico and Giuseppina Giusy Macaluso had the following children:

1045   i. UNKNOWN LoDico was born about 2008 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.
1046   ii. Federica LoDico was born on 1 Nov 1999 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily.

970. Ann Maisano (Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella-8, Arcangelo-7, Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Nov 1927. She died on 10 Feb 2001 at the age of 73.

Ann Maisano and Michele LaMancuso were married. Michele LaMancuso was born on 5 Dec 1923.

Michele LaMancuso and Ann Maisano had the following child:

+1047   i. Michael LaMancuso, married Rose UNKNOWN.

971. Michael Angelo Munella (Benedetto-8, Arcangelo-7, Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1934. He died in 2015 at the age of 81.

Michael Angelo Munella and Joan Angelotti were married on 2 Mar 1957. Joan Angelotti was born (date unknown).

Michael Angelo Munella and Joan Angelotti had the following child:

1048   i. Jody Munella was born (date unknown).

972. Leonard Baglia (Louis Anthony-8, Leonardo-7, Vincenzo-6, Crocifissa LoDico-5, Vincenzo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Mar 1952 in Jamestown, NY.

Leonard Baglia and Rosemarie S Schoonmaker were married on 2 Sep 1984 in Middletown, Orange, NY. Rosemarie S Schoonmaker was born on 15 Mar 1957 in Middletown, Orange, NY.
Leonard Baglia and Rosemarie S Schoonmaker had the following children:

1049   i.  Robert Lewis Baglia was born on 31 Jan 1987 in Columbus, OH.
1050   ii. James William Baglia was born on 26 Dec 1990 in Durham, NC.

982. Charles LoDico (Giuseppe-8, Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1920 in Jamestown, NY. He died in Jamestown, NY.

Elaine Nellie Bruyer was born about 1925.

Charles LoDico and Elaine Nellie Bruyer had the following children:

1051   i.  Debra Jean LoDico, born 26 Mar 1948, Jamestown, NY.

Eleanor UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Charles LoDico and Eleanor UNKNOWN had the following child:

1053   i.  Gloria LoDico was born (date unknown).

985. Frank "Buster" LoDico Jr. (Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Mar 1924 in Mansfield, Mass.. He was buried in 2001 in Florida. He died on 5 Jul 2001 at the age of 77 in Florida. Buster was also known as Buster. He had Social Security Number 021-16-7574.

Katherine E. Sheehan, daughter of Phillip F. Sheehan and Eva Bertha Beaulieu, was born on 18 Jul 1926 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died in May 1991 at the age of 64. She had Social Security Number 017-20-0421.

Frank LoDico and Katherine E. Sheehan had the following children:

1054   i.  Judy LoDico.
1056   iii. Kevin LoDico was born on 21 Feb 1962. He died on 7 Jun 1989 at the age of 27 in Florida. He was buried in Florida.
1057   iv.  David LoDico was born (date unknown).
986. Randolph Cartwright "Randy" LoDico (Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Nov 1927 in Mansfield, Mass. He died on 27 May 1993 at the age of 65 in Hollywood, Florida. He was buried on 23 Jun 1993 in Bushnell, Sumter City, Florida. Randy had Social Security Number 017-20-1158. Randolph Cartwright LoDico PFC USA plot# 303,35 Florida National Cemetery, Bushnell, Sumter City, Florida.

MILITARY RECORD:
Name: Randolph C Lodico
Name (Original): LODICO RANDOLPH C
Event Type: Military Service
Event Date: 16 Sep 1946
Term of Enlistment: Enlistment for the Panama Canal Department
Event Place: Ft Banks, Boston, Massachusetts, United States
Residence Place:
Race: White
Citizenship Status: citizen
Birth Year: 1927
Birthplace: MASSACHUSETTS
Education Level: 4 years of high school
Civilian Occupation: Tinsmiths, coppersmiths, and sheet metal workers
Marital Status: Single, without dependents
Military Rank: Private
Army Branch: No branch assignment
Army Component: Regular Army (including Officers, Nurses, Warrant Officers, and Enlisted Men)
Source Reference: Enlisted Man, Regular Army, after 3 months of Discharge
Serial Number: 11157503
Affiliate Publication Title: Electronic Army Serial Number Merged File, ca. 1938-1946
Affiliate ARC Identifier: 1263923
Box Film Number: 00751.68


Doris was buried in Florida National Cemetery Bushnell, Sumter, Florida, United States. Burial
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

Florida National Cemetery Bushnell, Sumter County, Florida, USA

Randolph Cartwright LoDico and Doris (Cecile) Demarais had the following children:

+1058  i.  Diane LoDico.

987. Barbara Joan LoDico (Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 May 1932 in Quincy, Massachusetts, United States. She died on 21 Feb 2019 at the age of 86 at Royal Cape Cod Nursing Home in Buzzards Bay, Massachusetts, United States. Barbara J. McKay, 86, passed away peacefully on Thursday February 21, 2019 at the Royal Cape Cod Nursing home in Buzzards Bay, with Tom, her loving companion of 50 years, by her side.

Joan was born in Quincy to the late Frank and Catherine (Lanergan) LoDico. She was the sister of the late Frank LoDico, Randolph LoDico and Paula Supsky. She was raised in Mansfield where she graduated from Mansfield High School. She was the wife of the late Joseph F. McKay whom she married in 1951. Besides being a mother and wife, she went on to a long career at the former Foxboro Company in several secretarial and administrative positions.

She and Tom moved to Buzzards bay over 30 years ago, where she enjoyed yard sales, the beauty of the Cape, and the bounty from Tom's garden. She was well known for her cooking skills, especially her homemade meatballs and spaghetti sauce from scratch. She hosted wonderful holiday meals, filled with good food, laughter and love.

Besides her beloved Tom, she is survived by her three children: Noreen Dalton and her husband Peter of Foxboro, Joseph McKay and his wife Jeanne (Davis) of Camden, SC and Melissa Plante and her husband David of West Warwick R.I. She is also survived by her grandchildren Peter Dalton, and his wife Jessica (O'Neill) of Foxboro, Meghan Conetta and her husband Michael of Cranston R.I. and Benjamin Plante of West Warwick R.I. She was also lucky to have the children of her late son's wife Mae in her life. Tammy Eldredge, Larry Southwick, Maryanne Southwick Jefferson and Jennifer Wells. Joan was blessed with three beautiful great granddaughters: Talia Conetta and Gigi Conetta, both of Cranston R.I. and Penelope Joan Dalton of Foxboro. Also survived by her nieces and nephew: Judy, David, Diane, Randi and Kerri. She was the aunt of the late Frank and Kevin LoDico.

Joan (LoDico) McKay had 3 children with her husband Joe McKay: Noreen, Melissa, and Scott. She lives in Buzzard's Bay, MA.

Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico 8 January 2020
database, *Ancestry* (http://www.ancestry.com: 2005); citing Norfolk, Massachusetts, death certificate number 022483, Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Health Services, Boston. He was buried.

Joseph Francis McKay and Barbara Joan LoDico had the following children:


Tom Reidy was born (date unknown).

988. Paula N. LoDico (Francesco-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Nov 1934 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 11 Dec 1996 at the age of 62 in Mashpee, Massachusetts. She was buried in Mashpee, Massachusetts. SS# 029-26-5030

Frederick Supsky was born (date unknown).

Frederick Supsky and Paula N. LoDico had the following child:


989. Irma Pianosi (Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Mar 1920. She died in Apr 1994 at the age of 74 in Dennis, Mass.. She had Social Security Number 021-14-5392.

Guerrino Eusepi was born on 26 Jul 1919. He died in Jun 1990 at the age of 70 in Dennis, Mass.. He had Social Security Number 010-26-6666.

Guerrino Eusepi and Irma Pianosi had the following children:

+1064  i. Sally Eusepi.
+1066  iii. Joanne Eusepi.
+1067  iv. Carla Eusepi.
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

8 January 2020

990. Curzio T. Guerra (Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 May 1913 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 3 Nov 1992 at the age of 79 in Bellingham, Mass.. He was buried in Bellingham, Mass.. SS# 021-07-4438

Curzio T. Guerra and Lydia UNKNOWN were married in 1935 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Lydia UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Curzio T. Guerra and Lydia UNKNOWN had the following children:

1069   i.  Thomas Guerra was born about 1934.
1070   ii. Joanne Guerra was born (date unknown).

Mildred Anderson was born (date unknown).

Curzio T. Guerra and Mildred Anderson had the following child:

1071   i.  Richard Guerra was born (date unknown).

991. Silvio Guerra (Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Jul 1915 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 11 Jul 1995 at the age of 79 in Travis County, Texas. He was buried in Travis County, Texas. Silvio was raised by relatives in Medford from the age of six, following the death of his parents by 1922. The spelling of the family name: Guerrero was retained by Curzio, but Silvio adopted the Milford, Mass. branch of the family name: Guerra.

ss# 030-01-6553

Althea Huddleston was born in Whitman, Mass..

Silvio Guerra and Althea Huddleston had the following children:

+1072   i.  Margaret Ann Guerra, born 16 Jan 1944, Massachusetts.

992. Rena Albertini (Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 3 Mar 1921 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 30 Jan 2014 at the age of 92 in Attleboro, Massachusetts. OBIT: Rena E. Plante, 92, of North Attleboro passed away Thursday evening, January 30, 2014 in Sturdy Memorial Hospital after a brief illness. She was the devoted wife for 71 years to Eugene Plante before his death in
2012. Born March 3, 1921 in Mansfield, she was a daughter of the late Aristodemo and Angelina (LoDico) Albertini. Rena grew up in Mansfield and was a 1939 graduate of Mansfield High School. Rena made her home in North Attleboro where she moved when she married Eugene in 1941.

Primarily a homemaker caring for her four children, Rena also worked for many years throughout the area in jewelry manufacturing and finally at the Wells Company in Attleboro before retiring in 1982. Rena enjoyed traveling with her husband Gene visiting every state in the country except Alaska, she was particularly fond of Hawaii.

A longtime communicant of St. Mary's Church in North Attleboro and was an avid mall walker at Emerald Square Mall. In her youth she enjoyed line dancing and sewing, a skilled seamstress she enjoyed making beautiful clothes.

Rena loved bird watching in her yard earning her the nickname ‘Rena Bird’ to her children and grandchildren. She loved to share her baking with family and friends especially over a game of cribbage. Above all she cherished spending time with her family.

She is survived by three children: Eleanor Clark and her husband Arthur of North Attleboro, Robert Plante and his wife Prudence Magee of Oak Bluffs and David Plante of North Attleboro; a sister Eleanor Plante of Rehoboth; five grandchildren: Donna Clark Gould, Deborah Gould and Christopher Clark and his wife Heather all of North Attleboro and Molly Magee of Vineyard Haven and Owen Silver of Mt. Pleasant, MI; six great-grandchildren: Ryan, Shane, Kyle and Morgan Gould and Hadleigh and Hunter Clark; and several nieces and nephews.

She was mother of the late Ronald Plante who passed away in 2002 and sister of the late Aurora Menard and Alfred Albertini.

Visiting hours will be held on Wednesday, February 5 from 3-7 p.m. in the Sperry & McHoul Funeral Home, 15 Grove Street, North Attleboro.

A funeral Mass will be held from the funeral home on Thursday, February 6 at 9 a.m. followed by a Mass in St. Mary's Church, 14 Park Street, North Attleboro. Burial to follow in St. Mary's Cemetery, Attleboro Falls.

Rena Albertini and Eugene Plante were married on 1 Sep 1941 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Eugene Plante, son of Elzear Plante and Clara Deshaires, was born on 19 Jan 1914 in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. He died on 1 Nov 2012 at the age of 98 in Providence, Rhode Island. NORTH ATTLEBORO - Eugene Arthur Plante, 98, of North Attleboro died Thursday evening, Nov. 1, 2012, in Rhode Island Hospital, Providence, surrounded by his devoted family, after a brief illness. He was the beloved husband of Rena (Albertini) Plante for over 71 years. Born Jan. 19, 1914 in Pawtucket, he was a son of the late Elzear and Clara (Beeche) Plante. Gene grew up in...Pawtucket but was a resident of North Attleboro for more than 70 years. He was a U.S. Army Veteran of World War II, serving in a medical unit as a builder for 33 months overseas. Gene was a union carpenter in Local 535 in Norwood before retiring at age 62. He also owned and operated a Sunoco Gas Station on Red Rock Hill (Route 1) in North Attleboro for several years in the late 1930s. He enjoyed gardening and tending to his yard. He also loved walking both locally and with his mall friends at Emerald Square mall until just a few years ago. One of his favor pastimes was the game of cribbage which he played as often as possible. Gene and his wife Rena traveled extensively in the United States and Canada. They visited every state except Alaska and traveled
Eugene Plante and Rena Albertini had the following children:

1074  i. Ronald E. Plante was born on 11 Nov 1942. He died on 16 Apr 2002 at the age of 59 in San Carlos, California. He was buried in Massachusetts. Ronald had Social Security Number 023-32-8068.


1077  iv. David Plante was born on 27 Mar 1956.

993. Aurora Albertini (Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Jun 1919 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 5 May 1995 at the age of 75 in Norfolk, Mass.. She had Social Security Number 014-01-4478.

Albert Menard, son of, was born on 1 May 1907 in Taunton, Massachusetts. He died in May 1959 at the age of 52 in Mansfield, Mass..

Albert Menard and Aurora Albertini had the following children:


+1079  ii. Richard Menard, born 16 May 1944, Mansfield, Mass..

UNKNOWN Taylor was born (date unknown).
994. Eleanor S. Albertini (Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Oct 1924 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 4 Jan 2015 at the age of 90 in Attleboro, Massachusetts. OBIT: Eleanor S. Plante, 90, longtime resident of Rehoboth MA, died Sunday January 4, 2015 in Attleboro, MA. Eleanor, daughter of Aristodemo and Angelina Albertini of Mansfield, MA was born on October 2, 1924. She married Lionel A. Plante on June 15, 1946 at St. Mary’s Church, Mansfield, MA. Eleanor is survived by daughter Karen, wife of Robert Kroll, of Halifax N.S. and son Wilfrid, husband of Gail, of Millersville PA. She is also survived by 5 grandchildren, Nathan (Denise) Kroll and Ruth-Ellen (Henry) Jackson all of Halifax, Jessica Plante (Vernon Gardiner) of Readfield ME, MSG Elijah (Dani) Plante of Fort Hood TX, Danielle Plante of Scranton PA, 10 great- grandchildren, Julia, Sarah, Rebecca, Ellery, Viola, and Xavier of Halifax, Julie and Kaitlyn of ME., Kalin and Elijah Thomas of TX and many nieces and nephews. Eleanor was predeceased by her parents, loving husband (May 8, 1994) and her sisters Aurora M. Taylor, Rena E. Plante, and brother Alfred I. Albertini. Eleanor was raised in Mansfield MA. Eleanor hand painted flowers on enamel jewelry, commercially grew tulips for the Easter season and evergreen trees for Christmas all while raising her family. Eleanor was an active volunteer in Rehoboth including the Council of Aging and managed the construction of the Perryville Inn. After spending many years in Florida, she returned to Rehoboth to be a companion to Neva, a longtime family friend. Eleanor recently resided at Hope Gardens in Attleboro MA. She loved spending time with family and friends at many outdoor gatherings, campouts and social excursions of fun and entertainment. She will be sadly missed by all who knew her.

A Mass of Christian Burial will be held on Thursday Jan. 8'th, at 10:00 AM at Our Lady of Mount Carmel Church, 984 Taunton Ave. Seekonk, MA., followed by burial at Cedar Knoll Cemetery, 175 Staples St. East Taunton, MA.

Eleanor S. Albertini and Lionel Plante were married on 15 Jun 1946 in Mansfield, Massachusetts. Lionel Plante, son of L. T. Plante, died on 8 May 1994.

Lionel Plante and Eleanor S. Albertini had the following children:

+1080    i. Wilfred Plante.
+1081    ii. Karen Plante.

995. Alfred Ignazio A. Albertini (Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Oct 1922 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 22 Jul 1990 at the age of 67 in California. He was also known as Patta / Fredo. Alfred was buried in California. He had Social Security Number 015-16-9360.

Theresa Plante, daughter of L. T. Plante, was born on 19 Mar 1928 in Pawtucket, Rhode Island. She was also known as Theresa Lucy Plante.

Alfred Ignazio A. Albertini and Theresa Plante had the following children:
1082  i. Joseph Alfred Albertini was born on 30 Sep 1947 in La Puente, California. He died on 6 Oct 1967 at the age of 20 in Hua Nghia, South Vietnam. Corporal Joseph Alfred Albertini was a casualty of the Vietnam War. As a member of the Army Selective Service, CPL Albertini served our country until October 6th, 1967 in Hua Nghia, South Vietnam. He was 20 years old and was not married. Joseph died from multiple fragmentation wounds. His body was recovered. Joseph was born on September 30th, 1947 in La Puente, California.

CPL Albertini is on panel 27E, line 056 of the Veterans Memorial Wall in Washington D.C. He served our country for one year.

http://tanaya.net/vmw/A/rec-445.html

1083  ii. Joann Albertini was born on 2 Dec 1949 in Attleboro, Mass.. She died on 5 Mar 1950 at the age of 0 in Mansfield, Mass..


1086  v. Tammie Ann Albertini was born on 9 Nov 1957 in Los Angeles, California. She died in Mar 1988 at the age of 30 in Pomona, California.

996. Elaine S. LoDico (Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 13 Jan 1922.

William Mann was born (date unknown).


Patricia Ann Reidy, daughter of Gerard Reidy and Helen Lanergan, died on 16 Nov 2005.

Joseph John LoDico and Patricia Ann Reidy had the following children:

Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

1088 ii. Karen Patricia LoDico was born on 4 Apr 1952.
1091 v. Michele Marie LoDico was born on 5 Nov 1960.


Roberta Lucy Capen was born on 28 Jan 1928 in Massachusetts. She died on 6 Apr 1996 at the age of 68 in Rutherford, New Jersey. She was buried in Rutherford, New Jersey. SS# 014-22-7974

Edward Ignazio LoDico and Roberta Lucy Capen had the following children:

1093 i. Edward "Jr." LoDico was born on 12 Jul 1947. He died on 15 Jun 1969 at the age of 21 in Sharon, Mass..

Mary I. Lydon was born (date unknown).

999. William W. "Billy" LoDico (Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 May 1926 in Mansfield, Mass.. He died on 21 Dec 1976 at the age of 50 in Attleboro, Massachusetts. He had Social Security Number 031-12-3729.

Wilola P. UNKNOWN was born about 1926.

William W. LoDico and Wilola P. UNKNOWN had the following children:

1096 i. Lola LoDico was born in Mansfield, Mass..
1097 ii. Sandy LoDico was born in Mansfield, Mass..
+1099 iv. John Edward LoDico, born abt 1956, Mansfield, Mass..
+1100 v. Paul W. LoDico, born abt 1959, Mansfield, Mass..

Nino F. Losito was born on 31 Mar 1928. He died on 14 May 2000 at the age of 72 in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida. He was buried in Lake Worth, Palm Beach County, Florida.

1002. Norma Eugenia Faiella (Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Dec 1920 in Quincy, Mass.. She died on 23 Sep 2007 at the age of 86 in Quincy, Mass..

Joseph Proto was born on 9 Jun 1914 in New Haven, Connecticut. He died on 19 Sep 1987 at the age of 73 in Massachusetts. He was buried in Massachusetts. SS# 045-10-0728

Joseph Proto and Norma Eugenia Faiella had the following children:

1101  i. Linda Maria Proto was born on 28 Oct 1948 in New Haven, Connecticut. She died on 13 Jan 2014 at the age of 65 in Quincy, Mass.. OBIT: PROTO, Linda M. Of Quincy passed away Monday January 13 at home. She was 65 years old. Born in New Haven, CT on October 28 1948, she was the loving daughter of the late Joseph E. & Norma F. (Faiella) Proto. She was a Graduate of Quincy High School Class of 1966 and Aquinas Jr. College Class of 1968. She worked in the Credit Department at Bank of Boston for 25 years and was a Bus Monitor for the City of Quincy for the past 5 years. She was active in the Quincy City Republican Committee, involved in many activities at the Quincy Public Library and enjoyed music, the Beatles, rock and roll trivia & reading. Ms. Proto was the loving sister of the late Robert Joseph Proto. She was the dear niece of Sally Saluti, Louis Faiella & his wife Alice and Frances Andronico & her husband Leo. She was the cousin of Elizabeth Marini, Paula Cristina, David Andronico, Maria Klisiaris, Dawna Donaghey, Anthony Andronico, Melissa Sepulveda and their families. She was the cherished Godmother of Andrea Cristina Finn. A Funeral Mass will be celebrated at St. Josephs Church, 550 Washington Street, Quincy on Friday, January 17 at 10:30am. Relatives and friends are kindly invited to attend. Visiting hours will be held on Thursday from 5-8pm at the Bolea-Buonfiglio Funeral Home, 116 Franklin Street in QUINCY. Interment in Mt. Wollaston Cemetery. In lieu of
flowers, donations may be made in Ms. Protos memory to the Make a Wish Foundation, One Bulfinch Place, Second Floor, Boston, MA 02114.

ii. Robert Joseph Proto was born on 18 Oct 1951 in New Haven, Connecticut. He died on 6 Nov 1951 at the age of 0 in New Haven, Connecticut.

1003. Salvatrica Maria "Sally" Faiella (Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 May 1923 in Quincy, Mass..

Albert Peter Spadocia was born on 6 Nov 1921 in Quincy, Mass. He died on 27 Apr 1956 at the age of 34 in Quincy, Mass. He was buried in Quincy, Mass.

Albert Peter Spadocia and Salvatrica Maria Faiella had the following children:

+1103  i. Elizabeth Maria Spadocia, born 7 Mar 1948, Quincy, Mass.; married Daniel Patrick Marini, 18 Nov 1972, Quincy, Mass.
+1104  ii. Paula Frances Alberta Spadocia, born 17 Dec 1949, Quincy, Ma..

John Saluti was born on 27 Jun 1915 in Massachusetts. He died in Jun 1972 at the age of 57 in Quincy, Mass. He was buried in Quincy, Mass. SS# 022-05-9198

1004. Louis Faiella (Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Nov 1925 in Quincy, Mass. He died on 2 Feb 2016 at the age of 90 in Quincy, Massachusetts, United States.

Alice Grazioso was born on 4 Nov 1928.

1005. Francesca Paula Faiella (Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Oct 1931 in Quincy, Mass.

Leo Russell Andronico, son of Rosario Andronico and Rose Philbrook, was born on 31 Oct 1931 in Quincy, Mass. He died on 7 Apr 2014 at the age of 82 in Quincy, Mass. OBIT: ANDRONICO, Leo Of Quincy, passed away Monday April 7 at home. He was 82 years old and the beloved husband of Frances P. (Faiella) Andronico for 60 years. Born Quincy on October 31, 1931, he was the loving son of the late Rosario & Rose (Philbrook) Andronico. Mr. Andronico was a graduate
of Quincy High School Class of 1949 and served in the United States Navy during the Korean War on the USS Pocono & the USS Fulton. Mr. Andronico was the loving father of David J. Andronico & his wife Mary Ann, Maria M. (Andronico) Klisaris & her husband Zissis, Dawn L. (Andronico) Donaghey & her husband Peter, Anthony F. Andronico, all of Quincy and Melissa (Andronico) Sepulveda & her husband Jose of Marion, MA. He was the cherished grandfather of 10 and great-grandfather of 1. - See more at: http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/bostonglobe/obituary.aspx?pid=170576297#sthash.NTL7otuj.dpuf

Leo Russell Andronico and Francesca Paula Faiella had the following children:

+1105 i. David John Andronico, born 18 Mar 1954, Quincy, Mass..
+1106 ii. Maria Margherita Andronico, born 1 Nov 1955, Quincy, Mass..
+1107 iii. Dawn Lee Andronico, born 2 Jun 1958, Quincy, Mass..
+1108 iv. Anthony Faiella Andronico, born 11 Feb 1961, Quincy, Mass..
+1109 v. Melissa Olivia Jean Andronico, born 16 Dec 1969, Quincy, Mass..

1007. Luigi Ignazio Pietro "Choo" Faiella (Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1922 in Quincy, Mass.. He died on 13 Nov 2007 at the age of 85 in Florida, USA. OBIT: FAIELLA, Luigi P., 85, of Spring Hill, died November 13, 2007. Born in Mansfield, Mass., he came to Florida 33 years ago from Quincy, Mass. He worked in eminent domain for the State of Massa-chusetts. He was a Coast Guard veteran of World War II and member of the Pasco Italian-American Club. Survivors include two sons, Rudolph of Weymouth, Mass., and William of Spring Hill; one daughter, Kathleen "Kathy" Carncross of Spring Hill; one sister, Lillian Gray of St. Petersburg; four grandchildren; and several great-grandchildren. In lieu of flowers, the family requests donations to the American Heart Association. Grace Memorial Gardens and Funeral Home, Hudson

Frances Wronski died in 1987 in Florida. She was born in New Jersey.

Luigi Ignazio Pietro Faiella and Frances Wronski had the following children:

+1110 i. Kathy Faiella, born Quincy, Mass..
+1111 ii. Rudolph Faiella, born Quincy, Mass..
+1112 iii. William Faiella.

1009. Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma "Nini" Faiella (Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1926 in Quincy, Mass..
Charles P. Clauss was born (date unknown).

Charles P. Clauss and Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella had the following children:

+1113  i.  Joanne Clauss, born 5 Feb 1951, Quincy, Mass..
+1114  ii.  Charles J. Clauss, born Quincy, Mass..
+1115  iii.  Diane Clauss, born Quincy, Mass..
+1116  iv.  Peter Clauss, born Quincy, Mass..

Jesse Gray was born (date unknown).

1010. Michael LoDico (Alfred Albano Guido-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Nov 1951 in Attleboro, Mass..

Michael LoDico and Cynthia Anne Mousette were married on 15 Nov 1975 in Costa Mesa, California. Cynthia Anne Mousette, daughter of David Raymond Mousette and Rita Lucille Rodier, was born on 27 Aug 1952 in Marlboro, Mass.. She died on 25 Jun 2015 at the age of 62 in Santa Cruz, California. OBIT: Cynthia (Mousette) LoDico, 62, passed away peacefully in her sleep on Thursday, June 25, 2015 at her home in Santa Cruz, California. She was born in Marlborough, MA; lived in Hudson, MA; and has lived in California for many years. She attended Hudson Catholic High and Northeastern University. She is survived by her mother, Rita (Rodier) Mousette of Hudson, MA; her father David R. Mousette of Sterling, MA; seven siblings; and many nieces and nephews. There will be a celebration of her life held on Friday, July 31, 2015, at 11:30 am at Evergreen Cemetery located on Wilson Street in Marlborough, MA. -- Published in MetroWest Daily News on July 28, 2015

1011. Paula Frances LoDico (Alfred Albano Guido-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Dec 1953 in Attleboro, Mass..

Douglas Jost was born (date unknown).

Douglas Jost and Paula Frances LoDico had the following child:

1013. John Alfred LoDico (Alfred Albano Guido-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Feb 1961 in Attleboro, Mass..

John Alfred LoDico and Elaine McArdle were married on 4 Aug 2000 in Boston, Mass. Elaine McArdle was born (date unknown).

1017. Isabel Milazzo (Salvatore-8, UNKNOWN LoDico-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1903 in Sicily.

Isabel Milazzo and Frank Pulvino were married. Frank Pulvino was born in 1893 in Sicily.

Frank Pulvino and Isabel Milazzo had the following children:

1118  i. Clara Pulvino was born in 1926 in Rochester, New York, United States.
1119  ii. James Pulvino was born in 1929 in Rochester, New York, United States.

1018. Angelo Andaloro (Maria Pastorello-8, Calogera LoDico-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1927 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Angelo Andaloro and Rosalia Valenti were married in 1955 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Rosalia Valenti was born about 1930 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

1019. Charles P. LoDico (Francesco-8, Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Oct 1955 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Deborah UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1021. Frank LoDico (Francesco-8, Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 21 Nov 1964 in Buffalo, New York.

Kimberly Tuttle was born (date unknown).

Frank LoDico and Kimberly Tuttle had the following child:
i. Alexanderia LoDico was born about 1998 in Williamsville, New York.

1022. Carlo D. LoDico (Francesco-8, Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-I) was born on 18 Dec 1968 in Buffalo, New York.

Dina UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1023. Sally LoDico (Francesco-8, Calogero Pietro-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-I) was born on 18 Dec 1968 in Buffalo, New York.

Samuel J. Panepento was born (date unknown).

1027. Salvatore Vullo (Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-I) was born about 1929 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died about Jun 2011 at the age of 82.

Salvatore Vullo and Franca Bet were married in 1966 in Marianopoli, Sicily. Franca Bet was born (date unknown).

Salvatore Vullo and Franca Bet had the following children:

i. Teresa Vullo was born in 1966 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

ii. Paolo Vullo was born in 1968 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iii. Diego Vullo was born in 1971 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

iv. Luciano Vullo was born in 1973 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

1028. Diego Vullo (Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-I) was born about 1930 in Marianopoli, Sicily. He died about Jan 2012 at the age of 82.

Diego Vullo and Marie Louise Chabrut were married in 1964. Marie Louise Chabrut was born (date unknown).

Diego Vullo and Marie Louise Chabrut had the following child:
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico

+1125  i. Christina Vullo, born 1964; married Ezio Liporesi.

1029. Michela Vullo (Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1932 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Michela Vullo and Giuseppe Vertera were married. Giuseppe Vertera was born (date unknown).

1030. Vincenza Vullo (Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Jun 1934 in Marianopoli, Sicily. She died on 17 Jul 2013 at the age of 79.

Vincenza Vullo and Sebastiano Lo Vetere were married in 1958. Sebastiano Lo Vetere was born (date unknown).

Sebastiano Lo Vetere and Vincenza Vullo had the following child:


1031. Luciano Vullo (Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1937 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

Luciano Vullo and Maria Vittoria Carla were married in 1974. Maria Vittoria Carla was born about 1940.

Luciano Vullo and Maria Vittoria Carla had the following child:

+1127  i. Teresa Vullo, born 1975; married Marco UNKNOWN.

1033. Michela Vullo (Giuseppe-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1950 in Marianopoli, Sicily.

UNKNOWN Calabrese was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Calabrese and Michela Vullo had the following child:

1128  i. Luciano Calabrese was born in Marianopoli, Sicily.
1036. Carol Ann di Gangi (Louis-8, Giuseppe Calogero-7, Rosa Maria Genduso-6, Marianna LoDico-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Carol Ann di Gangi and UNKNOWN Warren were married. UNKNOWN Warren was born (date unknown).

Tenth Generation

1041. Salvatore LoDico (Damiano-9, Salvatore-8, Damiano-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Netherlands.

Manuela Tabak was born in Netherlands.

Salvatore LoDico and Manuela Tabak had the following children:

1129   i.  David LoDico was born (date unknown).
1130   ii. Julian LoDico was born (date unknown).
1131  iii. Ruby LoDico was born (date unknown).

1042. Linda LoDico (Damiano-9, Salvatore-8, Damiano-7, Michele-6, Pietro-5, Gaetano-4, Augustino-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Netherlands.

Willem Kemmers was born in Netherlands.


Maria Grazia LoDico and Fabio Carmine Coppola were married on 22 Nov 2019 in Petralia Soprana, Sicily. Fabio Carmine Coppola was born (date unknown).

1047. Michael LaMancuso (Ann Maisano-9, Luigina Mary (Louise) Munella-8, Arcangelo-7, Benedetto-6, Michela Liboria Tabbone-5, Caterina LoDico-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2,
Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Michael LaMancuso and Rose UNKNOWN were married. Rose UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1051. Debra Jean LoDico (Charles-9, Giuseppe-8, Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Mar 1948 in Jamestown, NY.

UNKNOWN Swanson was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Swanson and Debra Jean LoDico had the following child:

1132    i. Jeffrey Swanson was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Bennett was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Young was born (date unknown).

1052. Terry Lynn LoDico (Charles-9, Giuseppe-8, Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Jun 1952 in Jamestown, NY.

Terry Lynn LoDico and Sandra Irene Cross were married on 18 Dec 1976. Sandra Irene Cross was born on 10 Mar 1946 in Monroe Falls, Ohio.

Terry Lynn LoDico and Sandra Irene Cross had the following children:


1134    ii. Joannah Lynn LoDico was born on 27 Sep 1985 in Medina, Ohio.

1054. Judy LoDico (Frank -9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Cal Salerno was born (date unknown).
1055. Frank T. LoDico (Frank -9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Frank T. LoDico and Patricia L. UNKNOWN were married about 1975. Patricia L. UNKNOWN was born about 1954 in Pontiac, Michigan. She died on 28 Sep 2011 at the age of 57 in Ft. Pierce, Florida, USA. OBIT: Patricia L. Lodico

Patricia L. Lodico, 57, died Sept. 28, 2011, at her daughter's home in Fort Pierce. She was born in Pontiac, Mich., and lived in Fellsmere for 35 years, coming from Fort Lauderdale. Survivors include her husband of 36 years, Frank Lodico; daughters, Christina White of Fort Pierce and Aja Collins of New Jersey; son, Phillip Lodico of Colorado; sisters, Deborah Gallivan and Shirley Gartrell, both of Florida; and two grandchildren. She was preceded in death by her sister, Nancy Coon.

Frank T. LoDico and Patricia L. UNKNOWN had the following children:

+1136  ii. Aja LoDico.
1137  iii. Phillip LoDico was born (date unknown).

1058. Diane LoDico (Randolph Cartwright-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Leland Vulcan was born (date unknown).

Leland Vulcan and Diane LoDico had the following children:

+1138  i. Jessica Lee Vulcan, born 1979; married UNKNOWN Jones.
1139  ii. John Cartwright Vulcan was born in 1984.

1059. Randi LoDico (Randolph Cartwright-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Brian Strack was born (date unknown).

Brian Strack and Randi LoDico had the following children:

1140  i. Anna Bailey Strack was born on 6 Oct 1995.
1141  ii. Joshua Strack was born (date unknown).
1060. Noreen Francis McKay (Barbara Joan LoDico-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 12 Mar 1955.

Peter John Dalton Jr., son of Peter John Dalton, was born on 20 Mar 1962.

Peter John Dalton and Noreen Francis McKay had the following child:


1061. Joseph Scott McKay (Barbara Joan LoDico-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jun 1957.

Marion 'Mae' Southwick died in Sep 2002.

Jeanne Davis was born in South Carolina.

1062. Melissa McKay (Barbara Joan LoDico-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 22 Sep 1958.

David Charles Plante was born (date unknown).

David Charles Plante and Melissa McKay had the following children:

+1143  i. Meghan Plante, born 14 Nov 1981.
1144  ii. Benjamin Plante was born on 10 Jun 1985.


Kevin St. Don was born (date unknown).

Kevin St. Don and Kerri Ann Supsky had the following child:
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico  

1145  
i. Tara St. Don was born on 1 May 1989.

Chuck Blackwell was born on 8 Aug 1967.

Chuck Blackwell and Kerri Ann Supsky had the following children:

1146  
i. Dylan Blackwell was born in Oct 1997.
1147  
ii. Felicia Blackwell was born on 20 Sep 1998.
1148  
iii. Melanie Blackwell was born on 7 Sep 1999.
1149  
iv. Alexis Blackwell was born on 25 May 2004.
1150  
v. Crystal Blackwell was born on 19 Jul 2007.

1064. Sally Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Charlie Goodrow was born (date unknown).

Charlie Goodrow and Sally Eusepi had the following child:

+1151  
i. Brian Goodrow.

1065. Rosie Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Jul 1953.

Gary Austin was born (date unknown).

1066. Joanne Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

William "Billy" Sears was born (date unknown).

William Sears and Joanne Eusepi had the following child:

1152  
i. Michael Sears was born (date unknown).

1067. Carla Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6,
Descendants of Cristofaro LoDico
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Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN McNutt was born (date unknown).

1068. Linda Eusepi (Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Jul 1959.

UNKNOWN Woodhams was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Woodhams and Linda Eusepi had the following children:

1153 i. Emily Woodhams was born (date unknown).
1154 ii. John Woodhams was born (date unknown).

1072. Margaret Ann Guerra (Silvio-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Jan 1944 in Massachusetts.

UNKNOWN Dimery was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Dimery and Margaret Ann Guerra had the following children:

1155 i. Charlotte Dimery was born about 1972.
1156 ii. Brian Dimery was born about 1977.
1157 iii. Richard Dimery was born about 1978.

1073. Sylvia Linwood Guerra (Silvio-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Aug 1945 in Massachusetts.

Sylvia Linwood Guerra and John Costello were married about 1966. John Costello was born (date unknown).

John Costello and Sylvia Linwood Guerra had the following children:

1158 i. Thomas Michael Costello was born about 1967.
1159 ii. Susan Marie Costello was born about 1969.
1075. Eleanor J. Plante (Rena Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 30 Nov 1943.

Eleanor J. Plante and Arthur R. Clark were married on 29 Oct 1966. Arthur R. Clark was born on 29 Oct 1943.

Arthur R. Clark and Eleanor J. Plante had the following children:

1162  iii. Christopher Richard Clark was born on 1 Oct 1976.

1076. Robert "Bobby" Plante (Rena Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 17 Feb 1947 in Attleboro, Massachusetts. He died on 24 Sep 2014 at the age of 67 in Martha's Vineyard, Massachusetts. OBIT: Longtime charter boat Captain Robert A. Plante of Oak Bluffs, better known as “Edgar,” a man of strong convictions, who passed on his love of the ocean and fishing to a wide circle of those close to him and his many clients over the years, died Wednesday, Sept. 24, 2014, after suffering a long illness. Prudence Thatcher Magee, his best friend of 35 years and beloved wife of 12 years, his stepdaughter Molly Magee, and close friend Garreth Heath were by his side when he closed his eyes. He was 67.

Robert, known as both “Edgar” and “Bob” to family and friends, was born on Feb. 17, 1947, in North Attleboro. He graduated from North Attleboro High School in 1964.

Edgar joined the Army and served in Vietnam beginning in December 1965. A combat veteran, he received a Purple Heart with one Bronze Oak Leaf Cluster, a Vietnam Service Medal with one Bronze Service Star and a Republic of Vietnam Campaign Medal with Device. He received an honorable discharge in September 1967. A proud veteran, Edgar was a member of the Disabled American Veterans and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

Following his Army service, Edgar attended various colleges and ultimately received a bachelor of arts degree from the University of Massachusetts Amherst.

Edgar’s love of fishing began at an early age, when his father would take him and his sister Eleanor to a canal in their neighborhood. He spent many summer days visiting his Aunt Babs, who loved him like a son, and they often fished together at a reservoir near the Head of the Bay at Buzzards Bay. He was a father figure to many, and taught his nephew Chris Clark, close friend Garreth Heath, and many others to fish, and encouraged both Chris and Garreth to become boat captains.

Kind, quick-witted, and gregarious are only a few of the adjectives friends and family use to describe Edgar. He had the courage of his convictions, and firm beliefs that he stood by. Fun-loving and adventurous, Edgar loved to travel, especially to warm climates to test the waters
Edgar was a longtime resident and member of the business and social community on Martha’s Vineyard. His charter fishing-boat business was born in Oak Bluffs harbor in the late 1970s on board the The Piano, and subsequently The Banjo. Many have wonderful fish stories that all begin aboard the deck of The Banjo, which he shared with his Labs Slick and Rip.

Edgar and Prudy were married aboard The Banjo by his nephew and first mate, Chris Clark, on Sept. 15, 2002. His best man was John Grimes.

Edgar’s impact on the lives of others cannot be adequately expressed, and he will be missed beyond measure by those who had the chance to know and love him. Many more lives will be touched by the memories that he leaves behind and the lessons he taught, which will be shared for years to come.

In addition to his devoted wife Prudy, Edgar is survived by his stepchildren, Owen Silver of Mount Pleasant, Mich., and Molly Magee of Oak Bluffs; a brother, David Plante; sister Eleanor Clark and her husband Arthur; nephew Chris Clark and wife Heather, and their children Hadleigh and Hunter; niece Deborah Gould; niece Donna Clark and her children Ryan, Shane, Kyle, and Morgan; and all of North Attleboro. He is also survived by his favorite aunt, Eleanor Babs Plante of Attleboro, sisters-in-law Carol Thatcher, Janine Thatcher Moreis and her husband Keith, and their children Tyler, Darrell, and Kelsey; and his mother-in-law, Betty Thatcher. Bob is predeceased by his parents Eugene and Rena (Albertini) Plante, and a brother, Ronald Plante.

Robert "Bobby" Plante and Prudence Thatcher Magee were married on 15 Sep 2002. Prudence Thatcher Magee was born on 19 Apr 1954.

Robert Plante and Prudence Thatcher Magee had the following child:

1163  i. Mollie Magee was born (date unknown).

1078. Sandra Menard (Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 May 1942 in Mansfield, Mass.. She died on 16 Apr 2000 at the age of 57. OBIT: Sandra J. (Menard) Ross, 58, died Sunday in Brigham and Women's Hospital in Boston. She was the wife of Paul E. Ross Jr. Sandra was born in Mansfield, MA on May 25, 1942, the daughter of the late Albert and Aurora (Albertini) Menard, she had lived in Mansfield until 1963. She lived in Wrentham, MA for 30 years. She was a 1960 graduate of Mansfield High School. She was a group leader in publications for The Factory Mutual Insurance in Norwood, MA. She was a communicant of St. Mary's Church in Wrentham. Besides her husband, she is survived by a son, Paul E. Ross III of Wrentham; three daughters,
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Pamela J. Fearns of Franklin, Sharon E. Roy of Norton, and Stephanie A. Connolly of Wrentham; a brother, Richard Menard of Mt. Morris, NY; and seven grandchildren.

Sandra Menard and Paul E. Ross were married in 1963. Paul E. Ross, son of Paul E. Ross and Germaine St. Germain, was born on 13 Jan 1940 in Manville, RI. He died on 10 Dec 2013 at the age of 73 in Daytona Beach, FL. OBIT: Paul E. Ross, Jr, 73, a long time Wrentham resident, died peacefully in his sleep, Tuesday, December 10th, 2013. He was born to the late Paul E. Ross Sr. and Germaine (St. Germain) Ross, Jan. 13, 1940, in Manville, RI. Paul was a member of the United States Air Force until his honorable discharge in November of 1960. He married the late Sandra J. Menard in 1963, and they lived together in Wrentham, before his relocation to Daytona Beach, FL in 2005.

Paul is survived by his four children: Pamela Fearn (Lawrence Fearn) of Port Orange, FL; Paul E. Ross, III (Patricia Ross) of Wrentham; Sharon Roy (Steven Roy) of Bridgewater and Stephanie Connolly (Kevin Connolly) of Norfolk; his eight grandchildren: Adam Connolly, Ethan Connolly, Samuel Ross, Jacob Ross, Jared Roy, Caleb Roy, Rebekah Roy and Joseph Roy and his sister Claire Miller (Kurt Miller) of Wethersfield, CT. He was predeceased by his brother Robert P. Ross, Sr. and sister-in-law, Dorothy P. Ross.

Paul E. Ross and Sandra Menard had the following children:

+1164 i. Pamela Ross, born 14 Jun 1965.

1079. Richard Menard (Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 May 1944 in Mansfield, Mass..

Dale L. UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1080. Wilfred Plante (Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Gail UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Wilfred Plante and Gail UNKNOWN had the following children:
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+1168  i.  Jessica Plante.
+1169  ii.  MSG Ellijah Plante.
1170  iii.  Danielle Plante was born (date unknown).

1081.  Karen Plante (Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Robert Kroll was born (date unknown).

Robert Kroll and Karen Plante had the following children:

+1171  i.  Nathan Kroll.
+1172  ii.  Ruth Ellen Kroll.

1084.  James Albertini (Alfred Ignazio A.-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 29 Jan 1954.

Patricia Ann Iasparro was born on 24 Jan 1954 in Glendale, California.

James Albertini and Patricia Ann Iasparro had the following children:

1173  i.  Joseph Alan Albertini was born on 15 Jan 1981 in San Dimas, California.
1174  ii.  Julie Ann Albertini was born on 24 Apr 1982 in San Dimas, California.
1175  iii.  Jan Marie Albertini was born on 5 Jun 1984 in San Dimas, California.

1085.  Jean Ann Albertini (Alfred Ignazio A.-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Nov 1956.

Michael Joseph Shannon was born (date unknown).

Michael Joseph Shannon and Jean Ann Albertini had the following child:

1176  i.  Laura Michelle Shannon was born on 16 May 1988 in Orange, California.

1087.  Joanne LoDico (Joseph John -9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Jul 1945.
UNKNOWN Rogers was born (date unknown).

James Allen Carter, son of Laverne Edward Carter and Eva Pearl Stone, was born (date unknown).

James Allen Carter and Joanne LoDico had the following child:

1177 i. James Allen Carter was born (date unknown).


Joseph John LoDico Jr. and Susan Whiffen were married on 27 May 1977. Susan Whiffen, daughter of Henry J. Whiffen and Margaret M. Minton, was born (date unknown).

Joseph John LoDico and Susan Whiffen had the following children:

1178 i. Joseph John LoDico Jr. was born on 24 Sep 1977.
1179 ii. Nicholas Vincent LoDico was born on 25 Feb 1979.
1180 iii. Henry John LoDico was born on 6 Mar 1980.

1090. Sally Ann LoDico (Joseph John -9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Nov 1959 in Taunton, Massachusetts. She died on 18 Mar 2012 at the age of 52 in East Falmouth, Massachusetts.

John C. Gastol was born (date unknown).

1092. Amy Marie LoDico (Joseph John -9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 Jul 1964.

UNKNOWN Landolfi was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Landolfi and Amy Marie LoDico had the following child:
1182  i. Angela Landolfi was born (date unknown).


Barbara UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Rickey LoDico and Barbara UNKNOWN had the following children:


Ann Proulx was born (date unknown).

Rickey LoDico and Ann Proulx had the following children:


1095. Deborah Ann LoDico (Edward Ignazio-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 10 Nov 1957.

Dennis Nuber was born in Jersey City, New Jersey.

Dennis Nuber and Deborah Ann LoDico had the following children:

1185  i. Katelyn Elizabeth Nuber was born on 15 Jun 1984 in Bayonne, NJ.
1186  ii. Samuel John Nuber was born on 20 May 1988 in Secaucus, NJ.

1098. William "Billy Jr." LoDico (William W.-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Nov 1950 in Mansfield, Mass..

Janice M. Gay, daughter of UNKNOWN Gay and Dolores Agrella, was born (date unknown).

William LoDico and Janice M. Gay had the following children:
1187  i.  Jillian LoDico was born (date unknown).
1188  ii.  Jonathan LoDico was born (date unknown).
+1189  iii.  Jenna LoDico.
1190  iv.  Jayna M. LoDico was born (date unknown).
1191  v.  James LoDico was born (date unknown).


Anita B. Scialoia, daughter of John E. Scialoia and Adeline A. Mucciarone, was born about 1960 in Mansfield, Mass.

John Edward LoDico and Anita B. Scialoia had the following children:

1192  i.  Alexandria J. LoDico was born in Mansfield, Mass.

Nichole was born in Attleboro on December 8, 1990. She was a graduate of Mansfield High School Class of 2008 and worked for Metro PCS in Mansfield.

Miss LoDico was the dear sister of James W. LoDico of Taunton and Alexandra J. LoDico of Mansfield. She is also survived by many aunts, uncles, cousins and extended family.

Paula M. Ferrario was born (date unknown).

John Edward LoDico and Paula M. Ferrario had the following child:


1100. Paul W. LoDico (William W.-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1959 in
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Kathleen UNKNOWN was born about 1961.

Paul W. LoDico and Kathleen UNKNOWN had the following children:

1195  
i. Jessica LoDico was born on 31 Jul 1988.
1196  
ii. Brendan LoDico was born on 10 Mar 1996.

1103. Elizabeth Maria Spadorca (Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Mar 1948 in Quincy, Mass..

Elizabeth Maria Spadorca and Daniel Patrick Marini were married on 18 Nov 1972 in Quincy, Mass.. Daniel Patrick Marini, son of Reno Marini and Edna Curtin, was born on 17 Mar 1950 in Quincy, Mass..

Daniel Patrick Marini and Elizabeth Maria Spadorca had the following children:

+1197  
i. Alicia Paula Marini, born 9 Sep 1974, Quincy, Mass..
+1198  
ii. Daniel Patrick Marini, born 4 May 1977, Quincy, Mass..
+1199  

1104. Paula Frances Alberta Spadorca (Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 17 Dec 1949 in Quincy, Ma..

Umberto Cristina was born on 21 Feb 1950 in Campobasso, Italy.

Umberto Cristina and Paula Frances Alberta Spadorca had the following children:

+1200  
i. Jessica Elizabeth Maria Cristina, born 7 Jul 1972, Quincy, Mass..
+1201  
ii. Laura Anne Maria Cristina, born 8 May 1974, Quincy, Mass..
+1202  
iii. Andrea Beth Salvatrica Cristina, born 23 Jun 1976, Quincy, Mass..
+1203  
iv. Paul Andrew Albert Cristina, born 5 Feb 1978, Quincy, Mass..

1105. David John Andronico (Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 18 Mar 1954 in Quincy, Mass..
MaryAnn Gizzarelli was born on 10 Nov 1952.

David John Andronico and MaryAnn Gizzarelli had the following children:

1204 i. Angela Maria Andronico was born on 3 May 1982 in Quincy, Mass..

1106. Maria Margherita Andronico (Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 1 Nov 1955 in Quincy, Mass..

Zissis Klisiaris was born on 28 Oct 1962 in Grevena, Greece.

Zissis Klisiaris and Maria Margherita Andronico had the following children:

1206 i. Christopher Zissis Andronico-Klisiaris was born on 4 May 1989.
1207 ii. Alexandria Elephethia Klisiaris was born on 1 Feb 1991.
1208 iii. Petros William Klisiaris was born on 21 Dec 1993.

1107. Dawna Lee Andronico (Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 2 Jun 1958 in Quincy, Mass..

Peter William Donaghey was born on 2 Dec 1954.

Peter William Donaghey and Dawna Lee Andronico had the following children:

1209 i. Carla Frances Donaghey was born on 6 Jan 1988.
1210 ii. Francesca Mary Donaghey was born on 4 Oct 1989.

1108. Anthony Faiella Andronico (Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 11 Feb 1961 in Quincy, Mass..

Dorethea Norton was born (date unknown).

Anthony Faiella Andronico and Dorethea Norton had the following child:
1. Anthony James Andronico was born on 18 Aug 1993.

1109. Melissa Olivia Jean Andronico (Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Dec 1969 in Quincy, Mass..

Jose Sepulveda was born on 24 Mar 1969.

Jose Sepulveda and Melissa Olivia Jean Andronico had the following children:

   1212   i. Ava Francesca Sepulveda was born on 17 Nov 2005 in Plymouth, Mass..
   1213   ii. Manny Sepulveda was born (date unknown).

1110. Kathy Faiella (Luigi Ignazio Pietro-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Quincy, Mass..

Chip Carncross was born (date unknown).

Chip Carncross and Kathy Faiella had the following child:

   1214   i. Chad Lee Carncross was born (date unknown).

1111. Rudolph Faiella (Luigi Ignazio Pietro-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Quincy, Mass..

Pat Ryan was born (date unknown).

Rudolph Faiella and Pat Ryan had the following children:

   +1215   i. Louis Faiella.
   +1216   ii. Michael Faiella.

1112. William Faiella (Luigi Ignazio Pietro-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Debi UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

William Faiella and Debi UNKNOWN had the following children:
Lee Anne Faiella was born on 7 Jun 1979. She died on 1 Aug 1979 at the age of 0.

William Faiella Jr. was born on 1 Jul 1981.

Joanne Clauss (Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Feb 1951 in Quincy, Mass..

William Lordan was born (date unknown).

William Lordan and Joanne Clauss had the following child:

William R. Lordan.

John Opie was born (date unknown).

Charles J. Clauss and Sandra Theodore had the following children:

Gina Clauss, born abt 1968; died 21 Dec 2010.

Charles R. Clauss, died 2004.

Nancy Cummins was born (date unknown).

Dennis Hooks was born (date unknown).

Dennis Hooks and Diane Clauss had the following children:
Alan Weaver was born (date unknown).

Alan Weaver and Diane Clauss had the following children:

1225  i.  Alan Weaver was born on 19 Feb 1979.
1226  ii.  Autumn Weaver was born (date unknown).

1116. Peter Clauss (Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in Quincy, Mass..

Patricia Orange, daughter of Linwood E. and Peggy UNKNOWN, was born (date unknown).

Peter Clauss and Patricia Orange had the following children:

1227  i.  Mark Clauss was born (date unknown).
1228  ii.  Crystal Clauss was born on 14 Dec 1984.
1229  iii.  Steven Clauss was born on 24 Oct 1986.

1117. Jessica Lee Jost (Paula Frances LoDico-9, Alfred Albano Guido-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 6 Jan 1975.

Jessica Lee Jost and Shad Plante were married in 2006. Shad Plante was born (date unknown).

Shad Plante and Jessica Lee Jost had the following child:

1230  i.  Lucas LoDico Plante was born on 22 Nov 2011 in Winchendon, Mass..

1125. Christina Vullo (Diego-9, Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1964.

Christina Vullo and Ezio Liporesi were married. Ezio Liporesi was born (date unknown).
Ezio Liporesi and Christina Vullo had the following children:

1231  i. Giacomo Liporesi was born in 1992.
1232  ii. Emmanuel Liporesi was born in 1995.

1126. Cinza Lo Vetere (Vincenza Vullo-9, Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1960.

Cinza Lo Vetere and Michele Riggi were married in 1985. Michele Riggi was born (date unknown).

Michele Riggi and Cinza Lo Vetere had the following children:

1235  ii. Marta Riggi was born in 1992.

1127. Teresa Vullo (Luciano-9, Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1975.

Teresa Vullo and Marco UNKNOWN were married. Marco UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Marco UNKNOWN and Teresa Vullo had the following children:

1236  i. Martina UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).
1237  ii. Sara UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).
1238  iii. Giulia UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Eleventh Generation

1133. Natalie Elaine LoDico (Terry Lynn-10, Charles-9, Giuseppe-8, Calogero-7, Santo-6, Calogero-5, Leonardo-4, Calogero-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 Dec 1982 in Medina, Ohio.

Natalie Elaine LoDico and Aaron Patrick Bond were married on 28 Jun 2009 in Hudson, Ohio. Aaron Patrick Bond was born (date unknown).
1135. Christina LoDico (Frank T.-10, Frank -9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 31 Mar 1973.

UNKNOWN White was born (date unknown).

1136. Aja LoDico (Frank T.-10, Frank -9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Collins was born (date unknown).

1138. Jessica Lee Vulcan (Diane LoDico-10, Randolph Cartwright-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1979.

Jessica Lee Vulcan and UNKNOWN Jones were married. UNKNOWN Jones was born (date unknown).

1142. Peter Thomas Dalton (Noreen Francis McKay-10, Barbara Joan LoDico-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 27 Nov 1989.


Peter Thomas Dalton and Jessica Ann O'Neill had the following child:

1239 i. Penelope Joan Dalton was born on 14 Dec 2017.

1143. Meghan Plante (Melissa McKay-10, Barbara Joan LoDico-9, Francesco -8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Nov 1981.

Michael Conetta was born (date unknown).
Michael Conetta and Meghan Plante had the following children:

1240  i. Talia Marie Conetta was born on 3 May 2004.
1241  ii. Gabriella Grace Conetta was born on 24 Jun 2008.

1151. Brian Goodrow (Sally Eusepi-10, Irma Pianosi-9, Salvatrice LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Michele UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Brian Goodrow and Michele UNKNOWN had the following child:

1242  i. Ashley Goodrow was born (date unknown).

1160. Donna Lee Clark (Eleanor J. Plante-10, Rena Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 26 Nov 1968.

Donna Lee Clark and David Gould were married on 26 Aug 1988. David Gould was born on 9 Jul 1968.

David Gould and Donna Lee Clark had the following children:

1243  i. Ryan Matthew Gould was born on 2 Feb 1989.
1244  ii. Shane David Gould was born on 1 Mar 1991.
1245  iii. Kyle Clark Gould was born on 26 Aug 1995.

1161. Deborah Lynn Clark (Eleanor J. Plante-10, Rena Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 24 Oct 1970.

Matthew Steven Gould was born on 9 Jun 1968.

1164. Pamela Ross (Sandra Menard-10, Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on
Lawrence Fearn was born (date unknown).

1165. Paul Ross (Sandra Menard-10, Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Oct 1967.

Patricia Fullam was born (date unknown).

Paul Ross and Patricia Fullam had the following children:

1247    i.  Samuel Ross was born on 4 Aug 1998.
1248    ii. Jacob Ross was born on 3 Jan 2003.

1166. Sharon Ross (Sandra Menard-10, Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 14 Mar 1970.

Steven Roy was born (date unknown).

Steven Roy and Sharon Ross had the following children:

1249    i.  Joseph Roy was born on 15 May 1997.
1250    ii. Caleb Roy was born on 12 Jun 1997.
1251    iii. Jared Roy was born on 12 Jun 1997.
1252    iv.  Rebekah Roy was born on 12 Jun 1997.

1167. Stephanie Ross (Sandra Menard-10, Aurora Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 28 Dec 1971.

Kevin Connolly was born (date unknown).

Kevin Connolly and Stephanie Ross had the following children:

1253    i.  Adam Connolly was born on 31 May 1995.
1254    ii. Ethan Connolly was born on 19 Jul 1999.
1168. Jessica Plante (Wilfred-10, Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Vernon Gardiner was born (date unknown).

1169. MSG Elliah Plante (Wilfred-10, Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Dani UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1171. Nathan Kroll (Karen Plante-10, Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Denise UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

1172. Ruth Ellen Kroll (Karen Plante-10, Eleanor S. Albertini-9, Angela LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Henry Jackson was born (date unknown).

1181. Angela Marie LoDico (Joseph John-10, Joseph John -9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 16 Mar 1981.

UNKNOWN Gonsalves was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Gonsalves and Angela Marie LoDico had the following child:
1183. Tiffany A. LoDico (Rickey-10, Edward Ignazio-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1974.

Tiffany A. LoDico and Matthew Sayer were married in Oct 2005. Matthew Sayer was born (date unknown).

1184. Marissa LoDico Doyle (Rickey-10, Edward Ignazio-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Marissa LoDico Doyle and Michael Fanelli were married in Sep 2006. Michael Fanelli was born (date unknown).

1189. Jenna LoDico (William -10, William W.-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Cummings was born (date unknown).

1194. James W. LoDico (John Edward-10, William W.-9, Prospero Giuseppe Moaria-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1987 in Mansfield, Mass..

James W. LoDico and Michelle Elaine Doyle were married in Brockton, Mass.. Michelle Elaine Doyle was born (date unknown).

1197. Alicia Paula Marini (Elizabeth Maria Spadorcia-10, Salvatica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 9 Sep 1974 in Quincy, Mass..
Wayne Joseph Miller was born (date unknown).

Wayne Joseph Miller and Alicia Paula Marini had the following children:

1256  i.  Autumn Elizabeth Miller was born on 12 Nov 2005.
1257  ii.  River James Miller was born on 15 Aug 2007.

1198. Daniel Patrick Marini (Elizabeth Maria Spadocia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 4 May 1977 in Quincy, Mass..

Jill Capelotti was born (date unknown).

Daniel Patrick Marini and Jill Capelotti had the following children:

1258  i.  Nina Claire Marini was born on 23 Apr 2004.
1259  ii.  Daniel Marini was born in 2016.

1199. Aimee Elizabeth Marini (Elizabeth Maria Spadocia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 20 Jul 1979 in Quincy, Mass..

Aimee Elizabeth Marini and Eric Francis Dowd were married on 24 May 2003. Eric Francis Dowd was born (date unknown).

Eric Francis Dowd and Aimee Elizabeth Marini had the following children:

1260  i.  Leland Eric Dowd was born on 11 Nov 2009.
1261  ii.  Logan Albert Dowd was born on 11 Jul 2012.

1200. Jessica Elizabeth Maria Cristina (Paula Frances Alberta Spadocia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 7 Jul 1972 in Quincy, Mass..

Jessica Elizabeth Maria Cristina had the following child:
1201. Laura Anne Maria Cristina (Paula Frances Alberta Spadorcia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 8 May 1974 in Quincy, Mass..

Carletus Lamarr Lee was born (date unknown).

Carletus Lamarr Lee and Laura Anne Maria Cristina had the following children:

1263  i. Myah Salvatraca Ella Lee was born on 19 Oct 1999 in South Weymouth, Mass..
1264  ii. Carletus Lamarr Lee was born on 17 Jan 2006 in South Weymouth, Mass..

1202. Andrea Beth Salvatrica Cristina (Paula Frances Alberta Spadorcia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 23 Jun 1976 in Quincy, Mass..

UNKNOWN Mattson was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN Mattson and Andrea Beth Salvatrica Cristina had the following children:

1265  i. Jarrod Matthew Cristina was born on 27 Nov 1994 in South Weymouth, Mass.
1266  ii. Haley Victoria Mattson was born on 5 Mar 1998 in South Weymouth, Mass.

1203. Paul Andrew Albert Cristina (Paula Frances Alberta Spadorcia-10, Salvatrica Maria Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 5 Feb 1978 in Quincy, Mass..

Stephanie Pease was born on 29 Dec 1978.

Paul Andrew Albert Cristina and Stephanie Pease had the following children:

1267  i. Brittney Elizabeth Cristina was born on 28 Dec 1998 in South Weymouth, Mass.
1268  ii. Paul Andrew Cristina was born on 15 Jan 2006 in South Weymouth, Mass..
1269  iii. Reese Filomena Cristina was born on 19 May 2007 in South Weymouth, Mass.
1205. David Carl Andronico (David John-10, Francesca Paula Faiella-9, Maria Margherita Elena Adelaide Elvira LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born on 25 Apr 1985 in Quincy, Mass..

David Carl Andronico and Audrey Mahoney were married on 24 Dec 2015 in Boston, Massachusetts, United States. Audrey Mahoney was born (date unknown).

1215. Louis Faiella (Rudolph-10, Luigi Ignazio Pietro-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Andrea Lucas was born (date unknown).

Louis Faiella and Andrea Lucas had the following children:

1270 i. Ryan Faiella was born in 1992.
1271 ii. Jonathan Faiella was born in 1993.

1216. Michael Faiella (Rudolph-10, Luigi Ignazio Pietro-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Susan Watts was born (date unknown).

1219. William R. Lordan (Joanne Clauss-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Theresa Marie Macol was born (date unknown).

William R. Lordan and Theresa Marie Macol had the following children:

1272 i. Noah Lordan was born (date unknown).
1273 ii. Jonah William Lordan was born on 7 Feb 2007.
1274 iii. Ella Grace Lordan was born on 7 Aug 2008.
1220. Gina Clauss (Charles J.-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born about 1968. She died on 21 Dec 2010 at the age of 42.

Chuck Stokes was born (date unknown).

Chuck Stokes and Gina Clauss had the following children:

1275  i. Megan Stokes was born (date unknown).
1276  ii. Heather Stokes was born (date unknown).


Jane Williams was born (date unknown).

Charles R. Clauss and Jane Williams had the following children:

1278  ii. Mathew Clauss was born (date unknown).
1279  iii. Michael Clauss was born (date unknown).

1222. Dennis J. Hooks (Diane Clauss-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

April Case was born (date unknown).

Dennis J. Hooks and April Case had the following child:

1280  i. Maximus Hooks was born (date unknown).

1223. Dennise Hooks (Diane Clauss-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Dwayne Barr was born (date unknown).
Wayne Pollack was born (date unknown).

Wayne Pollack and Dennise Hooks had the following child:

1281 i. Katelyn Pollack was born (date unknown).

David Rocco DiRoma was born (date unknown).

1224. Derik Hooks (Diane Clauss-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

UNKNOWN was born (date unknown).

Derik Hooks and UNKNOWN had the following child:

1282 i. Derik Hooks was born (date unknown).

1234. Teresa Riggi (Cinza Lo Vetere-10, Vincenza Vullo-9, Paolo Epifanio-8, Michela LoDico-7, Luciano-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born in 1986.

Teresa Riggi and Giovanni Arcadipane were married in 2013. Giovanni Arcadipane was born (date unknown).

Giovanni Arcadipane and Teresa Riggi had the following child:

1283 i. Francesco Arcadipane was born in 2015.

Twelfth Generation

1277. Angela Clauss (Charles R.-11, Charles J.-10, Lillian Gloria Adeline Thelma Faiella-9, Giovanna LoDico-8, Ignazio-7, Francesco Paolo-6, Ignazio-5, Francesco Paolo-4, Mauro-3, Calogero-2, Cristofaro-1) was born (date unknown).

Angela Clauss and Douglas Gradowski were married on 1 Mar 2008. Douglas Gradowski was born (date unknown).
Douglas Gradowski and Angela Clauss had the following child:

1284 i. Elizabeth Gradowski was born (date unknown).
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